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Summary

Direct numerical simulations of heat and mass transport in multiphase flows
– Aniruddha Panda

Multiphase flows are frequently encountered in industrial processes and nat-
ural phenomena. More specifically dispersed multiphase flows are applied in the
industrial processes to increase the surface area (e.g. fluid-solid flows) or improve
the mixing characteristics (e.g. gas-liquid flows). Almost all the applications of
these flows in chemical engineering are accompanied by heat and mass trans-
fer processes. Simulating such systems by using Direct Numerical Simulations
requires resolving all the length scales, also for the heat and mass transfer phe-
nomena. The relative thickness of the mass boundary layer and the heat boundary
layer is related to the momentum boundary layer via the Schmidt and Prandtl
number, respectively.

Thus this thesis is divided in two parts: I. the methodology development of
a novel dual grid approach for the study of heat and mass transport in gas-solid
and gas-liquid systems at very high Prandtl numbers (Pr) and Schmidt numbers
(Sc), respectively, and II. the implementation of a smooth field formulation for
the study of heat transfer in gas-liquid and gas-liquid-solid systems at moderate
Prandtl (≈ 1) numbers.

The first part of the work is devoted to developing a novel multi-resolution dual
grid approach to resolve the thin heat and mass boundary layers occurring at the
gas-liquid or fluid-solid interfaces. The proposed methodology aims to resolve the
boundary layers relevant for interphase to heat and mass transfer, by solving the
scalar transport equations on a separate “adaptive” grid, and the momentum trans-
port on a relatively coarser “Cartesian” grid. The method development first focuses
on “static” and “non-deformable” spherical particles. This demands for implemen-
tation of a flux limited convection scheme along with a second order accurate
diffusion scheme for quadtree/octtree based hierarchical adaptive grids. Besides
the development of refinement/coarsening criteria on the basis of the presence of
a fluid-solid interface or sharp gradients in the scalar field, an efficient communica-
tion of velocity field (obtained using a second-order accurate Immersed Boundary
Method (IBM)) from the coarser grid to the finer grid is developed. Following ex-
tensive validation and verification, the method is used to study the convective heat
transfer from static hot spherical particles. The computed Nusselt numbers match
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the well-established empirical correlation of Ranz-Marshall within a reasonable
degree of accuracy (≈ 10%) for high Pr.

Subsequently, the methodology is extended to study the mass transfer from
rising bubbles. The flow field is solved on the coarse Cartesian grid using a Volume
of Fluid (VOF) method embedding pseudo-Lagrangian geometric advection. For
the associated adaptive grid, a module for the phase fraction update is developed
using the piecewise linear representation of the interface. In addition, a hybrid
convection scheme for the species transport is developed. Additional modules
related to grid refinement and gradient estimation are developed as well, as part of
this method development. With this methodology verification tests are performed
to demonstrate the accuracy of the method. Subsequently, the mass transfer from
2D single rising bubbles are compared with the earlier published results and the
results obtained using a much finer grid. Good agreement with the fine grid results
is obtained at much less CPU and memory cost. Finally, the mass transfer from 3D
bubbles is simulated for different Sc and Re numbers showing reasonable accuracy
with the earlier published numerical results and empirical correlations.

The second part of the thesis addresses the study of heat transfer at low Prandtl
numbers, where refined grids are not necessary. To this end, a single field formu-
lation of heat transfer on a relatively coarse Cartesian grid is formulated, which is
based on the mixture fraction based thermal property estimation. The proposed
methodology is used to study wall-to-liquid heat transfer in bubble swarms where
the Local Front Reconstruction Method (LFRM) is used to represent the gas-liquid
interface. A periodic boundary condition in the streamwise direction for the tem-
perature equation is implemented, which is verified and validated for single-phase
as well as multiphase systems. Single bubble simulations reveal the fundamental
mechanism of heat transfer enhancement. In addition, the heat transfer is corre-
lated with the bubble proximity to the wall. The simulations of moderately dense
bubble swarms are carried out to study the effect of gas fraction (2 − 20%) on
the heat transfer enhancement. A Nusselt number trend (and power law fit) was
obtained, revealing the same trend found in an earlier performed experimental
study.

The same single field formulation is extended to study the quenching of a hot
sphere by series of falling drops (drop diameter > particle diameter), a system
often encountered in trickle bed reactors. The hydrodynamics and three phase
contact line dynamics are solved using the earlier developed coupled IBM-VOF
technique. The effect of the contact angle and conductivity of the solid particle are
studied by defining the heat transfer coefficient on the basis of the “wetted surface
area” of the sphere. The study showed that the solid conjugate heat transfer, which
is often neglected, has a significant impact on the quenching whereas the effect of
contact angle can be lumped into the Nusselt number calculation by defining the
heat transfer coefficient in terms of the wetted surface area.



Samenvatting

Directe numerieke simulaties van warmte- en massatransport in meerfasenstromen
– Aniruddha Panda

Meerfasenstromen komen vaak voor in industriële processen en natuurver-
schijnselen. Meer specifiek worden gedispergeerde meerfasestromen toegepast
in de industriële processen om de oppervlakte te vergroten (bv. vloeistof-vaste
stromen) of de mengkarakteristieken te verbeteren (bv. gas-vloeistofstromen).
Bijna alle toepassingen van deze stromen in de chemische industrie gaan gepaard
met warmte- en massatransferprocessen. Het simuleren van dergelijke systemen
met behulp van Directe Numerieke Simulaties vereist het oplossen van alle lengte-
schalen, ook voor de warmte- en massaoverdracht verschijnselen. De relatieve
dikte van de massagrenslaag en de hittegrenslaag is gerelateerd aan de momen-
tumgrenslaag via respectievelijk het Schmidt- en het Prandtl getal.

Deze scriptie is dus verdeeld in twee delen: I. de ontwikkeling van een method-
ologie voor de ontwikkeling van een nieuwe dual raster benadering voor de studie
van warmte- en massatransport in gas-vast en gas-vloeistof systemen met respec-
tievelijk zeer hooge Prandtl- (Pr) en Schmidt-getallen (Sc), en II. de uitvoering
van een smooth field formulering voor de studie van de warmteoverdracht in gas-
vloeistof- en gas-vloeistof-vaste systemen bij gematigde Prandtl getallen (≈ 1).

Het eerste deel van het werk is gewijd aan de ontwikkeling van een nieuwe
multi-resolutie dual grid aanpak om de dunne warmte- en massa grenslagen die
voorkomen op de gas-vloeistof of vloeistof-vaste interfaces op te lossen. De voorge-
stelde methodologie heeft als doel de grenslagen op te lossen die relevant zijn voor
de overdracht van warmte en massa tussen de fasen, door het oplossen van de
scalaire transportvergelijkingen op een afzonderlijk “adaptief” raster, en het mo-
mentumtransport op een relatief grover “Cartesian” raster. De methodeontwikke-
ling richt zich eerst op “statische” en “niet-vervormbare” sferische deeltjes. Dit
vereist de implementatie van een flux-begrensd convectieschema samen met een
tweede orde nauwkeurig diffusieschema voor hiërarchische adaptieve rasters op
basis van quadtree/octree. Naast de ontwikkeling van verfijnings/vergrotingscri-
teria op basis van de aanwezigheid van een vloeistof-vaste interface of scherpe
gradiënten in het scalaire veld, is een efficiënte communicatie van snelheidsveld
(verkregen met behulp van een tweede-orde nauwkeurige Immersed Boundary
Method (IBM)) van het grovere raster naar het fijnere raster ontwikkeld. Na uit-
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gebreide validatie en verificatie wordt de methode gebruikt om de convectieve
warmteoverdracht van statische hete bolvormige deeltjes te bestuderen. De berek-
ende Nusselt-getallen komen overeen met de gevestigde empirische correlatie van
Ranz-Marshall binnen een redelijke mate van nauwkeurigheid (≈ 10%) voor hoge
Pr.

Vervolgens wordt de methodiek uitgebreid om de massaoverdracht van stij-
gende bellen te bestuderen. Het stromingsveld wordt opgelost op het grove Carte-
sian raster met behulp van een Volume of Fluid (VOF) methode die pseudoLagrangian
geometrische advectie inbedt. Voor het bijbehorende adaptieve raster wordt een
module voor de update van de fasefractie ontwikkeld met behulp van de stuks-
gewijze lineaire weergave van de interface. Verder is een hybride convectieschema
voor het soortentransport ontwikkeld. In het kader van de ontwikkeling van deze
methode worden ook aanvullende modules ontwikkeld die betrekking hebben op
de verfijning van het raster en het inschatten van de gradiënt. Met deze methode
worden verificatietests uitgevoerd om de nauwkeurigheid van de methode aan
te tonen. Vervolgens wordt de massaoverdracht van 2D enkele stijgende bellen
vergeleken met de eerder gepubliceerde resultaten en de resultaten verkregen met
behulp van een veel fijner raster. Goede overeenstemming met de fijne rasterre-
sultaten wordt verkregen tegen veel minder CPU- en geheugenkosten. Tot slot
wordt de massaoverdracht van 3D-bellen gesimuleerd voor verschillende Sc en Re
getallen die een redelijke nauwkeurigheid laten zien met de eerder gepubliceerde
numerieke resultaten en empirische correlaties.

Het tweede deel van het proefschrift behandelt de studie van warmteover-
dracht bij lage Prandtl-nummers, waar verfijnde roosters niet nodig zijn. Hi-
ertoe wordt een single field formulering van warmteoverdracht op een relatief
grof Cartesian raster geformuleerd, die gebaseerd is op de op de mengfractie
gebaseerde benadering van de thermisch eigenschappen. De voorgestelde method-
ologie wordt gebruikt om de warmteoverdracht van muur naar vloeistof te bestud-
eren in bubbelzwermen waar de Local Front Reconstruction Method (LFRM) wordt
gebruikt om het gas-vloeistof raakvlak te vertegenwoordigen. Er wordt een pe-
riodieke randvoorwaarde in de stroomrichting voor de temperatuurvergelijking
geïmplementeerd, die wordt geverifieerd en gevalideerd voor zowel eenfasige als
meerfasige systemen. Enkele bubbelsimulaties onthullen het fundamentele mech-
anisme van verbetering van de warmteoverdracht. Bovendien is de warmteover-
dracht gecorreleerd met de bellenafstand tot de muur. De simulaties van matig
dichte bellenzwermen worden uitgevoerd om het effect van gasfractie (2− 20%)
op de verbetering van de warmteoverdracht te bestuderen. Een Nusselt-getaltrend
(en power law fit) werd verkregen, die dezelfde trend onthulde als in een eerder
uitgevoerd experimenteel onderzoek werd gevonden.

Dezelfde formulering met één veld wordt uitgebreid om het afschrikken van
een hete bol te bestuderen door een reeks vallende druppels (druppeldiameter >
deeltjesdiameter), een systeem dat vaak in druppelbedreactoren wordt aangetrof-
fen. De hydrodynamica en driefasige contactlijndynamica worden opgelost met
behulp van de eerder ontwikkelde gekoppelde IBM-VOF techniek. Het effect van
de contacthoek en de geleidbaarheid van het vaste stofdeeltje worden bestudeerd
door de warmteoverdrachtscoëfficiënt te bepalen op basis van het “natte opper-
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vlak” van de bol. De studie toonde aan dat de vaste conjugaatwarmteoverdracht,
die vaak wordt verwaarloosd, een significante invloed heeft op het afschrikken,
terwijl het effect van de contacthoek kan worden samengevoegd in de Nusselt-
getalberekening door de warmteoverdrachtscoëfficiënt te definiëren in termen van
het bevochtigde oppervlak.





Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Multiphase Flows

Research in multiphase flows involves the study of the fluid flow behavior in
presence of one or more phase(s)(Tryggvason et al., 2011; Stone, 2017). Re-
garding the possible phase combinations, gas-liquid, gas-solid and gas-liquid-solid
system define the basic systems studied in this thesis. Natural examples of such
systems are bubbles in hot springs (gas-liquid), wind flow around solid obstacles
such as trees/buildings (gas-solid), rain drops falling on solid surfaces (gas-liquid-
solid), oil-water flows in underground porous rocks (liquid-liquid-solid) (Adler
and Brenner, 1988). The favorable contacting properties of dispersed multiphase
flows are also utilised in chemical synthesis at an industrial scale. Many chemical
reactors use dispersed multiphase flows at the core of their operations. For exam-
ple, the ammonia synthesis process that uses tubular catalytic bed reactors, has
provided agricultural revolution and food security. On the other hand the fluid-
catalytic-cracking (fluidized bed reactor) and gas-to-liquid process (slurry bubble
column reactor) is leading the path of providing cleaner hydrocarbons in combi-
nation with processes such as hydrotreating (Duduković et al., 2002; Korsten and
Hoffmann, 1996).

These chemical synthesis routes are regularly improved by creating better cat-
alysts, which enhances the intrinsic reaction rates often resulting in a better yield.
Though the development of novel catalyst is an important area of research, con-
tinuous development to improve the accessibility of reactants to the active sites
on the catalyst is of equal importance. The efficiency of the transport of chemical
species to and from catalytic sites can critically determine the overall reactor per-
formance. Additionally, chemical reactors operate at non-isothermal conditions as
the chemical reactions are associated with heat liberation (exothermic reactions)
or heat absorption (endothermic reactions). The rate of these chemical reactions
is susceptible to the temperature conditions of the reactor in addition to the con-
centration of reactants. Thus, the removal or addition of heat constitutes a key
parameter for reactor optimization. Both diffusive (or conductive) and convective
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transport play an important role in the transport of reactants, products and ther-
mal energy. Hence, understanding the fluid flow and its impact on the heat and
mass transport is a necessity, which is the central theme of this thesis.

Experiments (Powell, 2008; Bachalo, 1994) and simulations (Joshi and Nan-
dakumar, 2015) are the two pathways to study and optimize such complex sys-
tems. Commonly used experimental methods to monitor the fluid flow with associ-
ated heat and mass transport are either invasive or non-invasive in nature. The in-
vasive experimental techniques might influence the flow features whereas optical
non-invasive imaging techniques are often limited because multiphase flows are
frequently opaque. Consequently, experiments either consider simplified model
systems and/or systems of limited size. Alternatively, highly advanced measuring
techniques are used that apply radiation or magnetic resonance in combination
with 3D image reconstruction techniques. On the other hand numerical modelling
allows for a deep understanding of the physical phenomena. Validated models
offer the option, to study the effect of key parameters, which is often very difficult
to perform experimentally.

1.2 Numerical modelling of multiphase flows with
heat and mass transfer

Numerical modelling of multiphase flows is challenging due to the fact that
phenomena at different spatial and temporal scales need to be considered (Tryg-
gvason et al., 2011; Joshi and Nandakumar, 2015; Deen et al., 2004). There are
three categories of numerical approaches in a broader class of multiphase com-
putational fluid dynamics methods. The Euler-Euler approach approximates each
phase as a volume-averaged continuous field (Ding and Gidaspow, 1990; Deen
et al., 2001), where the inter-phase interactions are modelled by closure relations.
This type of model is often used to study multiphase flows at large scale. The
required closures can partly be obtained from the so-called Euler-Lagrange sim-
ulations. In these Euler-Lagrange methods the discrete phase (bubbles or drops
or particles) is tracked individually whereas the continuous phase is solved us-
ing the volume-averaged Navier-Stokes equation (Buwa et al., 2006; Deen et al.,
2007). Because this modelling approach tracks the dispersed phase using point
particles, the shape deformations in case of deformable gas-liquid interfaces and
the interactions between the discrete phase and liquid phase are included via clo-
sure relations. Examples of such closure equations are the drag closure and the lift
closure. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) models the system at a smaller scale
where the Navier-Stokes equations are solved on grid size small enough to resolve
the flow field around the dispersed elements, particles and bubbles (Deen et al.,
2012; van Sint Annaland et al., 2005, 2006; Roghair, 2012). The forces acting
on the elements of the dispersed phase are calculated and the shape deformations
are all rigorously computed. DNS results can be used to obtain closure relations,
which can then be used in the larger scale modelling techniques mentioned earlier
(Tang et al., 2015; Lau et al., 2011; Roghair et al., 2011; Das et al., 2018c). Figure
1.1 shows a schematic representation of such a multiscale modelling framework
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Figure 1.1: The multiscale modelling approach for a typical gas-liquid flow. Left to right:
Euler-Euler modelling, Euler-Lagrange modelling and Direct Numerical Simula-
tions. Figure adapted from Roghair (2012)

for a typical case of gas-liquid flows. This thesis focuses on this third scale, thereby
using DNS to understand the fluid flow and the associated effects on heat and mass
transport.

The choice of grid size in the DNS of multiphase flows is dictated by the small-
est length scale that needs to be resolved. In the case of fluid flow accompanied by
heat and mass transport, the molecular transport coefficients corresponding to the
different transport phenomena, lead to a disparity in the length scales. This dis-
parity in the length scale is quantified by two dimensionless numbers: the Prandtl
number (in heat transfer) and the Schmidt number (in mass transfer). Resolving
all the boundary layers in DNS, requires a grid resolution fine enough to cap-
ture the sharp temperature and concentration profiles at the smallest length scale.
However, this results in over-resolving the other length scales. In many cases, the
mass and heat transport take place at smaller length scales than the momentum
transport. The higher the value of Schmidt/Prandtl number, the thinner is the con-
centration (or thermal) boundary layer in comparison to the momentum boundary
layer. Hence, choosing a grid size just fine enough to resolve the fluid flow leads to
under-resolving the mass and heat transfer boundary layers occurring at the phase
boundaries. However, when a grid is chosen that is fine enough to resolve the heat
and mass transport, the computational cost becomes tremendous. This is because,
even in a situation with all transport phenomena occurring at the same length
scales, most of the CPU time (≈ 90%) is spent on solving the momentum transport.
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Figure 1.2: Approaches to resolve the disparity in the length scale of heat and mass bound-
ary layers in comparison to the momentum boundary layer: (a) mathematical
approach based on a sub-grid scale analytical model (Aboulhasanzadeh et al.,
2012) and (b) computational approach based on grid refinement

Hence, over-resolving the fluid flow has a large computational cost associated with
it.

This provides an incentive for formulating either approximate mathematical
models or sophisticated computational techniques to resolve the sharp profiles
within feasible CPU workloads. The former approach has been adopted by many
researchers (Aboulhasanzadeh et al., 2012; Weiner and Bothe, 2017; Claassen
et al., under review). These closure models are based on analytical self-similar
concentration profiles in the boundary layer, using simplifying assumptions. This
technique allows for the scalar transport to be solved on coarser grids, which are
fine enough to resolve the flow field. Figure 1.2 (a) shows a schematic repre-
sentation of the mathematical approach developed by Aboulhasanzadeh et al.
(2012). The alternative computational approach, on the other hand focuses on us-
ing grid refinement to resolve the finer scalar transport boundary layers. Roghair
et al. (2016) used a dual grid method in which the mass transport equation was
solved on a finer (uniformly refined) grid. Ostilla-Monico et al. (2015) used
the same approach to resolve scalar turbulence at moderately high Prandtl (or
Schmidt numbers). Although, a separate uniformly refined grid for scalar trans-
port resolves these boundary layers, the application is limited to moderately high
Prandtl/Schmidt numbers. The focus of this thesis is to develop a dual grid method
that uses a separate mesh for the scalar transport with adaptive mesh refinement
capabilities. The reasoning is that a fine grid is only needed in a small portion
of the domain, namely, in the boundary layers. Any overhead, due to grid up-
dates, interpolations and extrapolations is easily offset by the substantially lower
grid count as compared to the case of uniform refinement. Figure 1.2 (b) shows a
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schematic sketch of the computational approach proposed in this thesis that solves
for the mass transport or heat transport in a true DNS sense, i.e. without any ap-
proximations/closures to the governing equations.

1.3 Thesis outline

To understand the heat and mass transport effects in multiphase flows this the-
sis is structured in two parts. The chapters in Part I present and use the novel dual
grid methodology to resolve the thin boundary layers occurring in fluid-solid and
gas-liquid flows. In Chapter 2, the methodology limited to fixed and rigid inter-
faces is detailed that typically occur in the case of fluid-solid flows. The methodol-
ogy is based on the concept of the dual grid approach presented in Figure 1.2(b)
where the adaptive grid is composed of a quadtree/octree data structure. After
verification and validation, this methodology is used to study forced convection
heat transfer over static spheres at high Prandtl numbers. The methodology is
then further extended in Chapter 3 to handle moving deformable interfaces such
as bubbles (gas-liquid). Critical building blocks such as the hybrid convection
scheme and the phase fraction update is detailed in this chapter.

Part II of the thesis targets a deeper understanding of heat transfer in systems
with moderate Prandtl numbers thereby using Cartesian grids for all the simula-
tions. Chapter 4 uses the proposed single field formulation with an interface track-
ing method to study the wall-to-liquid heat transfer enhancement in heat transfer
due to the passage of the bubbles. Chapter 5 extends the single field formulation
to incorporate the third phase and thus study the effect of wettability on conjugate
heat transfer in a solid spherical particle.





Part I

Dual grids for boundary layer
resolved heat and mass

transport





Chapter 2
A dual grid method for
boundary layer resolved scalar
transport

Abstract

In multiphase systems, boundary layers occur at fluid-fluid or fluid-solid interfaces.
In a direct numerical simulation, the grid requirements are often dictated by the
thickness of these boundary layers. Systems that are characterized by high Prandtl
(or Schmidt number) exhibit temperature (or mass) boundary layers that are much
thinner than the momentum boundary layers. In this chapter, a hybrid computa-
tional approach is presented that uses a fixed Cartesian grid for the Navier-Stokes
and continuity equations and an adaptive mesh for scalar transport, thus reducing
the memory and CPU requirements tremendously while resolving all boundary layers.
We describe the key aspects that need to be addressed in this hybrid approach, related
to discretization, grid mapping, velocity interpolation along with detailed verification
tests. Finally, the robustness and accuracy of our hybrid methodology is demonstrated
for forced-convection heat transfer over stationary spherical particles at high Prandtl
numbers.

This chapter is based on:
Panda, A., Peters, E. A. J. F, Baltussen, M. W., Kuipers, J. A. M., 2019. Fully Resolved
Scalar Transport for High Prandtl Number Flows using Adaptive Mesh Refinement. Chemical
Engineering Science: X 4, 100047.
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2.1 Introduction

Numerous examples exist in nature of fluid flow systems with associated scalar
transport such as dilution of pollutants in air (Zhong et al., 2016), nutrients disso-
lution in estuaries (Andričević and Galešić, 2018), tracer studies for reactor char-
acterization (Dixon et al., 2006), mantle convection (Stadler et al., 2010), heat
transfer and dispersion in porous media (Xu et al., 2019). Scalars can be classified
as active or passive depending on whether they alter the flow field or not. Numeri-
cal simulations of such systems is ubiquitous and of paramount importance to gain
fundamental understanding of the underlying phenomena. Very often, the scalar
quantity of interest is the concentration of a certain species, or the temperature.

Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) constitutes an important and powerful tool
to study complex multiphase flow systems. In DNS, the Navier-Stokes equations
are solved to obtain the velocity distribution for the fluid flow whereas, an associ-
ated convection-diffusion equation is solved to obtain the scalar field. To properly
numerically resolve the boundary layers, an important requirement for DNS is
that the mesh size must be smaller than the smallest length scale, which in turn
depends on the molecular transport coefficients of the quantities that are being
solved. It follows from the boundary layer theory that, in the laminar case, bound-
ary layer thicknesses for momentum (δmom), temperature (δT ) and mass (δm) are
related as δT = Pr−0.5δmom and δm = Sc−0.5δmom where Pr and Sc are the Prandtl
and Schmidt numbers, respectively. Both numbers are a ratio of diffusivities. When
the scalar of interest is the temperature, the Prandtl number is defined as Pr = ν/α,
where ν is the momentum diffusivity (i.e. kinematic viscosity) and α is the thermal
diffusivity. For many fluids e.g. water, oils, polymer melts and earth mantle, Pr > 1
and the thermal boundary layer thickness is much smaller than the momentum
boundary layer thickness. Ostilla-Monico et al. (2015) demonstrated that even for
Pr ≈ 1 the practical grid requirement for scalar transport is higher than that of mo-
mentum transport. For mass transfer, the Schmidt number is defined as Sc = ν/D,
with D the diffusion coefficient. In liquids, momentum can diffuse via intermolec-
ular collisions, while for mass diffusion, molecules need to physically move in a
crowded environment. This difference in diffusion mechanisms gives Sc À 1.

Choosing a grid fine enough to resolve the scalar field would over-resolve the
momentum field. The situation becomes aggravated due to two reasons: (a) solv-
ing for momentum transport requires a vector field (3 variables) and an associated
pressure field in comparison to a single variable needed for scalar transport, (b) in
many applications, for a given resolution, most of the CPU time is spent on solving
the momentum transport (≈ 90%). Given the above arguments, it is evident that
over-resolving the momentum field leads to higher memory and CPU demands.
To circumvent the above problems, two approaches are prevalent in literature: 1)
Solving the scalar equations on a coarse grid, but use a sub-grid model for the
unresolved scales. 2) Resolving the finest scales fully only in regions where it is
needed by way of multiple resolution grids.

The former approach involves using a subgrid scale model with a filter length
in the viscous-convective scale similar to the approach used in large eddy simu-
lations of turbulence which rely on the following principle: resolve the large ed-
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dies and model the small eddies. Notable works in this direction has been carried
out for high Schmidt number flows in case of mass transfer from gas bubbles,
where the boundary layer solution is approximated by an analytical profile and
then added as a source term in the neighboring coarse grid after a certain cut-
off distance from the interface (Weiner and Bothe, 2017; Aboulhasanzadeh et al.,
2012). Verma and Blanquart (2013) adopted the subgrid scale model that uses
a filter length to include source terms accounting for the under-resolved scalar
turbulence. Though these methods are relatively simple to implement, they are
susceptible to the choice of analytical function used to model the boundary layer.
We thereby propose to use a computational approach in which different spatial
resolutions for momentum and scalar fields are used.

In the literature, several studies have been reported adopting such a hybrid
computational approach. Gotoh et al. (2012) used a pseudo-spectral method to
solve the Navier-Stokes equations on a coarse mesh and a finite difference dis-
cretization of the scalar convection-diffusion equation on a (substantially) finer
mesh. They report a reduction of CPU time by 26% for Sc = 1 and 76% for Sc = 50.
While interpolating the velocity field from the coarser mesh to the finer mesh, one
of the key constraints that needs to be obeyed is the divergence free condition.
Ostilla-Monico et al. (2015) and Chong et al. (2018) proposed a similar approach
using a coarser grid for the Navier-Stokes equation and a finer grid for active/-
passive scalar transport using a finite difference and finite volume approach, re-
spectively, by also using divergence-free/solenoidal interpolations. For interface
capturing in multiphase flows, Gada and Sharma (2011) used a dual-grid method
where a finer grid was used to resolve the level set and the temperature field while
the coarser grid was used to resolve the momentum/velocity field.

In the works cited above, the authors have used a uniformly refined grid for
scalar transport in the multiple resolution techniques or dual grid methods. The
uniform refinement method, though not very efficient, is useful at low to moder-
ate Schmidt/Prandtl numbers, but suffers from problems associated with memory
and CPU requirements, which grows exponentially with each level of refinement
beyond the coarse grid used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. Also, at higher
values of Pr and Sc, the solution fronts become sharper since the molecular trans-
port coefficient of the scalar quantity is decreased requiring a higher refinement.
Considering the targeted study of forced convection heat transfer over solid par-
ticles at high Prandtl numbers, the actual location of the sharp thermal boundary
layer is known apriori i.e. at the solid surface.

Therefore, in the novel dual grid methodology proposed in this chapter, an
adaptive mesh is used instead of a uniformly refined Cartesian mesh for the scalar
transport. Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) has its own set of computational
challenges specific to different methods of mesh refinement. Among many differ-
ent AMR strategies, notable are block structured AMR, overset or Chimera grids,
tree-based AMR etc. A tree-based adaptive mesh framework is chosen where, each
grid cell is a structured square/cubical cell called quadrant (octant in 3D). This
simplifies the coarse-fine grid interpolation procedures. Also a tree-based adaptive
grid provides flexibility to adapt to any available features in the solution domain
for e.g. walls, deformable interfaces (fluid-fluid interface), non-deformable inter-
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faces (fluid-solid interface) or to the gradients present in the computed fields.
The chapter starts with a description of the used computational model focusing

on the implementation of Adaptive Mesh Refinement and the coupling between the
hydrodynamics and the scalar grid. In section 2.3 and 2.3, the implementation is
verified and validated, respectively. Section 2.4 also presents the capabilities of the
method for simulating high Pr . Finally the main conclusions will be summarized.

2.2 Model Description

2.2.1 Governing Equations

For the solution of a system with an associated passive scalar transport, the
equations for conservation of mass and momentum need to be solved along with
the scalar convection diffusion equation. The continuity and Navier-Stokes equa-
tions describing the velocity field, u (u, v, w), and pressure, p, can be written as:

ρ
∂u

∂t
+ρ∇ · (uu) =−∇p +ρg+∇ ·µ(∇u+ (∇u)T ) (2.1)

∇ ·u = 0 (2.2)

where ρ,µ are the local density and viscosity, and g is the acceleration due to
gravity. A regular staggered Cartesian grid is used for the numerical solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations. The curved fluid-solid interface of immersed objects such
as particles does not conform to the Cartesian grid and to accurately incorporate
the solid-fluid coupling for momentum, an immersed boundary method (IBM) is
used. This results in a flow field that satisfies the no-slip boundary condition at
the solid-fluid interface. Details addressing the implementation, verification and
validation of the current IBM method can be found in the papers of Das et al.
(2017b) and Deen et al. (2012).

The generalized transport equations for a passive scalar, φ,is

∂φ

∂t
+∇ · (uφ

)=α∇2φ+Sφ, (2.3)

where α is the diffusivity, which is the thermal diffusivity, k/ρCp , in case of heat
transfer (k and Cp represent the thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity,
respectively) and the molecular diffusivity, D, in case of mass transfer.

Although the Navier-Stokes equations are solved on a regular Cartesian grid,
the scalar transport equations are solved on a grid that can be adaptively refined
as the solution proceeds in time. For the purpose of the work presented here, we
restrict ourselves to the problem of heat transfer, i.e. φ is temperature. For the
representation of the velocity field on this refined grid, divergence free interpo-
lation of the velocity field defined on the coarse ‘hydrodynamic’ grid is required.
For the heat transfer we restrict ourselves to the constant solid temperature case
for the immersed particle, which is represented on the adaptive grid with a high
enough resolution to have a sufficiently smooth staircase representation of the par-
ticle interface. In the subsequent subsections we focus on the discretization of the
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scalar convection diffusion equation on the adaptive grid, velocity update on the
adaptive grid from the Cartesian grid and the grid adaptivity.

2.2.2 Spatial Discretization

In the current dual grid method the base hydrodynamic/momentum grid is
of static nature whereas the passive scalar grid is of dynamic nature featuring
grid adaptation. The underlying hydrodynamic grid is comprised of a staggered
Cartesian grid stored in arrays of fixed sizes, each grid point identified by a triad
of indices i , j ,k for the x, y, z-direction respectively. For the adaptive grid, the
computational domain is represented in the form of control volumes which are
square in 2D (or cubic in 3D). These elementary square (or cubic) control volumes
are adapted using a quadtree (or octree) data structure (Popinet, 2003).
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Figure 2.1: The schematic diagram of spatial discretization (a) Dual grid mapping: back-
ground Cartesian grid with ghost cells and overlapping uniformly refined
quadtree grid at initial time step (b) Tree violating 2:1 balance criteria (c) Bal-
anced tree with quadrant numbers (d) Hierarchical layout of the tree showing
the quadrant numbers and the corresponding levels. The dashed zig-zag line in
(a) and (c) show the sequence in the cell numbering provided by the z-ordering.

Figure 2.1(a) depicts a representation of such a discretization for a 2D tree
where an adaptive grid is initiated as one root cell uniformly refined twice to
give a 4× 4 Cartesian grid. Each control volume (shown in green) is defined as
a cell and can have 4 descendants (8 in case of 3D) defined as children, in which
case, the cell is defined as the parent cell of these children. A cell which has no
parent cell is defined as the root cell (black cell in figure 2.1(d)) while cells that
do not have any children are termed leaf cells (all numbered cells in the figure
2.1(c,d)). The length of any cell edge is denoted by h. The level of a cell is
defined with the root cell as reference level 0 and children being one level higher
than the parents. The actual data structure used is a so-called graded/balanced
quadtree (or octree), which means that adjacent cell levels are not allowed to
differ by more than one, i.e. a maximum of one hanging node is possible at any
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cell face. This 2:1 balance constraint is beneficial for the spatial discretization of
partial differential equations. Figure 2.1(b) shows a quadtree that violates this
criterion since there exists a face with two hanging nodes (shown as yellow dots).
The constraint restricts the number of possible cases which is very convenient in
devising efficient numerical schemes for such a spatial representation. Each cell on
the adaptive tree is identified by a unique index called the Morton number derived
by bit interleaving the i , j ,k index of the associated cell on an uniform grid at that
level. For example, the quadrant corresponding to 2D Cartesian control volume
(2,2) has a Morton index(Zid) of 3 in figure 2.1(a). It is worth mentioning that the
Morton indexing (z-order) of the constituent control volumes of an adaptive grid
leads to a non-banded pattern of matrix sparsity, even when all the cells are at the
same level of refinement. Though, the benefit of such an encoding is that the cells
lying closer to each other in the physical space, also lie closer to each other in the
z-order space.

The base framework used for the implementation of the developed method-
ology is an open source library which provides efficient parallel tree data struc-
ture and functions to perform operations on this data structure, called p4est

(Burstedde et al., 2011; Isaac et al., 2015). The chronological order of operation
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to the dual grid method.
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for the methodology explained here is described very well with the flow diagram
given in figure 2.2. The key building blocks are described in the next subsections.

2.2.3 Convection

To discuss the treatment of convection in the scalar transport equation, we
focus on the following reduced equation:

∂φ

∂t
+∇ · (uφ) = 0 (2.4)

which can be discretized using a finite volume technique, to obtain:

φn+1 =φn + ∆t

∆V
(

∑
f aces

u f
n+1φn

f A f ) (2.5)

where ∆t is the time step whereas ∆V and A f respectively represent the volume
and face area. The velocity at the cell face, u f , is either directly available, or is
obtained from the coarse Cartesian grid after interpolation. The convective flux at
any cell face can be computed after estimating the value of the scalar at the cell
face, φ f .

Figure 2.3: Computing the face value of scalar for (a) uniform Cartesian grid (b) adaptive
quadtree grid.
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Figure 2.3 (a) denotes a schematic representation of the cell configuration in
the case of same size cells, i.e. in the absence of adaptivity. The face in considera-
tion for the calculation of convective flux is shown with a dashed line. Assuming
that the velocity at this face is positive we adhere to the nomenclature defined in
figure 2.3, where the cell being emptied is termed as the donor cell (D), the cell
being filled is defined as the acceptor cell (A) and the cell upstream to the donor
cell is termed as the upwind cell (U). The respective cell sizes are hD ,hA and hU .
The face scalar, i.e. the value of the scalar used at the face to compute the flux
through that face, which is depicted with a green arrow in the figure can be cal-
culated as a function of the scalar values φU ,φD and φA. Two schemes have been
implemented here: the first order upwind scheme and a total variation diminish-
ing (TVD) min-mod scheme, also referred to as the Barton scheme (Centrella and
Wilson, 1984).

Three different estimates of the face scalar are computed using linear upwind-
ing φLU

f , linear interpolation/central differencing φLI
f and first order upwinding

φFOU
f . For defining these scalar values at the cell face, the cell sizes or the associ-

ated distances are used. The notation dA f denotes the distance of the cell centre
of the acceptor cell from the face under consideration whereas dAD denotes the
distance between the cell centres of the acceptor and donor cells. Hence, the face
scalar values are defined as follows:
Linear Upwinding:

φLU
f = (1+0.5

hD

dU D
)φD −0.5

hD

dU D
φU (2.6)

Linear Interpolation:

φLI
f = dD f

dD f +dA f
φA + dA f

dD f +dA f
φD (2.7)

First Order Upwind:
φFOU

f =φD (2.8)

For the first order upwind scheme the face scalar, φ f , is simply the value φFOU
f

but, for the total variation diminishing scheme a unique value of φ f is determined
by comparing the three distinct values, which for an outward velocity at the cell
face can be given as follows:

φ f =
{
MIN(φFOU

f ,MAX(φLU
f ,φLI

f )), if φA ≤φD

MAX(φFOU
f ,MIN(φLU

f ,φLI
f )), if φA >φD

(2.9)

For adaptive grids, as shown in figure 2.3 (b), the large dots for acceptor and
upwind cell correspond to the values required in the above discretization which,
may or may not always coincide with the node centre values (shown with small
dots). In that case the required values are computed using interpolation (in the
direction perpendicular to the face normal) from the neighboring cells. These in-
terpolations are also used for a Laplacian operator, which will be presented in the
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subsequent subsection. For the case of same size cells neighboring a face, the con-
vective flux, u f φ f A f ,D is subtracted from the donor cell(s) and u f φ f A f ,A is added
to the acceptor cell(s). Here, A f ,D and A f ,A correspond to the face area of the
donor cell(s) and acceptor cell(s), respectively. In the case of a hanging node at
the face, there will be multiple donor/acceptor cells with A f ,D 6= A f ,A. Considering
the case of an outward convective flux at the cell face, (∆t/∆VD )φ f u f A f ,D is sub-
tracted from the donor cell and correspondingly added to the acceptor cell. If there
are multiple acceptor cells then the flux is divided equally among the half size cells
across the face. As evident from equation 2.5, the term u f φ f A f is multiplied by
∆t/∆V as a result of the explicit first order Euler forward treatment of the tempo-
ral term. Hence, the time step ∆t is chosen such that the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy
(CFL) number ( umax∆t/∆xmin ) is less than 0.33, where ∆xmi n is the cell size of
the smallest quadrant/cell in the domain and umax is the maximum velocity in the
domain.

2.2.4 Diffusion

To discuss the treatment of diffusion on the scalar transport equation, we focus
on the following reduced equation:

∂φ

∂t
=∇ · (α∇φ)+Sφ (2.10)

where, Sφ represents the volumetric source term. Discretization of equation 2.10
with a finite volume technique and a semi-implicit scheme, leads to the following
representation:

φn+1 −φn

∆t
= (1−β)∇ · (αn∇φn)+β∇ · (αn∇φn+1)+Sn

φ
(2.11)

where, n +1 and n corresponds to values at new time step and old time step, re-
spectively. To calculate the diffusive flux at each face, a numerical representation
of the Laplacian operator ∇ · (∇φ) or ∇2φ is required, which in it’s discrete form
is given as

∑
f aces ∇ f φA f , where the ∇ f φ is the gradient of φ defined at the cell

face. For a conventional Cartesian grid, this is normally evaluated by central dif-
ferencing, which is second order accurate for cells of the same size. However,
when this scheme is applied for a cell face with a hanging node, the scheme is
first order accurate (Losasso et al., 2006). This type of differencing would result
in schemes with inconsistent order of convergence, across the whole domain. To
circumvent this problem, one needs to specifically adopt schemes that are overall
second order accurate. In this chapter, two different Laplacian operators viz. ∇2

1
and ∇2

2 have been implemented that are both overall second order accurate but,
result into different global matrix representations.

While the computation of the gradient at a cell face with second order accuracy
is simple on a regular Cartesian grid, this is more difficult within the adaptive
framework. In practice, only two configurations are possible at a given cell face
for the calculation of face centered gradients (figure 2.4):
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Figure 2.4: A schematic sketch showing two face morphologies that arise for the discretiza-
tion of gradient at a face (a) face being shared by same size cells (b) face being
shared by different size cells thus having a hanging node at the face.

(I) Both sides of the face are at the same level.

(II) One side of the face is at one level lower than the other one.

In case (I), the stencil reduces to a configuration observed in conventional
Cartesian grid and thus one can use the standard second order accurate central
difference approximation. In case (II), the approaches for ∇2

1 and ∇2
2 differ and

will be discussed subsequently.

Laplacian Operator 1

This Laplacian operator was first given by Popinet (2003) and forms an ingre-
dient of the open source CFD code named Gerris Flow Solver. For the Laplacian
operator 1, the face of interest in the direction d is the one shared between the
cell (C) and the neighbor (Nb) as shown in figure 2.5. In the case (II) as de-
scribed above, a second order polynomial is fitted passing through the cell, C , the
neighbor Nb and the opposite cell OC . The gradient at the face center can thus be
calculated using the derivative of the polynomial evaluated at the examined face.
Based on the configuration of the opposite cell, only two subcases can arise due
to the 2:1 restriction: an undivided leaf cell at the same level of cell C or a parent
cell with 4 leaf cells (8 in 3D). If the opposite cell is divided, which happens to be
the case shown in the figure 2.5, the interpolated value φ7 is created from the 2
(or 4 in 3D) children across the opposite face by linear averaging. Similarly, the
value φ6 in the double sized neighbor Nb is also interpolated using a second order
polynomial fitted through its neighbors in the direction perpendicular to d . The
configuration of the neighbor of the neighbor across the lower perpendicular(N⊥L)
and the upper perpendicular (N⊥U ) can again give rise to four different combina-
tions out of which one sample configuration has been sketched in figure 2.5. With
the definition of φ6 and φ7 from figure 2.5, the expression for an undivided and
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Figure 2.5: A sample stencil for face centered gradient calculation in the case where
opposite cell(OC), lower perpendicular cell(N⊥L) and upper perpendicular
cell(N⊥U ) is not a leaf cell.
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divided opposite cell are respectively:

h∇ f
dφ=−1

3
φC − 1

5
φOC + 8

15
φ6 (2.12)

h∇ f
dφ=−2

9
φC − 8

27
φ7 + 14

27
φ6 (2.13)

where h is the size of reference cell C and ∇ f
dφ is the gradient at face f in the

direction d . Subsequently for the four different combinations possible across the
perpendicular faces of the neighbor Nb are:

φ6 =


15
16φN b + 5

32φN⊥L − 3
32φN⊥U if N⊥L & N⊥U are undivided

5
6φN b + 5

21φ3 − 1
14φN⊥U if N⊥U is undivided

φN b + 1
7φN⊥L − 1

7φ4 if N⊥L is undivided
8
9φN b + 2

9φ3 − 1
9φ4 if N⊥L & N⊥U are divided

(2.14)

where, φ3 and φ4 are constructed using linear averaging of the children values
across the lower and upper perpendicular faces respectively. Additional issues
arise when extending this discretization to 3D since there are two directions per-
pendicular to the direction d that needs to be traversed to obtain the value of φ6.
Moreover, these perpendiculars are non-intersecting unlike the case in 2D, which
means neither of the two interpolated values(φ6,1 and φ6,2) lie on the axis passing
through the cell C and OC . In this case a unique value φ6 is computed using the
relation φ6 =φ6,1 +φ6,2 −φN b . The gradient for the left face of cell Nb is evaluated
as minus the average gradients of the coinciding smaller faces (Popinet, 2003).

Laplacian Operator 2

For the Laplacian operator 2, where the face of interest has a hanging node
as shown in figure 2.4 (II). The face has been sketched in a detached manner for
the purpose of discussion. Any face with a hanging node will be shared by 2 (4
in 3D) small size cells on one side of the face denoted in the figure as cell S1
and S2 and one large cell denoted as cell L. This operator was first proposed by
Losasso et al. (2006) where central differencing can be used to define a gradient,
∇ f

d = (φL −φS1)/0.75hL where, hL is the size of the large cell. This gradient is eval-
uated at the mid point of the line joining φS1 and φL. On basis of the assumption
that O(∆x) perturbations in the scalar value location would still yield consistent
approximations as elucidated in Gibou et al. (2002), one can then conclude that
setting ∇ f

dφS1 = (φL −φS1)/0.75hL still leads to convergent solutions. These au-
thors report that the discretization is found to be convergent and of first order.
More importantly this discretization suffers from inconsistent gradient approxima-
tion at the three coincidental faces since the gradient at the large face is given by,
∇ f

dφL = As /AL ×∇ f
dφS1+As /AL ×∇ f

dφS2 where As is the area of the smaller face and
AL is the area of the larger face.

Thus the gradient at the larger face in the direction, d , can be written as
∇ f

dφL AL and for the smaller faces corresponding to S1 and S2 can be written as
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∇ f
dφS1 As and ∇ f

dφS2 As , respectively. A possible way to circumvent the inconsistent
gradient evaluation is to impose that the gradients at the small faces must be equal
to that of the large face, i.e. ∇ f

dφS1 =∇ f
dφL and ∇ f

dφS2 =∇ f
dφL. Care has to be taken

with respect to the sign of ∇ f
d as for the small face the normal is in the opposite

direction to the normal defined at the large face. Although the discretization is for-
mally first order accurate, Losasso et al. (2006) report a second order convergence
with the support of arguments from Lipnikov et al. (2004).

2.2.5 Boundary Conditions

At the domain boundaries, both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions
are applied with second order accuracy by the use of ghost cell values. For the
boundary cells, a fictitious neighbor of the same size is constructed and the ear-
lier described discretization methods are implemented. For the case of Laplacian
operator 1, the boundary conditions are factored in while interpolating the value
φ6 (see figure 2.5), since the neighbor across the lower perpendicular N⊥L and the
upper perpendicular N⊥U can also be a boundary cell.

2.2.6 Linear solver

When solving for both diffusion and convection using equation 2.3, the resul-
tant set of simultaneous linear equations can be written as:

acφc +
∑
nb

anbφnb = bc (2.15)

where the subscript ‘c ’ corresponds to the central cell and subscript ‘nb’ corre-
sponds to the neighboring cells (neighbors of neighbors as well in case of the Lapla-
cian operator described in section 2.2.4) arising from the state of quadtree/octree.
The left hand side of equation 2.15 contains the coefficients and the unknowns φ
which arise out of the implicit treatment of the diffusive flux and the right hand
side of this equation contains the terms arising from the explicit treatment of the
convective flux. The resulting set of simultaneous linear equations is solved using
robust matrix solvers available from an open source library called HYPRE (Falgout
et al., 2002). Laplacian operator 1 leads to non-symmetric matrices that are then
solved using an algebraic multigrid (AMG) solver called boomerAMG. On the con-
trary, Laplacian operator 2 results in symmetric matrices, which can be efficiently
solved using the PCG/BiCGSTAB/FlexGMRES class of solvers with preconditioning
by boomerAMG. It is worth mentioning that the resulting matrix from Laplacian op-
erator 2 is less dense than the matrix obtained from Laplacian operator 1 and is
easier to invert with fewer iterations. Also, the Laplacian operator 1 is only valid
for a tree which is 2:1 corner balanced (corner cells’ level do not differ by more
than one) whereas, Laplacian operator 2 has no 2:1 restrictions. In both cases, the
solver scales to 103 processors based on the hybrid OpenMP+MPI parallelisation and
uses parallel graph partitioning methods for load balancing.
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2.2.7 Staggered Velocity Field and Communicator

An essential element of this novel dual grid methodology is the velocity update
on the adaptive grid from the underlying fixed Cartesian grid. The velocity needed
to calculate the convective fluxes of the scalar is available on the hydrodynamics
grid and needs to be transferred to the adaptive grid at each time step. Hence,
the update process needs to be time efficient. Therefore, a communicator is imple-
mented such that the velocity matrices are allocated in a memory address space,
shared between the hydrodynamics code and the scalar transport code. This mem-
ory can be modified by the hydrodynamics code for updating the velocity field and
subsequently read by the scalar transport code. The read-write synchronization
between the two codes for this memory block is facilitated by POSIX semaphores.
These synchronisation semaphores can be considered as locks, as depicted in Fig-
ure 2.2, that lock & unlock either the hydrodynamics code or the scalar transport
code for operations. Since, the semaphores and the shared memory are available
on the physical memory employed by both parts of the numerical code, it provides
instantaneous communication between the two grids for velocity matrix access.
Another consideration in the numerical implementation is the choice of velocity
field discretization on the adaptive grids. Since, the underlying Cartesian grid
contains staggered velocity field encoding, the same staggering is maintained for
the adaptive grid. In the current implementation, this choice leads to duplicate
storage of face values among cells sharing a common face but it simplifies the
velocity update process.

The velocity update on the adaptive grid has two building blocks: (a) map-
ping of the adaptive grid to the underlying Cartesian grid at the beginning of the
simulation and (b) updating the velocity for cells smaller than the base Cartesian
grid by employing interpolations. For the first building block, a ‘forest’ (Burstedde
et al., 2011) consisting of one root cell (also called as tree) or multiple trees is ini-
tiated and then refined uniformly such that the resultant mesh maps exactly with
the Cartesian grid used for the flow field computation. This uniform level of refine-
ment will be referred as the base level. Next, a two index identifier (three in case
of 3D) is attached to each cell on the adaptive grid, which stores it’s corresponding
i and j index (and also k index in case of 3D) in the Cartesian grid. This index
once initiated, is kept intact throughout the adaptation process which means that
all children of a parent originating due to grid refinement beyond the base level
will inherit the i and j index as it is. In the current implementation, coarsening
is restricted to the base level with which the simulation was started. Therefore,
it is not possible to have a cell size larger than the cell size of the hydrodynamics
grid. For cells which are at the base level, the face velocities are updated by us-
ing the index [i j]. For cells smaller than the base level, interpolations are used
such that the resultant velocity adheres to the divergence free criteria (equation
2.2). To ensure this, a piecewise linear interpolation method is used to interpolate
a velocity component in its flow-direction, while staircase interpolation is used
in perpendicular directions. This interpolation is visualized in figure 2.6(b). For
example, the −x face velocity of the scalar cell (shown in red), ux−, is computed
using the relative distance from the bounding hydrodynamic cell’s (shown in blue)
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Figure 2.6: The divergence free velocity interpolation during (a) Grid adaptation (b) Ve-
locity update from hydrodynamics grid.
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faces in x−direction i.e. d0 and d1 with their respective velocities Ux− and Ux+ as:
ux− = d1/(d0 +d1)Ux−+ d0/(d0 +d1)Ux+.

2.2.8 Grid Adaptation

One of the most important aspects in the solution process is the grid adaptation.
Grid adaptation involves three steps in the following order:

• Refinement: Flag cells for refinement and replace the flagged parent with
children.

• Coarsening: Flag cells for coarsening and replace the flagged children with
their parent.

• Balancing: After refinement and coarsening, refine all the relevant cells to
ensure that the forest meets the 2:1 balance criteria.

The first two steps have two user inputs that depend on the problem at hand:
which cells to refine/coarsen and how to update values in the new cells upon
refinement/coarsening. The latter forms the only user input for the third step, i.e.
balancing. The decision on which cells need to be refined and coarsened depends
on the problem features such as the presence of an interface, which can be used
as an indicator to flag cells in its vicinity. Another flagging criterion used in the
current simulations is an error estimate, proportional to the sum of the square
of the gradients in each cell as:

∑3
i=1

(
h∇c

i φ
)2
∆V , where h and ∆V are the cell

size and cell volume, respectively whereas ∇c
i is the cell-centered gradient in the

direction i . The cell-centered gradients are computed using a min-mod approach
where for a cardinal direction, the cell-centered gradient is the minimum of the
two bounding face-centered gradients or if the two face-centered gradients have
opposite sign then the cell centered gradient is taken to be 0. For example, the
gradient in the x− direction is bounded by the face centered gradients calculated
at the −x and +x face, respectively. The cells for which the error estimate is more
than a set value are flagged for refinement. On the other hand, if all the children
have their respective error estimates lower than the critical value then the family
of cells is marked for coarsening. When the refinement occurs the scalar value of
each child is updated as

φchild =φparent ± h

4
∇c

xφparent ± h

4
∇c

yφparent (2.16)

where ∇c
xφparent is the cell-centered gradient in the x direction, h the size of parent

cell. The critical value of the error estimate for each cell is taken to be 10−5∆V in
all the simulations where on the fly grid adaptivity is enabled. During refinement
the velocity is updated using the divergence-free interpolation method. Referring
to figure 2.6 (a), for a cell that is under refinement, the face velocities (shown in
red) are computed from the parent cell’s face velocities (shown in brown), which
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for the x face velocities can be written as

ui− 1
2 , j− 1

4
= ui− 1

2 , j+ 1
4
= ui− 1

2 , j (2.17)

ui , j− 1
4
= ui , j+ 1

4
= 1

2 ui− 1
2 , j + 1

2 ui+ 1
2 , j (2.18)

ui+ 1
2 , j− 1

4
= ui+ 1

2 , j+ 1
4
= ui+ 1

2 , j (2.19)

During coarsening, the scalar value of the parent cell is computed from the average
of the children scalar values which can be written for a 2D case as follows:

φparent = 1

4

∑
all children

φchild,i (2.20)

While updating the velocities during coarsening, the cell face velocities on the
outer edges/faces of the children are retained.

2.3 Verification

2.3.1 Convection

To test the implementation of the convection of a scalar, a step profile is ini-
tiated inside a square domain. For this, two test cases are considered: (a) a uni-
formly refined grid, and (b) adaptive grid. The uniform grid considered here is
generated out of one root cell uniformly refined to level 7 and 8, thereby resulting
into a grid of 128×128 and 256×256, respectively. The adaptive grids on the other
hand, have been generated by first taking the uniform grid and then refining near
the discontinuity of the step profile with maximum refinement restricted to 8, 9, 11
and 13 levels. A constant velocity u = 1m/s is prescribed over the whole domain in
only one cardinal direction. The step profile is initiated at a non-dimensional dis-
tance of 0.0390625 from the origin (−x boundary of domain), which corresponds
to a length of 5 grid cells and 10 grid cells for level 7 and level 8 refinement re-
spectively. The time step is chosen such that the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL)
number with the minimum grid size (corresponding to refinement level 13) is
equal to 0.3. A step profile when advected with a constant velocity should theo-
retically remain a step profile having travelled a distance u(t2 − t1) where t2 and
t1 correspond to different time instances. It is however well-known that, all nu-
merical convection schemes exhibit a certain degree of numerical diffusion thus
reducing the sharpness of the step profile.

Figure 2.7(a) shows the performance of the two schemes explained in section
2.2.3 with the obtained non-dimensional scalar (c̃) profiles. The figure shows
that the Barton scheme on an uniform grid is less diffusive than the first order
upwind scheme. Figure 2.7(b) shows the results obtained from both schemes on
an adaptive grid. In this test case the refinement and coarsening is performed after
each solution time step based on the gradient of the solution. As the maximum
allowed refinement at the discontinuity is increased, the solution approaches the
analytical solution, which is shown as a black dashed line. The comparison of
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Figure 2.7: The convection of a step profile using the First Order Upwind (shown in green)
and Barton (shown in red) scheme on a (a) uniform grid at refinement level 7
( ) and level 8 ( ), (b) adaptive grid with coarsest level 7 and finest level
8 ( ), 9 ( ), 10 ( ) and 11 ( ) at the discontinuity. Exact solution
is shown as black dash dotted line ( ).

the results of the adaptive grid with those obtained from the uniform grid at a
refinement level of 7, reveals that the numerical diffusion on an adaptive grid
becomes less prominent as the refinement near the discontinuity is increased.

Since in the aforementioned test case, the prescribed velocity is in only one
cardinal direction, another test was performed where a circular blob of diameter
D = 1 mm is advected with a velocity field inclined to control volume faces at 45◦,
ux = uy = 1 m/s. Here, the accuracy of the method is demonstrated by comparing
the results with that obtained from open source Gerris flow solver, which uses a
Godunov method for the evaluation of the convective fluxes (Popinet, 2003). The
circular blob is initiated in a domain of edge length 1 and its center located at
(0.25,0.25). The grid is initially at a uniform refinement of level 7 and refinement
is restricted to a maximum level of 10 at the solid surface. The refinement and
coarsening is carried out by using the error estimate mentioned in section 2.2.8.
Figure 2.8 (a) shows the scalar profile and the associated grid at the start of the
simulation. Figure 2.8(b) shows the solution and the grid obtained after 0.5 s
from the Gerris flow solver whereas figure 2.8(c) shows the solution and the grid
obtained at the same time using the methodology presented in this chapter. The
image of the grid shows the solution marked at a scalar contour of 0.5 (using a
yellow line) whereas the numerical diffusion is visualized by the contour of 0.001
shown with the blue line. It can be observed that the convection scheme presented
here exhibits a similar degree of numerical diffusion as obtained from the Gerris
flow solver.
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Figure 2.8: The convection of a circular blob in an inclined flow field (a) initial scalar dis-
tribution and the associated grid. The scalar distribution and the associated
grid with the contours for dimensionless scalar value of 0.5 (yellow) and 0.001
(blue) obtained at 0.5 s from (b) Gerris flow solver and (c) Current implemen-
tation.
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2.3.2 Grid convergence of Laplace operators

In section 2.2.4, the implementation of two schemes for the Laplace operator,
needed in the convection-diffusion equation, was discussed. To compare the or-
der of convergence of the two operators without the influence of errors arising
from the discretization of the time derivative, a convergence test is performed on
the Cartesian as well as on the adaptive grid by solving a pressure Poisson equa-
tion on a unit square domain centered around the origin. The divergence of the
intermediate/projected velocity field is given by the equation

∇ ·u∗(x, y) =−π2(k2 + l 2) sin(πkx) sin(πl y) (2.21)

where u∗(x, y) is the projected velocity, which is non-solenoidal. For a pressure
field, p, the pressure Poisson equation is of the form ∇2p =∇ ·u∗. When k = l =
3, the analytical solution is given by the pressure field equation using Neumann
boundary conditions on all sides as

p(x, y) = sin(πkx) sin(πl y)+κ (2.22)

where κ is an arbitrary constant. Numerically, the system is not fully specified with
the Neumann boundary condition and hence an approach suggested by Popinet
(2003) is used, whereby the boundaries are specified with a pressure value (p =
sin(3πx) sin(3πy)) as a Dirichlet boundary condition. Under these conditions, κ
reduces to the average value of the computed pressure over the entire domain
which is zero. The initial guess for the pressure field is a constant value p0.

Since the Laplace operator 1 and 2 both simplify to the same conventional
central differing scheme for Cartesian grids, only one of the operators is tested
on a Cartesian grid, while both of them are tested on adaptive grids. To study
the convergence for Cartesian grids, the grid is initiated out of one root cell of
unit length refined uniformly to a level L (thus giving 2L cells along one direction)

Figure 2.9: The domain setup for the convergence test of the Laplace operators for the pres-
sure Poisson problem along with the solution(pressure) field (a) Cartesian grid
of level L = 7 comprising of 27×27 cells (b) Coarse-fine grid obtained by succes-
sively refining a circular zone twice to obtain a grid with maximum refinement
level of L = 9 and minimum refinement level of L = 7.
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Figure 2.10: The order of convergence for the Laplacian operator for the case of (a) op-
erator 1 on adaptive (b) operator 2 on adaptive grid (c) central differencing
scheme on uniform grids. Dashed line ( ) represents the convergence of
order 2.
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whereas for the adaptive grid an additional refinement operation is performed,
such that the cells within a circular patch of radius 0.25 are refined to a level L+2
(see figure 2.9). The 2:1 balance constraint thus creates a small buffer zone of
cells at level L+1 as well. The grid convergence results are reported in terms of L1

and the L2 error norms. A volume-averaged p th norm for error can be defined as:

Lp =
∑

i |ei |p vi∑
i vi

(2.23)

where, the summation is performed over all the cells in the domain, ei is the dif-
ference between the analytical value and the value obtained from the simulations
whereas vi is the volume of the cell i. The order of convergence can then be com-
puted using the slope of the error norms. Figure 2.10 shows the evolution of error
when, successively, all cells are refined once. It can be clearly observed that the
order of convergence of both the Laplacian operators is indeed 2, which is denoted
by the guiding dashed lines in the graphs.

2.3.3 Staggered Velocity Interpolation

For testing of divergence free (or solenoidal) velocity interpolation as described
in section 2.2.7, an initial velocity distribution is prescribed in an unit cube on a
staggered (coarse) hydrodynamic grid. For the adaptive grid, a unit cube root cell
is uniformly refined to a level L such that the control volumes on the adaptive grid
coincide with the control volumes on the hydrodynamics grid. The velocity values
at the control volume faces follow from a solenoidal analytical flow field defined
as:

u(x, y, z) = (0,−2 sin2(πy) sin(πz) cos(πz),2 sin2(πz) sin(πy) cos(πy)) (2.24)

All the cells on the adaptive grid are flagged to recursively refine three times and
use the solenoidal velocity interpolation to define the values on the faces of the
newly created children. The errors arising from the difference in the interpolated
face velocities and those available from equation 2.24 are then quantified.

Figure 2.11 shows the error norms with respect to the analytical solution after
the interpolation of the velocity field. The L∞ norm signifies the maximum error
in the domain. Since, the initial level of refinement influences the error in the in-
terpolated solution, the figure shows the error with respect to the level L at which
the original solution/grid was created. The figure also shows the maximum diver-
gence encountered in the interpolation step which is essentially zero considering
the machine precision of a double precision floating point number.

Figure 2.12 shows the flow field obtained using interpolation for a grid at the
10th level of refinement derived from a grid initiated at the 8th level of refinement.
It can be inferred that if the hydrodynamics grid is fine enough to resolve the
momentum boundary layers and the re-circulation zones, then the adaptive grid
preserves these flow features while using the solenoidal interpolation developed
in section 2.2.7.
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Figure 2.11: The error norms and divergence (+ symbol) for staggered grid interpolation
corresponding to different levels of refinement (( ) corresponds to order 2
and ( ) corresponds to order 1).

Figure 2.12: The velocity vector plot at 10th level of refinement obtained from staggered
grid interpolation of analytical flow field at 8th level of refinement.
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2.4 Results

2.4.1 Heat conduction from a hot stationary spherical particle
kept at a fixed temperature

To test the implementation of transient scalar diffusion, the heat conduction
from a stationary sphere in a stationary fluid is simulated. The spherical particle
of radius Rp at constant temperature Ts is positioned at the center of a cubical do-
main containing a fluid with initial temperature T f where Ts > T f . The simulation
results will be compared with the analytical solution of the unsteady state heat
conduction equation in an infinite domain. In an infinite domain radial symmetry
can be assumed.

The governing PDE for the temperature, T as a function of time t and the radial
distance from the sphere surface r for this system is given by:

∂T

∂t
= α

r 2

∂

∂r

(
r 2 ∂T

∂r

)
(2.25)

Figure 2.13: (a) The non-dimensional temperature (Θ) profile of heat conduction from a
static particle at 0.5 s and (b) the corresponding adaptive grid with the particle
surface shown with yellow line.
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subject to the initial and boundary conditions:

at t = 0 T = T f for r > Rp (2.26)

T = Ts for r ≤ Rp (2.27)

at t > 0 T = Ts for r ≤ Rp (2.28)

T = T f for r =∞ (2.29)

with the solution for temperature distribution and Nusselt number respectively
given by

Θ(r, t ) = T (r, t )−T f

Ts −T f
= Rp

r

(
1−er f

(
r −Rpp

4αt

))
(2.30)

Nu(t ) = 2+ 2p
π

1p
Fo

with Fo = αt

R2
p

(2.31)

The left hand side of equation (2.30) signifies the non-dimensional temperature
Θ. In equation (2.31), Fo represents the Fourier number. To neglect any boundary
effects, the domain length is kept as 16Rp with the particle radius being 0.5mm.
The thermal diffusivity, α, was set equal to 10−8 m2/s whereas the time step ∆t was
fixed at 10−5 s. The grid was initiated with a root cell uniformly refined to a level 6
(base level, BL) whereas at the sphere surface, refinement levels 9 (BL +3) to 11
(BL +5) were used. The Laplace operator 2 (section 2.2.4) was used in this case.
A Neumann condition was prescribed at the domain boundaries.

For the case of sphere surface at refinement level 10, Figure 2.13(a) shows
the profile of the non-dimensional temperature at 0.5 s and Figure 2.13(b) shows
the corresponding grid with the particle surface shown as yellow line. Figure
2.14 shows the radial temperature profiles for three different time instances cor-
responding to 0.1 s, 0.25 s and 0.5 s. The lines signify the analytical temperature
profile obtained from equation 2.30 whereas the markers signify the simulation
results. Table 2.1 shows the obtained Nusselt number from three different sim-
ulations corresponding to maximum refinements near the vicinity of the sphere
surface to be BL+3, BL+4 and BL+5 respectively with the associated percentage
error from the analytical value derived from equation 2.31.

Table 2.1: The computed instantaneous Nusselt numbers for the case of heat conduction
from a stationary sphere for three different spatial resolutions with the coarsest
level of refinement (base level, BL) is 6 and the finest level of refinement at the
vicinity of the sphere surface is 9 (BL+3), 10 (BL+4) and 11 (BL+5).

t (s) Fo Nu (BL+3) Nu (BL+4) Nu (BL+5) Nu analytical
0.01 0.0004 64.23 (+9.96%) 59.89 (+2.53%) 58.78 (+0.65%) 58.41
0.02 0.0008 44.58 (+6.42%) 42.46 (+1.36%) 42.04 (+0.38%) 41.89
0.03 0.0012 35.87 (+3.76%) 35.0 (+0.69%) 34.62 (+0.16%) 34.57
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Figure 2.14: The non-dimensional temperature (Θ) profile in the vicinity of a station-
ary particle along the x-axis for three different times (inset graph provides
a zoomed view). Lines denote the exact solution whereas markers denote the
numerical result.

2.4.2 Forced convection heat transfer over an in-line array of
three spherical particles at low Prandtl number

In this section, additional computations are performed to validate the numeri-
cal model for systems involving both convection and diffusion at moderate Prandtl
numbers. Specifically, we will focus on the convective heat transfer for an inline
array of three spheres.

Figure 2.15 shows the schematic representation of the computational domain
for three spherical particles of equal diameter Dp that are separated from each
other by a distance s. The parameters used for the simulation are provided in
table 2.2. The entry and the exit regions are characterized by distances r1 and r2

respectively. Simulations are performed for two values of center-to-center spacing
between the sphere (s/Dp = 2 and 4) and for three different Reynolds number
(Re= 1, 10, and 50). The hydrodynamics are solved on a Cartesian grid with
(256×128×128) number of cells in x, y and z direction, respectively. Hence the
corresponding adaptive grid for scalar transport is initiated with two trees or root
cells in the x−direction uniformly refined at level 7 (27 cells in each direction along
the edge of one root cell/tree).

Table 2.2: The parameters used in the simulation of heat transfer from an inline array of
three spheres kept at a constant temperature.

s/Dp nx ×ny ×nz Dp (m) D t /Dp r1/Dp r2/Dp Pr
2 256×128×128 10−4 16 5 5 0.74
4 256×128×128 10−4 16 5 5 0.74
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Figure 2.15: The schematic sketch of case setup for forced convection heat transfer over
an inline array of spheres.

A constant particle temperature, Ts is enforced using a staircase representa-
tion by initially refining the grid in the vicinity of the particle surface to a max-
imum level of 10. These simulations are performed with the Laplace operator
presented in section 2.2.4. The on-the-fly grid adaptivity is thus constrained by
level 7 for coarsening and level 10 for refinement. The initial refined cells are
also exempted from any coarsening throughout the simulation. The simulation
domain is bounded by free slip walls with zero heat flux in the y − z directions.
The fluid enters the domain with a constant inlet velocity, U∞, and constant inlet
temperature, T∞, whereas at the outlet zero heat flux is prescribed.

Earlier grid independence tests (Deen et al., 2012; Das et al., 2017a) using the
same IBM technique as used here have revealed that the results are essentially
grid independent for Dp /∆x = 15 and above, where ∆x is the grid size. Hence, a

Table 2.3: The nusselt number obtained for the case of forced convection over in-line array
of three spheres.
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grid resolution of Dp /∆x = 20 is used for the results presented here. The physical
properties of the fluid are chosen such that the resulting Prandtl number is 0.74.
This allows for the results to be compared with the values reported in the liter-
ature, quantified by the Nusselt number defined as Nu = h f Dp /k f . Maheshwari
et al. (2006) performed similar simulations with a body fitted grid method using
FLUENT and our results are found to be closer to the body fitted grid results (1−5%)
as compared to those reported by Tavassoli et al. (2013) (5−7%) (see table 2.3).
Tavassoli et al. (2013) found the results obtained from 1st and the 3r d sphere to
be sensitive (variations up to 15%) to the choice of entrance/exit lengths and the
grid resolution needed to resolve the thin boundary layers, especially present near
the first sphere.

Figure 2.16: The non dimensional fluid temperature around spheres with a constant sur-
face temperature for the case of Re = 10 and (a) s/Dp = 2 (b) s/Dp = 4, (c) the
associated adaptive grid corresponding to the case of s/Dp = 2.
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2.4.3 Forced convection heat transfer for a stationary sphere at
high Prandtl numbers

Based on the previous results, it can be concluded that the proposed method-
ology produces accurate results at low/moderate Prandtl numbers. In this sub-
section, the method’s potential for resolving the heat transfer with thin boundary
layers at high Prandtl number flows are explored. For this, the flow over a hot
isothermal sphere is considered, as shown in figure 2.17. The simulations are per-
formed for three different Reynolds number, Re: 20, 100 and 500, defined on the
basis of the inlet velocity, U∞ for a particle diameter Dp = 1 mm. The Prandtl
numbers considered for each of the aforementioned particle Reynolds numbers
are 1,10,100 and 500. The change in Reynolds number is achieved by changing the
inlet velocity whereas the change in Prandtl number is achieved by changing the
thermal diffusivity. Since, the target is to obtain the Nusselt number for this system
without confinement effects, a large domain is needed such that the boundary ef-
fects are negligible. The boundary conditions in this problem are similar to those
for the in-line array of spheres where the walls in the y and z direction are set
to free slip with zero heat flux. At the −x boundary the inlet velocity, U∞, and
inlet temperature T∞, are prescribed whereas the +x boundary is defined as the
outlet with zero derivatives in the normal direction for velocity and temperature.
Guardo et al. (2006) studied a similar problem with different inlet sizes with re-
spect to the particle diameter and concluded that wall effects over velocity profile
are present up to a domain inlet size of 4Dp ×4Dp whereas the wall effects on the
temperature profile are observed up to a domain inlet size of 2Dp ×2Dp . These in-
let sizes were deduced for the Re ≈ 300 and subsequently used for obtaining results
for 0.33 < Re < 3300. The particle Reynolds number in this study lies well within
this range, hence, for the simulations performed in this subsection a domain size
of 6Dp ×6Dp ×18Dp is taken.

Thus, the hydrodynamics is solved on a Cartesian grid with 384×128×128 grid
cells in the x, y and z directions, respectively. Hence, the corresponding adaptive
grid has a configuration of three root cells/trees sewed together in the x−direction
each with an uniform refinement of level 7. The initial adaptive grid is subse-
quently refined in the vicinity of the surface of the solid particle such that a zone
of thickness δ = Dp /2 is at the finest level which helps in resolving the boundary
layers forming at the particle surface. Similar to the previous case, a grid reso-
lution of Dp /∆x = 20 is taken for the Cartesian grid. With the base level on the
adaptive grid fixed at level 7, the scalar transport is solved for two different max-
imum levels of refinement at the particle surface, thus resulting in two cases: (a)
coarsest level 7 and finest level 9, and (b) coarsest level 7 and finest level 11. For
each of the two cases and the sub cases therein, simulations are performed using
both the Laplace operators developed in section 2.2.4.

For the case of forced convection, there are well–established empirical corre-
lations in the literature quantifying the heat transfer in terms of Nu as a function
of Re and Pr . Notable among these are the ones proposed by Ranz and Marshall
(1952) and Whitaker (1972) for a stationary spherical particle given as, respec-
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Figure 2.17: The schematic sketch of case setup for forced convection heat transfer over a
solid stationary sphere.

Figure 2.18: The Nusselt number obtained from single particle simulations for various
cases benchmarked with the Ranz-Marshall (Ranz and Marshall, 1952) cor-
relation for forced convection over a heated sphere.
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tively:

Nu = 2.0+0.6Re0.66Pr 0.33 for 10 < Re < 104,0.6 < Pr < 380 (2.32)

Nu = 2.0+ (0.4Re0.5 +0.06Re2/3)Pr 0.4

for 3.5 < Re < 7.6×104,0.7 < Pr < 380 (2.33)

Figure 2.18 shows the results obtained for the two different operators in compar-
ison to the Ranz and Marshall (1952) correlation. The points corresponding to
Prandtl number of 500 are not included in the graph as it falls outside the range
for which the correlations were devised. Table 2.4 shows in detail the obtained
Nusselt number for the two grids and the two Laplace operators for various com-
binations of Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. It can be inferred that the results are
in good agreement with the correlation(s). It is worth mentioning that the results
presented in table 2.4 should not be comprehended as a grid convergence study
since, only the maximum refinement level is increased while keeping the base level
refinement fixed. In a true grid convergence analysis for adaptive grids all cells
must be flagged for refinement thus keeping the same refinement level difference
among the neighbors as done in section 2.3.2.

Table 2.4: The Nusselt number obtained from simulations for forced convection heat transfer
from a stationary single sphere at different combinations of Reynolds and Prandtl
numbers compared with the empirical correlations derived from experiments. L
denotes the coarsest level of refinement (level 7) corresponding to the Cartesian
grid on which hydrodynamics is solved whereas L +2 and L +4 denotes the finest
level of refinement which is in the vicinity of the particle surface.

Pr Re

Obtained Nusselt Number, Nu Correlations
Laplace Operator 1 Laplace Operator 2 Nu Nu

L+2 L+4 L+2 L+4 (eq. 2.32) (eq. 2.33)
(∇2

(1,2)) (∇2
(1,4)) (∇2

(2,2)) (∇2
(2,4))

1
20 4.77 4.76 4.75 4.73 4.68 4.23

100 8.16 8.15 8.17 8.16 8.00 7.29
500 15.89 15.87 15.91 15.84 15.41 14.72

10
20 8.19 7.89 8.18 7.89 7.73 7.60

100 15.75 15.14 15.64 15.13 14.82 15.29
500 32.86 31.55 32.81 31.48 30.68 33.96

100
20 15.45 14.74 15.42 14.68 14.26 16.07

100 32.10 30.42 32.15 30.36 29.42 35.39
500 69.34 65.52 69.41 65.47 63.32 82.28

500∗
20 25.12 23.66 25.09 23.64 22.86 28.79

100 53.56 50.37 53.59 50.33 48.64 65.57
500 118.26 110.94 117.97 110.86 106.30 154.83

∗outside the limit of correlations
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2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, a novel computational strategy is presented to resolve the scalar
transport using a dual grid/multiple resolution approach that minimizes the com-
putational and memory overhead, required to accurately determine heat and mass
transfer coefficients in fluid-particle systems with high Prandtl numbers or Schmidt
numbers. Unlike earlier studies (Ostilla-Monico et al., 2015; Gotoh et al., 2012;
Chong et al., 2018), our method uses an adaptive grid for the scalar transport.
A quadtree (octree in 3D) distributed data structure is used to discretize the do-
main for scalar transport while a base Cartesian mesh (coarser in size) is used to
solve for the hydrodynamics. Different discretizations for the convective and the
diffusive fluxes have been presented in this chapter, as they differ from those for a
conventional Cartesian mesh. A verification test for the convective scheme along
with the estimate for numerical diffusion is presented. Subsequently, convergence
tests for the two Laplace operators are presented where one of the operators re-
sults in symmetric matrices whereas the other results in asymmetric matrices. The
corresponding matrix solvers that can be used to solve such a system of simulta-
neous linear equations are described and it was found that the symmetric Laplace
operator produces linear systems that are faster and easier to solve than the asym-
metric one.

Since, in the current methodology, the solution of the momentum on the adap-
tive grid is avoided, the details of the initial mapping of the dual grids and its
subsequent use in the staggered velocity interpolation under the divergence free
constraint are presented. The shared memory communicator facilitates the up-
date of the velocity from the hydrodynamics grid to the scalar transport grid with
close to zero latency. The verification case for an analytical solenoidal field was
performed, from which it can be concluded that, the key flow features which are
captured by the hydrodynamic grid are maintained by the interpolation on the re-
fined scalar grid with divergence being close to machine precision. Additionally,
the conditions for the adaptation criteria and the update of the data of the children
cells from the parent cells in case of refinement, or vice-versa in case of coarsening
was also discussed.

With the proposed methodology, validation cases were performed for the case
of heat conduction from a hot stationary sphere kept at a fixed temperature where
the obtained radial temperature profiles and Nusselt numbers where compared
with the analytical solutions available for this system. Subsequently, validations
were also performed for the study of blockage effects in forced convection heat
transfer for an in-line array of three spheres for a low Prandtl number of 0.74. The
Nusselt number obtained from the simulations were compared with those pub-
lished in literature using an Immersed Boundary Method on Cartesian grid and
from a body-fitted unstructured grid. It was observed that the results obtained
from the current methodology were closer to the results published using the body
fitted grid in comparison to those published with IBM. Subsequently, simulations
were performed for the case of forced convection heat transfer for a single sta-
tionary sphere at high Prandtl numbers. The Nusselt number obtained from these
simulations were compared with the well–established empirical correlations and
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an excellent agreement was found.
Finally we conclude with some comments on the limitations of the method-

ology and scope of further improvements. Any distributed dynamic data struc-
ture, such as tree-based approaches, suffers from limitations related to oblivious
cache use, inefficient vectorization, complex load balancing with graph partition-
ing methods and performance of matrix solvers. Some of these limitations have
been alleviated by using state-of-the-art, well documented open-source packages
providing optimal capabilities with respect to the aforementioned aspects.

A second drawback arises from the complexity in devising higher order dis-
cretization schemes that could be tackled to some extent by using aggressive re-
finement. Quadtree based grid adaptation falls under the category of isotropic grid
refinement, i.e. when a cell is marked for refinement it is refined in all directions.
Hence, it is not the optimal method to resolve boundary layers which develop near
solid boundaries aligned to any of the cardinal directions, such as walls which
coincide with the computational domain boundaries. Also, non-deformable and
fixed particles presented in this chapter do not pose an ideal test case problem be-
cause competing methods such as body-fitted grids and overset grids take benefit
from the static nature of the immersed body and can actually produce excellent
grids which is a one-time affair. Vreman (2016) and Vreman and Kuerten (2018)
propose a methodology using an overset grid for fluid turbulence over static and
moving no-deformable spherical particles. An interesting problem class where this
method will show its full potential involves multiphase flows with moving and de-
formable interfaces, specifically for gas-liquid systems (drops and bubbles) where
the Schmidt numbers are high. A quadtree based grid adaptation would provide
cheaper and more efficient remeshing along with properly resolving the extremely
thin mass boundary layers occurring at such interfaces in multicomponent chemi-
cal systems.





Chapter 3
An extension of the dual grid
method to deformable gas-liquid
interfaces

Abstract

Gas-liquid systems involving dispersed bubbly flows are often encountered in industry
due to their favourable heat and mass transport characteristics. A key element of
such systems involving interfacial mass transfer are the thin mass boundary layers
prevailing at the phase boundaries. Resolving these thin boundary layers in numerical
simulations is very challenging because of the need for very fine grids. Such grids
often over-resolve the hydrodynamics which accounts for most of the CPU time. In
this chapter, we propose a multiple resolution approach that resolves the momentum
boundary layers on a coarse (fixed) Cartesian grid and the mass boundary layers
on a finer (adaptive) grid. The methodology proposed in the previous chapter for
static rigid particles is extended to deformable moving interfaces and applied to single
rising bubbles where the computed Sherwood number is compared with empirical
correlations and numerical simulations available in literature.

This chapter is based on:
Panda, A., Patel, H. V., Peters, E. A. J. F., Baltussen, M. W., Kuipers, J. A. M.. A multiple
resolution approach using adaptive grids for fully resolved boundary layers on deformable
gas-liquid interfaces at high Schmidt numbers. Submitted to Chemical Engineering Journal.
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3.1 Introduction

Bubble columns are widely used in many industrial processes for gas-liquid
contacting operations. In bubble columns, the gas phase is dispersed in the contin-
uous liquid phase using spargers installed in the bottom plate of the column. The
mixing of the liquid phase is enhanced due to the rising gas bubbles. This mix-
ing enhances the heat and mass transport characteristics of these reactors making
them suitable for chemical synthesis or systems where the rate of heat generation
is high (Kantarci et al., 2005). The complex physical phenomena of such sys-
tems are still not completely understood hampering the efficient scale-up of such
reactors, which therefore currently largely relies on empiricism. To improve on
the state-of-the-art of bubble column reactor design, a deeper understanding of
the underlying physics is necessary. This can be obtained from detailed computer
simulations of the relevant transport phenomena.

Different types of numerical simulations have been applied by researchers to
study gas-liquid systems: the Euler-Euler approach, the Euler-Lagrange approach
and the Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) based approach. The focus of this
chapter is on DNS, because the key phenomena occurring at the gas-liquid inter-
face can be studied in greater detail when all the scales of fluid flow and interface
deformations are resolved (Tryggvason et al., 2011). There are two (main) types
of methods for DNS of gas-liquid flows: interface capturing (e.g. Volume of Fluid
(VOF) and Level Set (LS)) and interface tracking (e.g. Front Tracking (FT)). van
Sint Annaland et al. (2005) presented a review of these methods with the respec-
tive advantages and disadvantages.

When problems include associated mass or/and heat transport, additional con-
servation equations for species or/and thermal energy need to be solved. In a
system with accompanied mass transport (or heat transport), the thickness of the
concentration/mass boundary layer, δc (or the thermal boundary layer, δt ), rela-
tive to the momentum boundary layer, δm , is related to the Schmidt number, Sc as:
δc = δmSc−0.5 (or Prandtl number, Pr as: δt = δmPr−0.5). This chapter will focus on
the study of mass transport in gas-liquid systems. Generally for gas-liquid systems,
Sc À 1, which results in much finer mass boundary layers in comparison to the
momentum boundary layers.

In Direct Numerical Simulations, the grid resolution is often dictated by the
smallest length scale, which in this case is δc . A large variation of length scales
present in such systems pose a challenge in DNS. For a system with Sc À 1, the fine
grid needed to resolve the concentration boundary layers inevitably results in over-
resolving the momentum boundary layers. Even in systems with Sc (orPr) = 1, the
practical grid requirement for scalar transport necessitates the usage of a relatively
fine grid for mass transport in comparison to momentum transport (Ostilla-Monico
et al., 2015). In DNS, most of the CPU time is spent on solving the hydrodynam-
ics and more specifically on solving the pressure Poisson equation, which takes
roughly 90% of the total CPU time. Hence, over-resolving the hydrodynamics
comes with a substantial penalty. Several approaches have been proposed in the
scientific literature to address this issue. These approaches can be broadly classi-
fied into two categories: mathematical and computational.
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The mathematical approach relies on modelling the sharp profiles within the
thin concentration boundary layer as a source term in the species transport equa-
tion, which is solved on a coarser grid. This type of method is often referred to
as a subgrid scale (SGS) model. Magnaudet and Calmet (2006) proposed a dy-
namic subgrid scale model to solve mass transfer problems at high Sc number
(1 ≤ Sc ≤ 200) involving a flat shear free surface in turbulent single phase flows.
For the case of buoyant bubbles, Aboulhasanzadeh et al. (2012) presented a SGS
model embedded in a FT model by fitting an analytical solution derived from the
boundary layer theory to quantify the mass transfer from single rising bubbles in
two dimensions (2D). Aboulhasanzadeh and Tryggvason (2014) later extended
the model to 3D to study the effect of bubble interactions on the mass transfer in a
bubble swarm at a gas fraction of 9% and Sc = 100. Their approach is similar to the
method proposed earlier by Booty and Siegel (2010) for determining the soluble
surfactants concentration near the bubble interface by incorporating a solution de-
rived using singular perturbation analysis, which is limited to Stokes flow. Parallel
efforts have been made by using the VOF method to resolve the hydrodynamics
along with a subgrid scale method to resolve the thin concentration boundary lay-
ers. Alke et al. (2010) derived the analytical concentration profile by assuming a
1D system, with the fluid near the interface moving with the same velocity, to es-
timate the mass flux out of the gas bubble. Weiner and Bothe (2017) proposed an
improved subgrid scale model for mass transfer with the unified single-field model
proposed by Deising et al. (2016) for Sc ≤ 500.

An alternative approach to determine mass transfer at high Sc number is to
use sufficiently refined grids to resolve the mass boundary layer. Some of the
earlier studies used 2D systems to study single rising bubbles with mass trans-
fer (Davidson and Rudman, 2002; Koynov et al., 2005; Radl et al., 2008). The
2D simplification resulted in moderate grid requirements and thus, allowed the
hydrodynamics and the mass transport to be solved on the same grid with accept-
able computational effort. These studies were limited to Sc ≤ 50. Some of the
studies focused on single bubbles assuming the shape and position of the bubble
to be fixed thereby enabling the use of boundary fitted grids with refinement near
the gas-liquid interface. For instance Cuenot et al. (1997) studied such a 2D sys-
tem with further computational cost reduction by using an axisymmetric domain
for the study of spherical bubbles at Sc ≈ 103. This approach is also known as the
Stagnant Cap Model, that has been used to study the effect of soluble surfactants
on the behaviour of rising bubbles (Dani et al., 2006). Figueroa-Espinoza and Leg-
endre (2010) used a similar approach to study the mass transfer from spheroidal
bubbles to the surrounding fluid using an aspect ratio ranging from 1 to 3 and
1 ≤ Sc ≤ 500. This work was further extended by Colombet et al. (2013) to study
the mass/heat transfer inside a spherical gas bubble through a stationary liquid
since for the gas phase the Sc numbers are comparatively low. Jia and Zhang
(2017) used the Stagnant Cap Model implemented in Ansys FLUENT to estimate
the mass transfer from CO2 bubbles with chemical reaction and shrinkage effects.

With respect to 3D simulations, Darmana (2006) performed simulations with
the FT model for single rising bubbles and bubble clusters with Sc ≤ 1 and showed
that the mass transfer rate in swarms is generally smaller than for single bubbles.
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Roghair (2012) and Roghair et al. (2016) proposed a dual grid method where the
species conservation equation is solved on a separate grid that is uniformly refined
in all three directions. They performed simulations for single rising bubbles and
bubble swarms at Sc = 1 with the hydrodynamics being solved using the FT model.
However, as mentioned before, this approach is not feasible at high Sc numbers
due to the sharp growth of CPU and memory requirements with each refinement
level. Deising et al. (2016, 2018) used the VOF method in the open source code
OpenFOAM. This VOF implementation applies a unified single field model that is
capable to account for the discontinuity in the concentration profile at the gas-
liquid interface. However, these studies were still limited to Sc = 10 and 100,
respectively. The authors solved the system of equations (hydrodynamics as well as
mass transport) on a single grid using dynamic grid adaptation. Recently Balcázar-
Arciniega et al. (2019) peformed full 3D simulations using the Level Set method
to study mass transfer from single bubbles and bubble swarms. For the single
bubble cases, they were able to obtain results for Sc ≤ 50 by using a cylindrical
domain with a non-uniform mesh such that more grid points are located near the
axis of the domain where the bubble is situated. The study of bubble swarms
using a cubical domain was limited to Sc = 1. The studies of Deising et al. (2016,
2018); Balcázar-Arciniega et al. (2019) use a single grid to solve the mass and
momentum conservation equations and take benefits from the use of distributed
memory based parallelization to simulate moderately high Sc numbers.

This chapter focuses on adaptive mesh refinement to enable the simulation of
mass transfer from bubbles. However, solving both the hydrodynamics and mass
transfer on one single dynamically adapted grid still suffers from the limitations
of over-resolving the hydrodynamics although to a lesser extent. Moreover, adap-
tive grids lead to a non-banded linear system of equations that is more difficult
to invert than those resulting from structured Cartesian grids. Therefore, using
such grids for solving the hydrodynamics would lead to a significant performance
drop due to the significant fraction of total CPU time being spent on solving the
pressure Poisson equation. To overcome many of these limitations, we extended
our dual grid approach detailed in Panda et al. (2019) and in the previous chapter,
that was originally limited to static particles, to account for moving deformable
interfaces such as bubbles. The method uses a fixed Cartesian grid for the hydro-
dynamics and a dynamic adaptive grid for the scalar transport. In this work, the
VOF method as detailed in van Sint Annaland et al. (2005) has been used to solve
the hydrodynamics on the Cartesian grid.

This chapter first presents the additional building blocks needed to extend the
methodology to deformable interfaces. It comprises of steps such as the phase
fraction update on the fine grid from the coarse adaptive grid, a hybrid convection
scheme and grid adaptation on the basis of concentration gradients or/and the
presence of an interface. In section 3.4, detailed verification studies are performed
to check the accuracy of each of the new modules. Further, simulations of 2D
bubbles are performed at Sc ≤ 1000 and compared with already published results
of Aboulhasanzadeh et al. (2012) and those obtained from simulations using an
uniformly refined finer grid. Additional simulations are performed for the case
of 3D rising bubbles at Sc = 1 where the results are quantified in terms of the
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Sherwood number, Sh and compared with those obtained by Roghair et al. (2016)
and Deising et al. (2016). Finally simulations are performed for a 3D configuration
at Sc ≤ 100. The results are found to be in agreement with empirical and theoretical
correlations for the Sherwood number reported in the literature.

3.2 Model Description

3.2.1 Governing Equations

For the solution of incompressible multiphase flows with associated passive
scalar transport, the Navier-Stokes equation and the continuity equation (conser-
vation of mass and momentum) need to be solved along with the scalar convection-
diffusion equation. To solve for the velocity field, u (u, v, w), and pressure field,
p, the Navier-Stokes equation and the continuity equation can be written as equa-
tion 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. In equation 3.1 the volumetric surface tension force
(Brackbill et al., 1992), Fσ, is included to account for the deformable fluid-fluid
interface.

ρ
∂u

∂t
+ρ∇ · (uu) =−∇p +∇ ·µ(∇u+ (∇u)T )+ρg+Fσ (3.1)

∇ ·u = 0 (3.2)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity whereas, ρ and µ are the local averaged
density and viscosity that are computed by simple linear averaging and harmonic
averaging with weighted basis of density (Prosperetti, 2002) as:

ρ = Fρg + (1−F )ρl (3.3)
ρ

µ
= F

ρg

µg
+ (1−F )

ρl

µl
(3.4)

The subscripts g and l correspond to the physical properties of gas and liquid
respectively whereas F is the phase indicator or color function that signifies the
amount of a particular fluid present in a certain control volume (in this case, the
dispersed/gas phase). Thus, when F = 0, the control volume is completely filled
with liquid whereas F = 1 corresponds to the cell being completely filled with gas.
The evolution of F is governed by the advection equation given as:

∂F

∂t
+∇ · (uF ) = 0 (3.5)

The phase fraction is advected using the geometrical advection method of Youngs
(1982), called the Piecewise Linear Interface Calculation (PLIC) method. For more
details on the implementation of the VOF method used in this work, the reader is
referred to the work of van Sint Annaland et al. (2005).

In this chapter, we limit ourselves to the problem of mass transfer where the
generalized scalar of interest is the concentration. To solve for the concentration
field, c, the species transport equation is given as:

∂c

∂t
+∇ · (uc) =∇ · (D∇c)+Sc (3.6)
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where D is the molecular diffusivity and Sc is a volumetric source term to ac-
count for homogeneous chemical reactions (if any). For the representation of the
velocity field on the separate (adaptive) mass transport grid, a divergence free
interpolation of the (coarse) hydrodynamic grid velocity field is required. Addi-
tionally, the update of phase fraction on the fine grid from the coarse grid is also
required to facilitate grid adaptivity at/near the fluid-fluid interface. In this chap-
ter, the concentration boundary condition at the gas-liquid interface is assumed
to be a constant bubble (equilibrium) concentration, i.e. ci nter f ace = csatur ati on . In
addition, it is assumed that there is no reaction. In the subsequent section, we fo-
cus on the numerical implementation of the scalar convection-diffusion equation
on the adaptive grid, velocity and phase fraction update on the adaptive grid from
the Cartesian grid, and the grid adaptivity.

3.3 Numerical Methods

For solving the multiphase hydrodynamics with the VOF method using equa-
tion 3.1 to 3.5 on a Cartesian grid, a finite-volume based numerical discretization
is used. A total variation diminishing (TVD) BARTON (Centrella and Wilson, 1984)
scheme is used for the convection terms in equation 3.1. The diffusive term in
equation 3.1 is discretized using an semi-implicit second order accurate central
differencing scheme. The resulting set of linear algebraic equations arising from
the implicit treatment of the diffusive term and the pressure Poisson equation as a
result of the incompressibility condition (equation 3.2) is solved using an in-house
solver capable of handling large density ratios (ρl /ρg ≈ 1000) based on Incomplete-
Cholesky-Conjugate-Gradient (ICCG) method. The implementation of the method
used here along with detailed verification and validation cases can be found in the
work of van Sint Annaland et al. (2005).

Using the finite volume technique and the Gauss divergence theorem, the dis-
cretized form of the species transport equation (equation 3.6) without any reaction
term is given as:

cn+1 = cn + ∆t

∆V

( ∑
f aces

u f
n+1cn

f A f

)
+ ∆t

∆V

( ∑
f aces

Dn+1
f ∇ f cn+1 A f

)
(3.7)

where A f denotes the area of the control volume face. The terms with a subscript
f are defined at the face centers. Superscript n denotes the data available from
the previous time step whereas n+1 denotes the data at the new time step. Since,
the hydrodynamic equations are solved before the species transport equation, the
new velocity field is used to advect the concentration. The current method is based
on the approach of Panda et al. (2019), which addresses the detailed numerical
implementation of the convection and diffusion terms for convective heat transfer
from stationary non-deformable interfaces (solid particles), where the generalized
scalar of interest is the temperature, T. The chronological order of operation de-
picting the current methodology is described concisely with the flowsheet given
in Figure 3.1. The key building blocks that are different from the work of Panda
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et al. (2019) and specific to the current work of deformable moving interfaces
are shown with a bold outline. The additional steps include the update of the
phase fraction from the coarse (hydrodynamic) grid to the fine (scalar) grid, the
modification of the convection scheme to account for sharp advection of the scalar
contained in the dispersed phase, and the modifications corresponding to the grid
adaptivity. These details will be described in the next sections.

3.3.1 Communicator

An essential element of the current dual resolution methodology is the commu-
nication between the two grids. Since the scalar adaptive grid requires the velocity
field and the phase fraction field from the hydrodynamics Cartesian grid at each
time step, this communication should be efficient. This is facilitated by way of
a shared memory communicator using POSIX semaphores as synchronization flags
(Panda et al., 2019) where the flags along with the velocity field and phase fraction
field resides on a memory segment shared between two separate codes and hence
offers (near) zero latency communication. These synchronisation semaphores are

Start

Cartesian Grid
Memory allocation

Initialisation

VOF Advection

Project non-solenoidal velocity
u∗x , u

∗
y , u

∗
z

Calculate pressure corrections &
Solve Pressure Poisson eq.

Calculate solenoidal velocity &
Update ux, uy, uz

I/O Operations &
Update time, t

Is t ≥ tend?

Exit

yes

no

Adaptive Grid
Memory allocation

Initialise uniform refinement

Mapping Cartesian ò Quadtree
Zid→ [i, j, k]

Initial Adaptivity

Read ux, uy, uz

Use solenoidal interpolation to
update velocities on quadtree

Calculate normals, n̂c &
plane constant, αc on coarse grid

With n̂c and αc of coarse grid
find plane constant, αf , on adaptive grid

Update f [ ] on adaptive grid
using n̂c and αf

Update gradients of scalar field

Adapt the grid

Calculate the convective fluxes &
fill implicit diffusion matrix & solve

I/O Operations &
Update time, t

µ

c µ

cµ

c µ
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µ: Lock for reading shared memory, when locked scalar transport code cannot read the velocity field

µ: Lock for writing shared memory, when locked hydrodynamics code cannot write the velocity field

Scalar Transport
(Other V ariables)

Shared Memory
ux[ ], uy[ ], uz[ ], f[ ]

Hydrodynamics
(Other V ariables)

Memory Map

Hydrodynamics
(Cartesian Grid)

Scalar Transport
(Adaptive Grid)

Figure 3.1: The flowsheet showing the processing sequence and the memory map related
to the dual grid method.
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represented as locks in Figure 3.1 that block the operations for the Cartesian grid
while the new concentration field is being solved on the adaptive grid and block
the operations for the adaptive grid while the hydrodynamics are solved on the
Cartesian grid.

3.3.2 Update of Phase Fraction on fine (adaptive) grid from
coarse grid

The initial update of the phase fraction and the velocity field is enabled through
the grid mapping created when creating the base level (initial uniform refinement)
of the adaptive grid. At this stage the topology of both grids is exactly the same
and the unique Z i d ⇐⇒ [i , j ,k] mapping is used to access and fill the values on
the adaptive grid. Once the simulation starts and the grid is adapted at every
time step, the topology of the adaptive grid will be different from the underlying
Cartesian grid. This necessitates interpolation of the velocity field and the phase
fraction field from the coarse grid to the fine grid. The velocity field obtained after
each time step on the Cartesian grid has (near) zero divergence in each control
volume (equation 3.2) and thus the velocity interpolations on the refined adaptive
grid has to be divergence free as well. We will use the divergence free interpolation
procedure developed by Panda et al. (2019).

For the phase fraction field, the update to the fine grid is more challenging
since the sharpness of the phase fraction field has to be preserved and hence such
interpolations cannot be used. Therefore, the geometrical representation of the
VOF interface is used where an interface in each control volume of the Cartesian
grid is represented as a line (or a plane in 3D). In the PLIC scheme, this plane

Figure 3.2: (a) A PLIC respresentation of a bubble on Cartesian grid (b) Refinement oper-
ation of a cell on the overlapping adaptive grid where the parent cell (shown in
green) is refined to form 4 children (shown in blue).
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is perpendicular to the local gradient ∇F and is uniquely defined by the plane
equation:

n ·x = nx x +ny y +nz z =α (3.8)

where, n is the normal vector with components nx ,ny ,nz in the directions x, y, z, re-
spectively whereas α is the plane constant related to the smallest distance between
the origin and the line (or plane). Figure 3.2(a) shows a PLIC representation of a
bubble on a Cartesian grid and Figure 3.2(b) shows the planar interface in one of
such cells (shown with a green outline). Adhering to the nomenclature proposed
in the paper of Scardovelli and Zaleski (2000), finding F in a cell given the value
of α and n is termed as the forward problem whereas, finding α given the value of
F and n in the cell is termed as the inverse problem. The procedures used here with
the respective analytical expressions generalized for rectangular grids for both the
problems follows from the paper of Scardovelli and Zaleski (2000). The following
steps describe the interpolation procedure for the phase fraction:

1. With the F field on the coarse Cartesian grid, the normals, nc (normal for
the coarse grid cell) are calculated for each control volume containing the
interface. The interface normals are calculated using Mixed Youngs-centered
(MYC) method which uses the Youngs method at low resolution and a Cen-
tered Columns scheme at high resolution. To find the normal in a cell, a
3× 3× 3 neighborhood around the cell is used, the details of which can be
found in the paper of Aulisa et al. (2007).

2. Using the value of nc and F , the inverse problem is solved to give the plane
constant, αc , for the PLIC interface in each of the control volumes on the
coarse grid. The plane constant corresponds to the origin located at the
bottom left hand corner of a square cell (or similarly for a cubical cell in 3D)
as shown in Figure 3.2(b).

3. Each cell in the fine grid, is contained within a cell of the coarse grid and
thus shares the same i,j,k and thus inherits the same normal, nc. As shown
in Figure 3.2(b), all the numbered cells are part of the coarse cell shown in
green and share the same normal.

4. For each cell in the adaptive grid of size h ≤ ∆, within a corresponding cell
in the Cartesian grid, the new plane constant is found using equation 3.8 by
translation of the origin of the co-ordinate system. For example, referring to
Figure 3.2(b), for the purple (leaf) cell numbered 2P (at level BL +2), first
the new alpha of its parent cell i.e. the red cell numbered 1R (at level BL+1)
is calculated from the coarse cell alpha, αc , found in step 2. For 1R, the origin
is shifted by (∆/2,0) and for 2P, the origin is shifted by (∆/2,∆/4). Similarly
the cell sizes respectively are ∆/2 and ∆/4. Hence, the new plane constants
are:

Cell1R : α1R =αc −nx∆/2

Cell2P : α2P =α1R−ny∆/4
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5. With the new plane constant, α f and the coarse grid normal, nc, a forward
problem is solved to obtain the updated phase fraction, F in each leaf cell of
the adaptive grid.

3.3.3 Convection

To discuss the treatment of the convection in the species transport equation,
we focus on the convection term: ∇ · (uc) or its corresponding discretized form
in equation 3.7 as

(∑
f aces u f

ncn
f A f

)
. The velocities in each cell of the adaptive

grid are stored at the cell face (similar to staggered Cartesian grids) and thus u f is
directly available, or is obtained from the coarse Cartesian grid after interpolation
as described in Panda et al. (2019).

The key problem for the convective flux calculation is to determine the value
of the concentration at the cell face, c f . It is also to be noted that the F field is
advected on the Cartesian grid using a non-diffusive geometric advection scheme
for VOF. Since, in the current work the bubble/dispersed gas phase acts as a source
of (constant) concentration, the part of the c field on the adaptive grid is overlap-
ping with the F field on the Cartesian grid and should be advected along with the
dispersed phase. To account for this, a popular high-resolution compressive ad-
vection scheme called CICSAM (Compressive Interface Capturing Scheme for Arbi-

Figure 3.3: Computing the face value of scalar for (a) uniform Cartesian grid (b) adaptive
quadtree grid. This figure is adapted from Panda et al. (2019).
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trary Meshes) (Ubbink and Issa, 1999) is implemented in the current framework.
Although the scheme is suitable for problems with pure advection, it artificially
compresses the solution field in case of combined advection-diffusion problems. To
address this problem, a hybrid convection scheme is used in this chapter which
switches between the CICSAM and the BARTON scheme based on the value of F in
the control volume.

The methodology is schematically shown in figure 3.3(a), where the cell of
interest is shown in red color and the cell face where the value of the scalar is
to be evaluated (+x face) is shown with a vertical dashed black line. For positive
cell face velocity i.e. u f > 0, the cell of interest is termed the donor cell whereas
the cell in the downstream (+x neighbor) and upstream direction (−x neighbor)
are defined as the acceptor cell and the upwind cell, respectively. Considering
concentration, c to be the generalised scalar, φ from Chapter 2, the three different
estimates of face concentration, c f , from the BARTON scheme can be defined using
equation 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8. The unique face concentration is then constructed using
equation 2.9.

On the other hand, the CICSAM scheme is based on the normalised variable
diagram (NVD) where the normalised concentration, c̃ is bounded within the ac-
ceptor and upwind cell value. (cA and cU , respectively). Thus a normalised donor
cell value, c̃D , is defined as:

c̃D = cD − cU

cA − cU
(3.9)

The CICSAM scheme blends two values of the normalised face scalar derived from
convection boundedness criteria (CBC) and ultimate quickest scheme (UQ), re-
spectively given as:

c̃CBC
f =

{
MIN

{
1, c̃D

CoD

}
, if 0 É C̃D É 1

c̃D , if c̃D < 0, c̃D > 1
(3.10)

c̃UQ
f =

{
MIN

{
8CoD c̃D+(1−CoD )(6c̃D+3)

8 , c̃CBC
f

}
, if 0 É c̃D É 1

c̃D , if c̃D < 0, c̃D > 1
(3.11)

Here, CoD is the Courant number of the donor cell defined as the sum of Courant
number for each outflow face of the donor cell:

CoD =
n∑

f =1
MAX

{(
u f ·n f

)
∆t

h
,0

}
(3.12)

where, n f is the unit outward normal at each cell face. Finally, the normalised
value of the concentration at the face c̃ is calculated by linearly blending the c̃CBC

f

and c̃ fUQ
f using a parameter γ f as:

c̃ f = γ f c̃CBC
f + (

1−γ f
)

c̃ fUQ
f (3.13)
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The blending parameter, γ f depends on the angle θ f between the unit normal to
the interface n and the unit vector along the line joining the cell centre of the
donor cell to the acceptor cell, n f . Hence θ f and γ f are respectively given as:

θ f = arccos
(
n ·n f

)
(3.14)

γ f = MIN

{
1+cos2θ f

2
,1

}
(3.15)

The final value of c f is obtained using the following expression (Ubbink and Issa,
1999):

c f = (1−β f )cD +β f cA (3.16)

where

β f =
c̃ f − c̃D

1− c̃D
(3.17)

The hybrid convection scheme used here for the species transport equation which
switches between the c f obtained using the BARTON scheme (using equation 2.9
and denoting as cBf ) and the CICSAM scheme (using equation 3.16 and denoting as
cCf ) depending on the value of F in a cell, is given as:

c f =
{

cCf (equation 3.16) if 0 < F É 1

cBf (equation 2.9) if F = 0
(3.18)

In the case of Cartesian grids, the cell sizes of donor, acceptor and upwind cells
are the same (hD = hA = hU ), while this is not always the case with adaptive grids
as shown schematically in Figure 3.3(b). Interpolations are used to construct the
unique values of cU and cD in such a configuration. Although the following dis-
cussion is valid for the acceptor cell, it can be extended to the upwind cell as well,
unless stated otherwise. For the BARTON scheme, if the acceptor cell is twice the
size of the donor cell, then interpolation is performed using the concentration val-
ues of the neighbors of the acceptor cell in the perpendicular direction. If the
acceptor cell is half the size of the donor cell, then the unique value of cA is given
as the average of the two (four in 3D) acceptor cells. The interpolation polynomi-
als for both cases can be found in the papers of Popinet (2003) and Panda et al.
(2019).

A different methodology is applicable in the case of the CICSAM scheme. Here,
if the acceptor cell is twice the size of the donor cell then its value is used as
cA without any interpolations. In the case of the neighbor being half the size of
the donor cell, a separate procedure is followed depending on the fact whether
the neighbor is an acceptor cell or an upwind cell. If it is the acceptor cell then
cA = MAX {cA1,cA2} and if it is the upwind cell then cU = MIN {cU 1,cU 2}. It is also to be
noted that unlike the BARTON scheme, the distance between the cell centers or the
cell sizes of donor, acceptor and upwind cell has no impact on the CICSAM scheme.
Adhering to these interpolations and the detailed methodology, the resulting c f

value can then be used to determine the convective flux.
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3.3.4 Diffusion

The diffusion term is signified by ∇ · (D∇c) in equation 3.6 or its correspond-
ing discrete form in equation 3.7 as

(∑
f aces Dn+1

f ∇ f cn+1 A f

)
. Here, the diffusivity

and the gradient of concentration is defined at each cell face. Panda et al. (2019)
addresses the detailed numerical implementation of two Laplacian operators each
of them leading to different types of matrices resulting from the implicit discretiza-
tion of the diffusion term. They presented a detailed comparison and convergence
study of both operators as well as the respective advantages and disadvantages.
In this work, the operator first proposed by Losasso et al. (2006) is used, which
leads to a symmetric matrix system and results in second order convergence. Al-
though the operator is termed as Laplacian operator, the same implementation
can be applied here for the calculation of ∇ f c. The resulting matrix is solved using
robust matrix solvers available from an open source library called HYPRE (Falgout
et al., 2002). Since the resultant matrix is symmetric, the system can be efficiently
solved using specifically the PCG/BiCGSTAB/FlexGMRES class of solvers with pre-
conditioning by boomerAMG. In this work, PCG is always used, but the modularity
of the implementation allows for the use of other two solvers as well.

3.3.5 Boundary Conditions

Both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions at the domain boundaries
can be applied with second order accuracy by use of fictitious/ghost cell values.
When the boundary is along one or more of the cell faces, a ficitious neighbor
of the same size is constructed and the earlier described discretizations are used.
For the BARTON scheme, when the acceptor/upwind cell is double the size of the
donor cell, the interpolated value of cA or cU is calculated by switching to first
order interpolation using either one of the neighbor cells along the perpendicular
direction, depending on the proximity to the location of interpolation. The current
implementation is also capable of handling simple periodic boundary conditions
at the domain boundaries, which has been implemented at the matrix level.

For the case of mass transfer from bubbles (or the gas-liquid interface), the
initial concentration inside the bubble/gas phase is set according to the saturation
concentration, which is governed by Henry’s Law, and is zero for cells outside
the bubble. At the interface, the concentration is given by H c0 where c0 is some
fixed gas concentration. For simplicity, in this chapter the concentration inside the
bubble/gas phase is assumed to be constant (c0 = 1). Thus, the Henry’s constant,
H is assumed to be 1. Under these conditions, the initial concentration field is
the same as the initial F field. For enforcing the Dirichlet boundary condition, the
concentration field is updated after each solution time step as:

c =
{

c0 if F = 1
eqn. 3.7 if 0 ≥ F < 1

(3.19)
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3.3.6 Time step selection

In the methodology proposed in this chapter, the convection term for the species
transport equation is treated explicitly, whereas the diffusion term of this equation
is treated implicitly. Hence, the proposed hybrid “convection” scheme is stable
for a time step, ∆t chosen such that the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number
(umax∆t/∆xmin) is less than 0.33, where umax is the maximum velocity in the do-
main and ∆xmin is the smallest grid size in the domain. If the momentum equation
is solved with a larger time step, then the current methodology also allows “sub-
cycling” in time, where a number of smaller time steps are used to solve for the
species transport equation on the adaptive grid within one hydrodynamics time
step. While simulating multiphase flows, it is possible that the time step for the
momentum transport equation is smaller than the time step dictated by CFL cri-
terion due to surface tension effects, which is related to the capillary time step
restriction. In this case, the species transport equation can be solved with the
same time step as used in the solution of momentum transport equation.

3.3.7 Grid Adaptation

The scalar grid is adapted after each scalar time step. The adaptation procedure
comprises the following steps:

• Refinement: The cells are flagged for refinement and the flagged parent is
replaced by children.

• Coarsening: The cells are flagged for coarsening and the flagged children are
replaced by their parent.

• Balancing: After the above two operations, the relevant cells are refined to
ensure that the forest meets the 2:1 balance criteria.

The refinement and coarsening step comprise of two user inputs: (a) refinement/
coarsening criteria for flagging and (b) replacement procedure while refining/
coarsening. The balancing operation enforces the 2:1 balance condition by addi-
tionally refining certain cells and thus requires the user input regarding the re-
placement procedure only. In a recursive procedure, the replaced cell(s) is/are
again checked for the refinement/coarsening criteria. For the current simulations,
the recursive flagging is turned off. For both refinement and coarsening an error
estimate, E at each cell is defined as:

E =
3∑

i=1

(
h∇c

i c
)2
∆V (3.20)

Here, ∇c
i c is the cell-centered gradient of concentration in the direction i . For

the calculation of this gradient, the donor-acceptor-upwind nomenclature of the
cells will be used although they relate classically to convection problems. For the
calculation of the cell centered gradient for cell D in the x−direction as shown in
Figure 3.3(b), the neighborhood in the x−direction consists of an east side cell
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A and a west side cell U , both of which may or may not be of the same size as
cell D. To determine the values of cA and cU on the line parallel to the x-axis
passing through the cell center of D, the values of the cells are interpolated. These
interpolated values in case of a double-sized cell and a half-sized cell are shown
in Figure 3.3(b) with larger-sized dots, which is detailed in section 3.3.3 (Popinet,
2003; Panda et al., 2019). After obtaining all the three scalar values (cD , cA and
cU ), two types of cell-centered gradients are calculated ∇C1 and ∇C2: the first
one being a second order accurate gradient, whereas the second one is obtained
by limiting the former with first order accurate face centered gradients (∇fe and
∇fw). Considering the distance between cell A and D as x1 = 0.5(hA +hD ) and the
distance between cell U and D as x2 = 0.5(hU +hD ), the gradients ∇C1, ∇fe and ∇fw

are respectively given as:

∇C1 = x2
1(cU − cD )+x2

2(cD − cA)

x1x2 (x1 +x2)
(3.21)

∇fe =
cD − cA

x1
(3.22)

∇fw =
cU − cD

x2
(3.23)

The limited cell-centered gradient is calculated as:

∇C2 =
{

0 if ∇fe ×∇fw É 0
MIN

(|∇C1|, |∇fe |, |∇fw |
)

otherwise (3.24)

It is to be noted that, although ∇fe and ∇fw (equation 3.22 and 3.23) do not
coincide with the face centers in the case of different sized cells, equations 3.22
and 3.23 lead to convergent (first order) approximations (Gibou et al., 2002). The
cell-centered gradient, ∇C1, is used to define the error estimate in equation 3.20
whereas the limited gradient, ∇C2, is used for the replacement procedure as further
discussed.

Subsequently the building blocks of grid adaptation can be summarised as fol-
lows:

1. Refinement criteria

(R1) If the error estimate in any cell exceeds a set user threshold, E > Eth ,
then that cell is marked for refinement.

(R2) If the cell contains an interface (0 < F < 1), then that cell is marked for
refinement.

(R3) All neighbors of the cell containing an interface, are also marked for
refinement.

2. Coarsening criteria:

(C1) If the level of refinement of all the children cells is equal to the base
level, BL then the family of cells is restricted from coarsening.
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(C2) If all children have an error estimate less than the set user threshold, E <
Eth , this family of cells is marked for coarsening otherwise no further
checks are performed.

(C3) If all the children (and their neighbors) are filled completely with ei-
ther of the phases (F = 0|F = 1) then the family of cells is marked for
coarsening.

For refinement, if any of the three criterion are satisfied then the cell is marked for
refinement, while, for coarsening, first the family of cells is checked for condition
C1 and subsequently, only if it satisfies both conditions C2 and C3, the family of
cells is marked for coarsening. During the replacement procedure, the new values
of the variables defined on the adaptive grid have to be updated. The three state
variables on the adaptive grid are F , u and c. The replacement procedure for these
are as follows:

1. Concentration: During refinement, the concentration value of the child is
derived from the concentration value of the parent and its corresponding
cell size, h as:

c child = c parent ± h

4
∇C2

x c parent ± h

4
∇C2

y c parent (3.25)

During coarsening, the concentration value of the parent cell is calculated
from the volumetric average of the concentration values of the children.
Since all children are at the same level (hence are of same size), the ex-
pression is given as:

c parent = 1

4

4∑
i=1

c child ,i (3.26)

Both the above expressions can be easily extended to 3D systems with eight
children.

2. Phase Fraction: During refinement the phase fraction in the children is up-
dated using the procedure explained in section 3.3.2, where at first the new
plane constants, α, of the children are calculated using translation of the co-
ordinate system. Subsequently, the parent/coarse grid normal and the new
plane constants are used to solve an inverse problem to determine the new
phase fraction.

3. Velocity: The velocity update while refinement and coarsening follows the
divergence free velocity interpolation procedure described in Panda et al.
(2019).

Other computational procedures that are part of the grid adaptation process is the
destruction of the memory space followed by the creation of the memory space for
matrices, solvers and mesh connectivity data-structure. After the grid adaptation,
both the cell centered gradients (∇C1 and ∇C2) are updated for the adaptive grid.
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3.4 Verification

3.4.1 Volume and surface area conservation during phase frac-
tion update from coarse grid to fine grid

The objective of this test is to verify the phase fraction update methodology
detailed in section 3.3.2. Here, a 3D bubble is advected on the Cartesian grid
using a constant 3D velocity field and the same bubble or the associated F field is
communicated and updated on the finer adaptive grid. If the updated field on the
finer grid is accurate, the volume and surface area on both the grids should match
at each time step. A bubble initiated as a sphere of diameter, db = 0.25 is placed at
position

(
x, y, z

)= (0.35,0.35,0.35) in a cubical domain of unit length. The Cartesian
grid on which the bubble is advected using the geometric advection of VOF method
consists of 128×128×128 cells. It’s counterpart adaptive grid comprises one root
cell uniformly refined to level 7. The grid adaptation is carried out at the initial
time step as well as all subsequent time steps following the phase fraction update,
such that all cells through which the interface passes are refined to level 10. The
imposed constant rotational velocity field is given as:

u(x) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣

2sin2(πx)sin(2πy)sin(2πz)
−sin2(πy)sin(2πx)sin(2πz)
−sin2(πz)sin(2πy)sin(2πz)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.27)

As time progresses this velocity field stretches and deforms the bubble exten-
sively thus changing the bubble surface area. A time step of ∆t = 1×10−4 s with
an end time of π/4 s is used in this simulation. Figure 3.4(a) shows the temporal
evolution of the bubble on the adaptive grid created using the contour value of
F = 0.5. With the available information of the PLIC interface in each cell of the
adaptive as well as the Cartesian grid, the bubble surface area and the bubble vol-
ume has been computed by using the generic relations given in Scardovelli and
Zaleski (2000). Figure 3.4(b) and (c) shows the temporal evolution of the bub-
ble volume and bubble surface area, respectively, on both grids. Since the phase
fraction update procedure is accurate to machine precision (max absolute error of
9.80×10−16 and 6.52×10−16 for volume and area, respectively), both curves overlap
each other. For the purpose of visualization, the quantities obtained on the adap-
tive grid are plotted with symbols (◦) for every 100th time step. It is found that
the volume is conserved in the order of ≈ 10−11 in our current VOF implementa-
tion and due to this the y−axis shows the volume as x ×10−11 +8.1662898×10−3,
magnifying the numerical fluctuations in the bubble volume.

3.4.2 Convection using CICSAM: Standard Bubble Advection
Test

In this subsection, the accuracy of the hybrid convection scheme is tested.
Since there is no associated diffusion, the contribution of the BARTON scheme is
not present and it can be considered as a test case for the performance of the
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CICSAM scheme on the adaptive grid. In this test, the scalar of interest is the phase
fraction, F , which is solved independently on a Cartesian as well as on an adaptive
grid. For the adaptive grid, the domain is formed of one root cell of unit length
uniformly refined to level 7, resulting in a domain of size 1283. A similar simu-
lation on a Cartesian grid is performed where the domain comprises 1283 control
volumes and the phase fraction field is advected using geometrical advection of the
VOF method (van Sint Annaland et al., 2005). The bubble is initiated as a sphere
with a dimensionless diameter of 0.25 which is initiated at

(
x, y, z

) = (0.5,0.75,0.5)
in a cubical domain and is subjected to an analytical divergence free 2D rotational
flow field given by:

u(x, y, z) = (−2sin2(πx)sin(πy)cos(πy),2sin2(πy)sin(πx)cos(πx),0
)

(3.28)

As a part of initial adaptivity, the cells through which the interface passes are
refined to a level of 10. The flow field is reversed after half time period (t >
π/2 s). Ideally, in the absence of numerical errors, the bubble must return to its
original position after the full rotation cycle. The time step is taken to be 10−4 s.
Figure 3.5 shows the results of this simulation at t = {0,π/4,π/2,3π/4,π} along
with the corresponding adaptive grids obtained using the current approach. While
using only the CICSAM scheme on the adaptive grid, the angle θ f (equation 3.14)
is obtained by applying the MYC method from Aulisa et al. (2007) on a coarse
grained phase fraction field. This coarse grained phase fraction field is obtained
by temporarily coarsening all the cells to level 8 (BL+1). While doing so, the phase
fractions in the coarse cells are updated to be the volumetric sum of the respective
underlying phase fractions. van Sint Annaland et al. (2005) also used a similar
smoothed phase fraction field to calculate the normals in the VOF method but by
using a smoothing kernel. To quantify the error in convection, the error measure
is calculated as:

Em =
∑all cells

i=1 (Fi )end −∑all cells
i=1 (Fi )initial∑all cells

i=1 (Fi ) initial
(3.29)

The error obtained in the current simulations was 3.26×10−12.

3.4.3 Diffusion from a moving gas-liquid interface

In this subsection, the hybrid convection scheme, the Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion enforcement at the gas-liquid interface and the diffusion/Laplacian operator
are simultaneously verified by simulating a flat gas-liquid interface that is advected
with a constant velocity accompanied by a species diffusing into the liquid. A con-
centration c0 is imposed in the gas phase to the left of the interface throughout the
simulation. At the moving interface the concentration of the dissolving species is
enforced as c0 in the liquid phase, i.e., the Henry coefficient equals one. The liquid
phase is initialized without any dissolved species. Next, with the interface initially
at position x0, the diffusion starts while the full system moves with a velocity u0.
The analytical concentration profile obeys,

c =
{

c0 if x < x0 +u0t

c0 erfc
(

x−(x0+u0t )
2
p

Dt

)
if x ≥ x0 +u0t

(3.30)
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with D as the diffusion coefficient of the dissolving species in the liquid phase.
For this problem a 2D rectangular domain comprising two root cells, each of

unit length is chosen. The unit length root cell is uniformly refined to level 7. This
is referred to here as the base level, BL, with ∆x = 7.8125×10−3 m. The interface is
initially placed at 5 cells in the flow direction (x0 = 5×∆x), where the cells to the
left are filled with gas with c0 = 1 and the rest of the domain is filled with liquid.
A constant velocity of u0 = 0.5m/s is prescribed in the +x−direction and a species
diffusivity of 10−4 m2/s is used. Figure 3.6(a) shows the initial state of the grid
with the corresponding concentration profile. As the simulation progresses, this
sharp gas-liquid front is advected. Along with the advection, the concentration in
the liquid phase increases as more and more mass diffuses out of the moving front
into the liquid. The on-the-fly grid adaptivity ensures that the grid is refined near
the interface according to the steps mentioned in section 3.3.7. Two simulations
are performed with maximum refinement limited to BL+3 and BL+5, respectively.
Figure 3.6(b) and (c) show the concentration field and the associated grid at time,
t = 3 s. Figure 3.6(d) shows the comparison of the obtained numerical results

Figure 3.6: The convection-diffusion of a step profile with constant velocity: (a) Initial
grid with the concentration field, (b) concentration field at t = 3 s and (c) the
corresponding grid. (d) Plots showing the concentration field at different time
where the lines denote the analytical solution and symbols denote the obtained
numerical solution at BL+3 refinement (◦) and BL+5 refinement (×).
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with the analytical solution given in equation 3.30. For the purpose of simple
representation, the plots of the concentration profiles only show the region of
variation.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Single 2D bubble rise simulations

To further examine the proposed approach for the study of bubbly flows, 2D
bubble rise simulations similar to those of Aboulhasanzadeh et al. (2012) will be
presented in this section. The bubble hydrodynamics is characterised by a set of
non-dimensional numbers, Eötvös number, Eo = (

g d 2
bρl

)
/σ, and Morton number,

Mo = (
gµ4

l ∆ρ
)

/
(
ρ2

l σ
3
)
, which lead to a unique bubble shape and bubble rise veloc-

ity (or Reynolds number, Re) at steady state. In the next two sections, combina-
tions of Eo and Mo are used to perform the simulations of bubble rise accompanied
by mass transfer. Table 3.1 summarises the parameter values used to perform the
simulations, including the Reynolds numbers obtained from the simulations. The
bubble diameter and the surface tension are chosen such that the set Eo and Mo are
met. The computational domain is a two dimensional rectangle where the hydro-
dynamics is solved using the VOF method on a Cartesian grid. The hydrodynamic
grid resolution is chosen such that there are 30 cells across the bubble diameter,
db . The overlying rectangular mass transfer grid is generated by combining 5 root
cells along the bubble rise direction, where each root cell is uniformly refined to
level 7 (27 ×27 cells) that is considered to be the base level. For each case defined
by the pair (Re,Sc), three simulations were performed at different grid resolutions
for the species transport equation. The coarse grid resolution corresponds to the
resolution of the hydrodynamics grid whereas the fine grid resolution is obtained
by uniformly refining the mass transfer grid to level 10. The on-the-fly adaptation
is turned off for the coarse as well as the fine grid. The adaptive mass transfer grid
is initiated at the coarse grid resolution of level 7, but the on-the-fly adaptation is
enabled to a maximum refinement level of 10. The time, t is non-dimensionalised
as t∗ = t/

√
db/g .

The concentration inside the bubble is set to unity and initially the surrounding
fluid has zero concentration. The Henry coefficient equals 1. All bubbles are
initiated as circular bubbles. Concurrent with the upward bubble motion due to
buoyancy, mass diffuses out of the bubble and is carried away to the wake of the
bubble thus forming a boundary layer at the gas-liquid interface. A decrease of the
bubble size that might happen in reality is not modelled.

Figure 3.7(a), (b) and (c) shows the comparison of the dimensionless concen-
tration profiles obtained using the coarse, fine and adaptive mass transfer grid,
respectively for Case II at t∗ = 12.25. It can be observed that the fine grid and
adaptive grid results are practically the same while the solution obtained from the
coarse grid shows appreciable differences. To enable a more detailed compari-
son of the solutions, three concentration contours are constructed for the values
c̃ = {0.1,0.4,0.8} shown for all the three grids in Figure 3.7(d). The concentration
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Table 3.1: The parameters used for the study of mass transfer from single rising 2D bubbles.
∗ Rounded off Re number (actual Re number in brackets)

Parameters Values
Case I Case II Case III

Mo 4.84×10−5 8.64×10−6 4.50×10−7

Eo 1.13 3.24 2.81
Sc 80 20 15

Re∗ 8 (7.99) 30 (30.06) 60 (60.12)
Domain Width 4.26×db

Domain Height 21.34×db

Bubble Initial Position (x, y) 2.13×db , 3.33×db

Flow Grid 128×640
Species Grid: Coarse 128×640
Species Grid: Fine 1024×5120

Species Grid: Adaptive (min,max) 7,10
Liquid Density (ρl , kg /m3) 1000
Liquid Viscosity (µl , Pa s ) 0.1

Density Ratio (ρl /ρg ) 100
Viscosity Ratio (µl /µg ) 100

contours obtained from the adaptive mass transfer grid show close resemblance
to those obtained from the fine mass transfer grid, however the results obtained
from the coarse mass transfer grid deviate considerably. Figure 3.8 shows the
sharpening of the concentration profiles with increasing Sc numbers, thus lead-
ing to increased concentration gradients. These solution profiles are obtained us-
ing the adaptive mass transfer grid with maximum refinement level set at 10 for
Sc = {1,20,100,500} and 12 for Sc = 1000.

Figure 3.9 presents a comprehensive visual comparison of the results obtained
using the current approach clearly revealing the close resemblance with earlier
published results. Figure 3.9(a) and (b) show the concentration profiles obtained
by Aboulhasanzadeh et al. (2012) using a fine mass transfer grid (different from
the fine grid resolution used in this work) as well as their counterparts obtained
from the (approximate) boundary layer approach. Figure 3.9(c) shows the con-
centration profiles using the current approach on the adaptive grid whereas Figure
3.9(d) and (e) show the associated state of the grid and the velocity vectors over-
layed on the concentration profile, respectively. It can be observed from Case III,
that the concentration profile obtained using the adaptive grid also preserves the
wake re-circulation features as evident in the velocity vector plot. This is possibly
due to the less diffusive convection scheme (hybrid CICSAM-BARTON) used in the
current simulations, in comparison to the ENO scheme used by Aboulhasanzadeh
et al. (2012).

To quantify the mass transfer from the bubble to the surrounding fluid, the
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Figure 3.7: The concentration field obtained with (a) coarse Cartesian grid (b) fine Carte-
sian grid, and (c) adaptive grid. (d) Dimensionless concentration contours with
values of 0.1, 0.4 and 0.8 obtained using coarse Cartesian grid ( ), fine
Cartesian grid ( ) and adaptive grid ( ). The snapshots correspond to
Re = 30, Sc = 20 and t∗ = 12.25.

Figure 3.8: The comparison of concentration field around the bubble for the case of 2D
rising bubble with Re = 30 at t∗ = 12.25 (with different Sc numbers).
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Figure 3.9: The concentration field obtained using (a) fine grid simulation and, (b) subgrid
scale boundary layer approach as reported by Aboulhasanzadeh et al. (2012).
(c) Concentration field obtained using the current approach, (d) the corre-
sponding grid with the bubble represented as a yellow line, and (e) overlay
of velocity vectors (in black) over the concentration field.
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Table 3.2: The comparison of obtained Sherwood numbers with the fine grid results and
those obtained by Aboulhasanzadeh et al. (2012) using a sub-grid-scale (SGS)
boundary layer model.

Re Sc
Current Simulations Aboulhasanzadeh et al. (2012)

Sh (Adaptive) Sh (Fine) Sh (SGS) Sh (Fine)

8

80 17.59 17.59 17 17.2
100 19.71 19.72 – –
500 42.17 42.18 – –
1000 58.91 – – –

30

20 19.51 19.52 17.9 19.5
100 38.37 38.48 – –
500 78.13 78.97 – –
1000 109.77 – – –

60

10 21.57 21.57 20.1 21.6
15 25.85 25.86 – –

200 90.83 91.34 89.4 –
600 158.39 159.75 153.9 –
1000 209.11 – 204.3 –

dimensionless mass transfer rate is given by the Sherwood number, Sh, defined as:

Sh = kl db

D
(3.31)

where, db is the initial bubble diameter whereas kl is the liquid side mass transfer
coefficient which can be calculated as:

kl , global = 1

A bubble ∆t (Hc0 −〈c〉)
i=n cells∑

i=0

(
(Vi ci )n+1 − (Vi ci )n)

(3.32)

where, Vi and ci are the volume of the i th cell and concentration in the i th cell,
respectively. Abubble is the area of the bubble, 〈c〉 is the average concentration in
the liquid phase which for an infinite medium can be considered to be zero and,
H and c0 are unity as stated before. The three hydrodynamic cases listed in Ta-
ble 3.1 have been each simulated with different Sc numbers. In Table 3.2, the
different combinations of {Re,Sc} numbers for which the simulations have been
performed with the respective obtained Sh number values are given. All the simu-
lations have been performed as well with the fine mass transfer grid, excluding the
case of Sc = 1000. For a quantitative comparison, the results obtained by Aboul-
hasanzadeh et al. (2012) are also presented in the table. Contrary to the work
of Aboulhasanzadeh et al. (2012), the results are not compared with the theoret-
ical/empirical Sh number correlations available in literature as they are valid for
3D bubbles and will be addressed in the next section.
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3.5.2 Single 3D bubble rise simulations

In this section the mass transfer from single rising bubbles in an “infinite” do-
main is studied. Here, the computational domain is of 3D cuboidal shape. The
simulation parameters are specified in Table 3.3. The simulation domain com-
prises a Cartesian grid with 128× 128× 384 computational cells for resolving the
flow field. The grid size is chosen such that a grid resolution of 30 cells across
the bubble (which is initiated as a sphere) diameter, db , is achieved. The initial
position of the bubble in the domain and the density and viscosity ratios of the gas
and liquid phases are the same as the 2D simulations summarized in Table 3.1.
For the overlying mass transfer grid, the domain is comprised of three root cells
attached in the bubble rise direction, each of which is uniformly refined to level
7. The initial adaptivity is performed to attain a maximum refinement level of 10
at the gas-liquid interface. During the course of the simulation, the adaptivity is
enforced based on the solution gradients while also keeping the interface at the
maximum level of refinement, as discussed in section 3.3.7.

Four different hydrodynamic cases were simulated which have been earlied
studied by Roghair et al. (2016) and Deising et al. (2016) for Sc = 1. Table 3.3
lists the Eo and Mo numbers used to define the gas-liquid characteristics as well
as the obtained Re number from our simulations using the bubble diameter and
computed terminal rise velocity. In addition, a comparsion with the numerical
results obtained by Roghair et al. (2016), the numerical results of Deising et al.
(2016) and the experimental results of Grace et al. (1976) are reported. From this
table it can be concluded that the Re number obtained from our simulations are in
good agreement with the earlier published results. It is to be noted that Roghair
et al. (2016) used the Front Tracking method to simulate the hydrodynamics while
Deising et al. (2016) used the VOF method which also used in the current work.

To quantify the mass transfer from the rising bubble to the surrounding fluid,
the Sherwood number, Sh (equation 3.31) is calculated using the global mass
transfer coefficient, kl ,global (equation 3.32). The four cases listed in Table 3.3
are each simulated for Sc = {1,10,100} enabling a comparison of the computed Sh
numbers with the results obtained from empirical and theoretical correlations re-
ported in literature. In Table 3.4, a list of available correlations with their range of
applicability is given. Figure 3.10 shows the computed Sh number for Sc = 1 along
with the Sh number correlations (Clift et al., 1978; Takemura and Yabe, 1998;
Lochiel and Calderbank, 1964) and the numerical results of Roghair et al. (2016)

Table 3.3: The simulation conditions and computed Reynolds numbers together with liter-
ature resolutions.

C ase Mo Eo
Reynolds Number, Re

Gr ace Roghair (2012) Deising et al. (2016) Si mul ati ons
I 1×10−4 1 5 5.53 6.4 5.37
II 5×10−4 3.125 10 11.31 10.5 10.70
III 9.2×10−3 40 33 32.35 32.5 32.81
IV 5×10−7 3.125 103 102.78 97.7 102.31
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Figure 3.10: The comparison of Sherwood number for single rising bubble obtained from
the current simulations (red symbols) with the numerical results of Roghair
et al. (2016) (blue symbols), Deising et al. (2016) (green symbols) and the
correlations proposed by Clift et al. (1978), Takemura and Yabe (1998) and
Lochiel and Calderbank (1964). Symbols represent Case I ( ) , Case II (■) ,
Case III (N) and Case IV (F) from Table 3.3.

Figure 3.11: The dimensionless concentration field for 3D bubble rise corresponding to
Case II of Table 3.3 with Schmidt number, Sc: (a) 1, (b) 10 and (c) 100 at
t∗ = 5.0.
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Figure 3.12: The transient profiles of global Sherwood number obtained for the Case II of
Table 3.3 with Schmidt number, Sc = {1,10,100}.

Figure 3.13: The Sherwood number for single rising bubble obtained from the current
simulations corresponding to the four cases listed in Table 3.3, each case per-
formed with three different Schmidt numbers, Sc: 1, 10, 100.
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and Deising et al. (2016) demonstrating the accuracy of the current approach.
Roghair et al. (2016) used a dual grid approach with a threefold uniformly re-
fined mass transfer grid (3 refinement levels beyond the hydrodynamics grid),
whereas Deising et al. (2016) used a single grid with adaptive meshing available
in OpenFOAM. Figure 3.11 shows the dimensionless concentration profiles for the
case II of Table 3.3 at Sc = 1,10 and 100, respectively. The transient evolution of the
Sh number is shown in Figure 3.12 where it clearly attains a steady state value.
From both these figures it can be observed that with increasing Sc numbers the
gradients become sharper thus resulting in higher Sh numbers as also observed in
the 2D bubble simulations reported in section 3.5.1.

Table 3.5 presents a comprehensive comparison of the Sh numbers obtained
from the simulations with those obtained from (some of) the existing correlations
found in literature. The cases where the correlations are not applicable or the nu-
merical results are not available have been left blank. It is interesting to observe
the variation in the predicted Sh number using the correlations reported in liter-
ature. Most of the theoretical correlations are derived from (different) analytical
expressions for the potential flow field (or deviations thereof) around a spherical
bubble/particle. As expected, the mass transfer from the bubble to the surround-
ing fluid is sensitive to the adopted flow model. The accuracy of the correlation
will thus depend on the underlying assumptions under which these analytical flow
field expressions have been derived. As was also observed in the recent article of
Deising et al. (2018), Figure 3.13 shows that the numerically predicted Sh num-
bers are within the range defined by the correlations of Oellrich et al. (1973),
which are denoted as O1 (lower bound) and O2 (upper bound) in Table 3.5.

3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter a novel dual resolution strategy has been presented to resolve
the mass transfer boundary layer occurring near deformable moving gas-liquid in-
terfaces or bubbles at high Sc numbers. The present methodology minimizes the
computational and memory requirements which would have otherwise restricted
the Sc number in the case of uniform refinement. Unlike other studies which fo-
cused on using a uniform refinement for the mass transfer grid (Roghair, 2012;
Roghair et al., 2016) or modelling the boundary layer by adopting a subgrid scale
boundary layer model (Aboulhasanzadeh et al., 2012), our method uses an adap-
tive mass transfer grid.

The adaptive mass transfer grid uses a quadtree distributed data structure for
discretizing the domain with the flow field being resolved by an underlying uni-
form Cartesian grid. This implementation is the extension of our previous work
(Panda et al., 2019), which was used to address the problem of high Prandtl num-
ber forced convection heat transfer over stationary solid particle(s). The present
work extends the capability of the method to simulate deformable moving parti-
cles/surfaces. To address the problem of phase fraction update on the mass trans-
fer grid, a method involving the creation of the PLIC interface is proposed. This
keeps the sharpness of the phase fraction field intact on the adaptive grid while
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also conserving the mass on the adaptive grid to machine accuracy. This method-
ology also opens new avenues by the flexibility provided to combine it with any
of the other interface capturing or interface tracking methods by only making use
of an (derived) Eulerian phase fraction field. The method to update the phase
fraction has been verified by calculating the volume and surface area of a bubble
on both the grids, undergoing significant topology changes.

A hybrid convection scheme is proposed to enforce the Dirichlet boundary con-
dition and reduce the numerical diffusion of the scalar concentration field asso-
ciated with the gas phase. This scheme blends a sharp compressive convection
scheme (CICSAM) with the earlier used total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme
(BARTON). First, the verification of the CICSAM scheme on an adaptive grid is per-
formed showing excellent results. Thereafter, the implementation of the hybrid
convection scheme was verified with analytical results, in a test case involving
both convection and diffusion. The steps regarding the grid adaptation procedure
are also presented in great detail with an extension involving the calculation of a
second order accurate cell-centered gradient.

Following the careful verification of the numerical implementation, the devel-
oped methodology was subsequently used to study rising bubbles in both 2D and
3D. For the case of 2D bubbles, the methodology was extensively tested by com-
paring the adaptive grid results with a coarse and a fine grid counterpart. This
clearly established that the adaptive grids are able to resolve the mass boundary
layers at a reduced computational cost. In addition, the Sh number are computed
and compared with fine grid results and results reported in literature on the basis
of a sub grid scale boundary layer approach. For 3D bubbles, the calculated Sh
numbers were also compared with existing Sh number correlations and numerical
results reported in literature showing reasonable agreement. On the basis of the
earlier findings of Deising et al. (2016), it was confirmed that the calculated Sh
numbers are within the bounds specified by the correlations given by Oellrich et al.
(1973).

Finally, we would like to discuss some drawbacks of the current methodology
and ways in which it can be (or has been) improved. Parallel dynamic data struc-
tures such as the current one, suffer from the problem of inefficient vectorization,
complex load balancing and non-optimal performance of the matrix solvers. Some
of these issues have been alleviated in the current work through the use of promi-
nent well documented open-source packages in each of these areas. For instance,
the issues related to efficient vectorization of the quadtree grid and it’s manage-
ment is addressed with the p4est library. Similarly, to address the issues related to
matrix solvers, modules from the library Hypre have been used whereas complex
load balancing procedures can be carried out with the parallel graph partitioning
capabilities available in the ParMETIS library.

Additional drawbacks, of such complex semi-structured or unstructured grids,
is the complexity to devise higher order discretization schemes. This loss of accu-
racy can be regained to some extent by increasing the grid resolution (or increas-
ing the refinement). Since, a quadtree based adaptive mesh refinement refines a
marked cell in all the directions, it falls under the category of isotropic grid refine-
ment. This type of refinement is not suitable when the target features that we wish
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to resolve are oriented in only one of the cardinal directions, such as encountered
in boundary layers that are formed near domain walls. In such situations, the us-
age of isotropic grid refinement leads to over-resolving the other two directions
thereby increasing the computational cost.

By expanding the efficiency of the method to resolve the boundary layers for
mass transfer from single rising bubbles opens many avenues for future applica-
tions. One such application would be to use the methodology to study dense bub-
ble swarms which are found in many industrial processes. The boundary layers
become even thinner if such a system is also accompanied by a chemical reaction.
This could pose a problem for the class of subgrid scale methods where one needs
the analytical solution profile for estimating the concentration in the boundary
layer. There, one would expect the current method to outshine as it does not con-
tain any underlying assumption and tackles the problem using a pure (efficient)
computational approach.
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Chapter 4
Wall-to-Liquid heat transfer
enhancement in dense bubbly
flows

Abstract

Bubbly flows are used in industrial processes to facilitate efficient mass and heat trans-
fer for gas-liquid contact operations accompanied by chemical transformations, which
are often associated with substantial heat liberation due to exothermic reactions. In
this chapter we study the heat transfer enhancement from a hot wall to bulk liquid, in
the presence of bubbles. We use computational fluid dynamics, and specifically apply
the local front reconstruction method as interface tracking method. When a single
bubble rises near a wall, the thermal boundary layer is sharpened enhancing heat
transfer. This enhancement is initially located near the equator of the bubble, and
then shifts to the wake of the bubble. Using stream wise periodic boundary conditions
for flow and heat transfer, the wall-to-liquid heat transfer for developed flow condi-
tions is quantified as function of gas fraction. The enhancement is strongly correlated
with the relative bubble distance from the wall.

This chapter is based on:
Panda, A., Weitkamp, Y. E. J., Rajkotwala, A. H., Peters, E. A. J. F., Baltussen, M. W.,
Kuipers, J. A. M., 2019. Influence of gas fraction on wall-to-liquid heat transfer in dense
bubbly flows. Chemical Engineering Science:X 4, 100037.
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4.1 Introduction

Bubbles and bubbly flows are frequently encountered in both nature and in-
dustrial applications. In industry, bubbly flows can be found in different fields e.g.
mineral processing (Bournival et al., 2015), the chemical (Kantarci et al., 2005),
and food industry (Koksel et al., 2016). One of the reasons for this widespread
use of bubbly flows is enhanced heat transfer (Deckwer, 1980), where the in-
troduction of bubbles can be used for homogenization of temperature (Xia and
Ahokainen, 2013) and facilitate efficient heat removal (McKetta Jr, 1979; Krishna
and Sie, 2000). Although bubbly flows are frequently encountered, the fundamen-
tals of heat transfer in dense bubble swarms are not completely understood. Heat
transfer studies in bubbly flows can be divided into two broad classes of practical
interest: wall-to-liquid heat transfer and immersed object-to-fluid heat transfer.

Deckwer (1980) derived an expression for the heat transfer from the wall to
the liquid due to a single rising bubble, by combining two existing theories. The
first theory is the surface renewal model which postulates that a rising bubble near
a heated surface leads to thinning of the boundary layer present at the wall due
to the radial flow of liquid from the bulk to the wall. The second theory is Kol-
mogoroff’s theory, which describes the energy dissipation of turbulent eddies. In
this theory, the large scale eddies contain the major part of the kinetic energy, but
contribute only little to the viscous dissipation. The kinetic energy cascades down
from the large eddies to small eddies where the viscous dissipation takes place.
The theory of isotropic turbulence can thus be applied to the bubbly flows where
the bubble is considered as the large eddy and the flow structures formed due
to the motion of bubble are the small eddies (Deckwer, 1980; Deen and Kuipers,
2013). Therefore, the micro scale eddies are responsible for the radial flow (in-
ducing the renewal of fluid elements) postulated in the surface renewal model.
Besides providing a theoretical derivation, Kumar et al. (1992) experimentally
determined the instantaneous heat transfer coefficient in the case of heat trans-
fer from an immersed object to the surrounding fluid, using a special heat transfer
probe and found that, with increasing bubble volume the heat transfer is enhanced
due to a larger wake and stronger vortices. Using the same heat transfer probe,
Kumar and Fan (1994) found that an increase in viscosity of the liquid decreases
the heat transfer due to a decay of circulation strength in the bubble wake. Using
an immersed heater, Cho et al. (2002) showed an increase of the heat transfer
coefficient with increasing column pressure and gas velocity, but a decrease with
increasing liquid viscosity. Gvozdić et al. (2018, 2019) showed that the wall-to-
liquid Nusselt number in homogeneous and inhomogeneous bubbly flows is nearly
independent of the Rayleigh number, and solely depends on the gas fraction.

Although, these experimental studies provided information on the effect of
operating conditions and physical properties of the fluid, they do not elucidate
the underlying mechanisms. Moreover, the extension of such studies to certain
practical systems (e.g. molten steel (Müller et al., 2003; Catana et al., 2002)) is
difficult, if not impossible. The application of advanced multiphase Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques offers an attractive alternative to obtain a better
understanding of the underlying mechanisms and study complex fluids for which
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the available experimental techniques cannot be applied.
Because industrial bubble columns are typically many meters high, fully re-

solving the flow in such columns would require a massive amount of computa-
tional power. Therefore, a multi-scale modeling approach (Deen et al., 2004) is
used, which applies different levels of modeling to study the phenomena at several
length scales. For the scale associated with industrial sized bubble columns, the
Euler-Euler method is suited which represents the liquid and bubbles as two inter-
penetrating continuous phases. Since, this method relies on closures for bubble-
liquid and bubble-bubble interactions (Zhang et al., 2006), it is the least detailed
model in the multi-scale modelling approach. In the Euler-Lagrange models, in-
dividual bubbles are tracked and as such provide more detailed information than
Euler-Euler models. However, similar to the Euler-Euler model, the Euler-Lagrange
model requires closures for the bubble-liquid interactions. Such closure relations
can be obtained using Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) (Buwa et al., 2006).
DNS solves the Navier Stokes equations without strongly restrictive assumptions.
Because of the required high resolution, DNS is limited to small systems of the
order of 100 bubbles.

For an accurate computation of the flow field around a bubble and the associ-
ated shape evolution, two classes of DNS methods exist: interface capturing and
interface tracking. Popular methods using interface capturing are Volume of Fluid
(VOF) and Level Set (LS), while Front Tracking (FT) and Local Front Reconstruc-
tion Method (LFRM) are popular examples of interface tracking based methods. A
comprehensive review of these methodologies is given in van Sint Annaland et al.
(2006). Because all interface capturing methods suffer from the problem of arti-
ficial numerical coalescence, these models are not able to simulate dense bubbly
flows which is the main focus of this chapter. Therefore, LFRM will be used in
this study. This method is an adaptation of the original Front Tracking method,
which has no logical connectivity between triangular surface elements thus reduc-
ing the algorithmic complexity of the method (Shin et al., 2011). In this chapter
the LFRM is coupled with a single field formulation for the energy equation, to
study wall-to-liquid heat transfer in bubble swarms.

Previously, Tanaka (2011) used a VOF method to study turbulent bubbly up-
flow between two parallel heated walls revealing enhancement of heat transfer
(especially at high Prandtl numbers) due to bubble injection. Deen and Kuipers
(2013) also used a VOF method to show that the wall-to-liquid heat transfer is
enhanced by addition of the bubbles, especially when bubble coalescence occurs
close to the hot wall. Piedra et al. (2015) showed using the FT method, that the
heat transfer is more efficient when the channel is inclined at 30◦ and 60◦. For
bubble swarms with a fixed void fraction of 3 %, Dabiri and Tryggvason (2015)
found that the smaller spherical bubbles move towards the wall, while the larger
deformable bubbles cluster in the center of the channel. They used the FT method
and a transformed temperature approach to study bubble swarms, periodic in the
streamwise direction, with an imposed constant wall heat flux boundary condition.

In the present study, we will focus on the fundamentals of wall-to-liquid heat
transfer in moderately dense bubbly flows (2.5−20%). In section 4.2, the governing
equations and the coupling of the LFRM with the energy conservation equation
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will be described. Subsequently, in section 4.3, the numerical method will be
explained together with the implementation of the boundary conditions. In section
4.4, the verification and validation will be reported, whereas in section 4.5 and
section 4.6, the main results will be presented. Finally, the main conclusions will
be summarized.

4.2 Governing Equations

For the solution of a multiphase system with associated heat transfer, the flow
equations along with the energy equation have to be solved. For the flow equa-
tions, the present chapter uses the modified LFRM method developed in the works
of Rajkotwala et al. (2018) and Mirsandi et al. (2018), which is based on the
method initially proposed by Shin et al. (2011). In this model, the fluid is as-
sumed to be incompressible. The Navier-Stokes equation (equation 4.1) is solved
together with the continuity equation (equation 4.2), to solve for the velocity field,
u and the pressure field, p.

ρ
∂u
∂t

+ρ∇· (uu) =−∇p +ρg+∇·µ[∇u+∇uT]+Fσ (4.1)

∇·u= 0 (4.2)

where ρ,µ are the local density and viscosity, whereas g is the acceleration due
to gravity. The Navier-Stokes equation is solved using a one-field approximation
where surface tension is taken into account using a source term which is calculated
using the hybrid method of Shin et al. (2011): Fσ =σ∫

F δ(x−x f )κ f n f d A f where,
the surface tension, σ is assumed to be constant. Here, δ is a three dimensional
dirac-delta function, nf is the unit normal vector to the interface, κ f is twice the
mean curvature of the interface and x f is the location of the interface.

The phase fraction of the dispersed phase, φ, is accurately calculated in each
Eulerian cell from the marker positions using a geometrical method (Dijkhuizen
et al., 2010). With this phase fraction, the local density and viscosity are calculated
by using simple linear averaging and harmonic averaging with a weighted basis of
density (Prosperetti, 2002), respectively :

ρ =φρg + (1−φ)ρl (4.3)

ρ

µ
=φρg

µg
+ (1−φ)

ρl

µl
(4.4)

To obtain the temperature field, the conservation of energy equation is solved
neglecting viscous dissipation leading to equation 4.5.

ρCp
∂T

∂t
+ρCp∇· (uT ) =∇· (k∇T ) (4.5)

where T is the temperature, Cp is the heat capacity and k is the thermal conduc-
tivity. Similar to the physical properties of flow, the local thermal properties viz.
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the heat capacity and thermal conductivity are obtained by using simple linear
averaging and harmonic averaging respectively:

ρCp =φρg Cpg + (1−φ)ρl Cpl (4.6)

1

k
=φ 1

kg
+ (1−φ)

1

kl
(4.7)

All the aforementioned physical and thermal properties of both the phases are
assumed to be constant in this study.

4.3 Numerical Method

4.3.1 Computation of the flow and temperature fields

In the current finite volume implementation, the transport equations are in-
tegrated over each control volume and are discretized on a staggered Cartesian
grid storing all scalars and physical properties at the cell centers while all veloc-
ity components are stored at the cell faces. The momentum equations are solved
using a fractional step method in which a tentative velocity u∗ is computed from
equation 4.1 using the pressure at previous time step, pn (Das et al., 2018a). The
convective fluxes are discretized using a total variation diminishing (TVD) min-
mod scheme and are treated explicitly, while the diffusive fluxes are discretized
with an implicit central differencing scheme. Subsequently, the pressure Poisson
equation is solved to obtain the pressure correction. Both the discretized mo-
mentum equations, and the pressure Poisson equation, lead to a system of linear
algebraic equations, which are solved using a Block-Incomplete Cholesky Conju-
gate Gradient (B-ICCG) method based solver (Deen and Kuipers, 2013; Das et al.,
2018a). The solver is capable of handling large density ratios such as air-water
(ρl /ρg ≈ 1000) and is parallelised using OpenMP.

Subsequently, the triangular marker positions are updated using the local ve-
locities, which are obtained from the Eulerian grid using cubic spline interpolation.
The marker positions are moved using a fourth order Runge-Kutta time integra-
tion. After this advection, the interface is reconstructed according to the procedure
in Rajkotwala et al. (2018); Mirsandi et al. (2018) followed by the phase fraction
update using the new interface position. Finally, the temperature field is computed
by solving equation 4.5 using the same aforementioned discretization schemes for
convection and diffusion.

4.3.2 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions at the domain boundaries are enforced with the help
of a layer of halo or ghost cells around the domain. Due to the staggered grid
arrangement, the normal velocities are defined exactly at the domain bound-
aries, while for the tangential velocity components, temperature and the pressure
boundary conditions are enforced using the halo cells.
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In this study, periodic boundary conditions are used in the streamwise direction
to study the system behavior without entrance and/or exit effects, while employ-
ing relatively small domains. The periodic boundary conditions for velocity and
pressure for single phase flows is based on the work of Patankar et al. (1977).
For a domain periodic in the streamwise direction, the velocity profile repeats it-
self and for the pressure there is a fixed pressure drop. Hence, for any point
(x, y, z) in a periodic domain of length L, we can write: u(x, y, z) = u(x + L, y, z)
and p(x, y, z)− p(x +L, y, z) = βL where, β is the constant macroscopic pressure
gradient that is added to the momentum equation (equation 4.1) as a source
term. In the case of buoyancy driven bubbly flows, the approach proposed by
Balcázar-Arciniega et al. (2017) is used where a volumetric source term (ρ0g =
〈φρg + (1−φ)ρl 〉g) is subtracted from the right hand side of the momentum equa-
tion (equation 4.1) to prevent an accumulation of momentum during the simula-
tion.

The energy equation is solved in a periodic domain using the primitive vari-
able form in contrast to other implementations (Dabiri and Tryggvason, 2015),
where the equation was non-dimensionalised with added source terms. If the
solid walls (domain boundaries or immersed boundary) are subjected to a con-
stant heat flux then, for moderate to high Pećlet number (Pe) flows (negligible
axial conduction), the temperature field varies linearly on a larger length scale
such that T (x, y, z) = T (x + L, y, z) + [Tb |x=0 −Tb |x=L], where Tb |x=0 and Tb |x=L

represent the cup-mixing bulk temperatures at the upstream and downstream
boundary of the periodic domain, respectively. However, if the walls are kept
at a constant temperature, TS , the non-dimensional temperature field (Θ) repeats
its profile in the streamwise flow direction, i.e. Θ(x, y, z) = Θ(x + L, y, z), where
Θ(x, y, z) = (

T (x, y, z)−TS
)

/(Tb |x −TS ). Following the work of Beale (2005), both
conditions can be combined as:

T (x, y, z) = P T (x +L, y, z)+Q (4.8)

where, for constant wall temperature:

{
P = Tb |x=0−TS

Tb |x=L−TS

Q = TS (1−P )
(4.9)

or, for constant wall heat-flux:

{
P = 1

Q = Tb |x=0 −Tb |x=L
(4.10)

For a channel bounded by two walls at different but constant temperatures, i.e. one
hot wall at temperature Thot and one cold wall at temperature Tcold, Beale (2008)
reported the method to work when Tb is equal to the average temperature of both
walls in equation 4.9. A further simplification of this condition, if substituted in
equation 4.8 and 4.9, leads to the simple periodic condition of T (x, y, z) = T (x +
L, y, z) which has also been used in this chapter besides the one proposed by Beale
(2008). In section 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 a comparison of the different methods will be
given.
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4.3.3 Calculation of heat flux at the walls

In this chapter, two kinds of Nusselt numbers are reported: the local Nusselt
number (Nu) defined at a slice perpendicular to the streamwise direction and the
wall-averaged Nusselt number (〈Nu〉) derived from the wall-averaged heat flux
calculated at the walls. A second order polynomial is obtained for the temperature
near the solid wall using the temperature at the wall (Tw ) and the neighboring
nodes (T1 and T2). Subsequently, the heat flux at the solid wall can then be calcu-
lated using Fourier’s law and the temperature gradient at the wall as:

h =− k f

∆x

(
3T1 − 1

3
T2 − 8

3
Tw

)
(4.11)

where, k f is the thermal conductivity of the fluid phase, and ∆x is the grid size.
For the calculation of the surface-averaged heat flux, the local values are summed
over all the control volumes that possess a face with a solid wall.

4.4 Verification and Validation

A detailed verification and validation of the basic hydrodynamic model with
LFRM can be found in the papers of Rajkotwala et al. (2018) and Mirsandi et al.
(2018). Therefore, this chapter will only include verification and validation of
the combined heat transfer and LFRM framework as discussed in section 4.2, with
extensions to periodic systems as well.

4.4.1 Heat transfer in laminar flow through a square duct

First of all, the implementation of convective heat transfer was studied using
a laminar flow through a (non-periodic) square duct with constant wall temper-
ature. For a square duct with a width d , the expression for the surface-averaged
Nusselt number for thermally developed flow is given as:

〈Nu〉 = 〈h〉d
k f

(4.12)

where k f is the thermal conductivity of the fluid and 〈h〉 is the surface-averaged
heat transfer coefficient, where the averaging is performed only for the thermally
developed region. The theoretical value for thermally developed duct flow at the
limit Pe → ∞ is Nu = 2.98. The data used to simulate this validation case can
be found in Deen and Kuipers (2013). It corresponds to an axial Péclet number:
Pe = 20 and a Graetz number: Gz = 2. The simulation was carried out for three
different grid resolutions: 20×20×200, 40×40×400 and 80×80×800. The observed
Nusselt numbers are 3.005, 2.996 and 2.988, respectively, where the averaging is
performed only for the thermally developed region excluding the boundary effects
near the outlet (from 7d to 9d).
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4.4.2 Conjugate Heat Transfer

Secondly, the implementation of the conductive heat transfer in multiphase
systems is validated using a spherical discrete phase (“sphere”) kept in a quiescent
continuous phase similar to the case reported by Das et al. (2018a) where the au-
thors used a sharp-interface formulation for the energy equation (equation 4.5).
In this chapter, the discrete phase is initialized with a temperature, T1 = 373 K ,
whereas the continuous phase is kept at a temperature, T0 = 293K . The problem is
solved using the thermophysical properties of three different (discrete-continuous)
systems: alumina-water, alumina-air and air-water. The phase fractions are ini-
tialized using the LFRM framework which are required to compute the mixture
properties on the Eulerian grid. The flow solver is not active during the course of
the simulation. The simulation parameters for this case is presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: The simulation parameters used for conjugate heat transfer verification.

Parameter Values
time step (s) 2×10−4

sphere diameter, dp (m) 2×10−3

grid resolution, dp /∆ 20, 40, 80
Physical Poperties Air (AI) Water (WA) Alumina (AL)
density (kg/m3) 1.2 1000 4000
heat capacity (J/(kg ·K)) 1.0×103 4.2×103 9.0×102

thermal conductivity (W/(m ·K)) 3.0×10−2 6.0×10−1 3.0×101

Domain Size (in terms of dp)
AI in WA AL in AI AL in WA

5×dp 15×dp 6×dp

(b)(a) (c)

Figure 4.1: The transient non-dimensionalised radial temperature profiles of a hot sphere
kept in a pool of cold continuous phase: (a) air in water (b) alumina in air (c)
alumina in water. The symbols represent numerical results obtained from a sin-
gle field formulation corresponding to three different grid resolutions whereas
the lines represent the “exact” solution using the sharp interface formulation
(Das et al., 2018a).
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The dimensionless temperature, Θ, is defined as:

Θ= T −T0

T1 −T0
(4.13)

The present problem can be simplified to a 1D spherical coordinate system which
can be solved using a very high resolution body fitted grid with fully implicit sharp
interface formulation for heat transfer as detailed in Appendix B of Das et al.
(2018a). The solution thus obtained from this 1D formulation can be considered
as a grid and time step independent solution, which will be used for verification
in this study. Figure 4.1 (a), (b) and (c) shows the radial non-dimensional tem-
perature profiles starting from the centre of the “sphere”. The radial distance (r )
is non-dimensionalized as r̃ = r /rp , where rp is the radius of the “sphere”. The
figures show the results for three different grid resolution: 20, 40 and 80 grid
cells per diameter of the “sphere” (dp /∆) and for three different times. It can be
observed that the current simulations approach the (semi) analytical solution, as
the time progresses, and the grid resolution is increased.

4.4.3 Periodic single phase channel/duct flows

To test the implementation of periodic boundary conditions, flow through a
square duct/parallel plate is simulated with periodic boundary conditions imposed
in the flow direction. The simulation domain is of the same width as considered
in subsection 4.4.1, but the length is now equal to the width resulting in a cubical
domain. The simulations are carried out with same physical properties as taken for
the longer duct in subsection 4.4.1, for three different grid resolutions for periodic
case: 20×20×20 (G20), 40×40×40 (G40), 80×80×80 (G80) and the corresponding
non-periodic counterparts: 20× 20× 200 (G20), 40× 40× 400 (G40), 80× 80× 800
(G80), respectively. For flow to occur in this periodic domain, a constant pressure
drop is imposed along the flow direction (x−direction). Table 4.2 shows the three
cases considered in this study with different thermal boundary conditions. For
case 1, all the four boundaries in the other two cardinal directions are considered
as no slip walls (with a constant temperature), whereas in case 2 and 3 only the
boundaries in the −y and +y direction are taken as no slip walls (prescribed with
either constant but different wall temperatures, or constant non-zero heat flux)
whereas −z and +z boundaries are taken to be as free slip walls (with zero heat
flux boundary conditions assuming spatial homogeneity in the x and z direction as
the driving force for heat transfer occurs only in the wall normal direction). Differ-
ent formulations of the thermal boundary conditions at the walls are considered
and the results are compared with the non-periodic case. Table 4.2 also shows
the values of Nusselt numbers obtained from this study, which clearly shows the
agreement between the periodic and its corresponding non-periodic counterpart.

However, in bubbly flows the velocity and temperature profiles are not sym-
metric therefore, the aforementioned cases in Table 4.2 are re-performed with a
fluid of dynamic viscosity, µ, which is a function of time, t , and the distance from
the bottom wall, y , as:

µ(t , y) =µ0((y −|si n(t )|)3 + (y −1)2) (4.14)
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Table 4.2: Single phase Nusselt numbers for different periodic heat transfer cases.

Case Nu
non-periodic

Nu
periodic

1. Constant wall temperature
G20 3.005
G40 2.996
G80 2.988

G20 3.002
G40 2.995
G80 2.985

2. Different wall temperatures
G20 2.004
G40 2.002
G80 2.000

G20 2.003
G40 2.002
G80 2.000

3. Constant heat flux
G20 4.130
G40 4.124
G80 4.117

G20 4.128
G40 4.121
G80 4.119

where, µ0 is the viscosity of the previous test. For the case of constant but different
wall temperatures, considering the bulk temperature to be the average of wall
temperatures as stated in the paper of Beale (2005), resulted in temperatures
lower than the cold wall temperature and higher than the hot wall temperature.

No such problem arises for the standard temperature periodic condition as
mentioned in subsection 4.3.2. Hence, for all further simulations containing a
hot and cold wall, a simple periodic boundary condition for temperature is used.
Figure 4.2 shows the transient evolution of Nusselt number, Nu, where excellent
agreement between the values obtained from periodic (short channel) and the
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Figure 4.2: The transient evolution of Nusselt numbers in a channel with time varying vis-
cosity for three different wall boundary conditions: (a) Constant but same wall
temperature (b) Constant but different wall temperature (c) Constant wall heat
flux. Lines represent the non-periodic (long) channel and symbols represent the
periodic channel.

corresponding non-periodic (long channel) systems is obtained.

4.4.4 Periodic two-phase stratified flow

With the previous subsection, the implementation of periodic boundary con-
ditions were verified for single phase flows whereas in this subsection the imple-
mentation is checked for multiphase flows where a two-phase stratified flow in
a channel confined by two parallel plates is simulated as schematically shown in
figure 4.3. A third of the channel is initially filled with fluid-0 and the other two
third is filled with fluid-1. The inlet flow rates (in case of non-periodic system),
Q0 and Q1, are taken the same. As the simulation progresses the interface moves
to attain a fully developed dimensionless height measured from the bottom plate,
H f d . For a given viscosity ratio, the analytical expression for H f d as well as the
fully-developed dimensionless velocity profile is given by Gada et al. (2013). The
analytical value of H f d for the viscosity ratio considered in this study is 0.2681. All
other parameters for this test case can be found in table 4.3. Figure 4.4(a) shows
the obtained fully-developed dimensionless velocity profile and H f d along with
the analytical profile. In this case, the fully developed dimensionless temperature,
Θ, profile for the (short) periodic channel is compared with the corresponding
(long) non-periodic counterpart. The respective dimensionless temperatures for
the different thermal boundary conditions are defined as:

Θ=



T −Tw

Tb −Tw
for same Tw

T −Tc

Th −Tc
for different Tw

T −Tw1

Tw1 −Tw2

for constant qw

(4.15)
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where, Tw is the constant wall temperature, Th and Tc are the hot and cold
wall temperature respectively, for the case of constant different wall temperatures
whereas, Tw1 and Tw2 are the instantaneous wall temperatures resulting from the
constant heat flux, qw . Figure 4.4 (b),(c) and (d) shows the dimensionless temper-
ature variation along the width of the channel. The graph shows that the periodic
implementation of the hydrodynamics and the heat transfer are correct for multi-
phase flows.

Figure 4.3: The schematic representation of non-periodic and periodic section of stratified
flow between two parallel plates.

Table 4.3: The simulation parameters used for periodic stratified flow validation. NP: Non-
Periodic, P: Periodic

Parameter Phase 0 Phase 1
density (kg/m3) 8.2 10
viscosity (kg/(m · s)) 4.75×10−3 8.9×10−4

heat capacity (J/(kg ·K)) 2.14 4.18
thermal conductivity (W/(m ·K)) 5.0×10−3 1.26×10−2

time step (s) 10−7

grid size (m) 1.25×10−4

N
P

computational grid (nx ×ny) 1200×80
inlet velocity (m/s) 1.0 1.0
inlet area fraction 1/3 2/3

P computational grid (nx ×ny) 80×80
pressure drop (Pa/m) 300 300
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.4: (a) The non-dimensional velocity profile and interface location for stratified
flow between two parallel plates (line represents the analytical solution (Gada
et al., 2013) whereas symbol represents the numerical solution obtained using
the periodic boundary conditions). The non-dimensional temperature profiles
and the interface location for stratified flow between two parallel plates for
three different thermal boundary conditions: (b) Constant but same wall tem-
perature (c) Constant but different wall temperature (d) Constant wall heat
flux (lines represent the non-periodic (long) channel and symbols represent the
periodic channel).

4.4.5 Periodic bubbly flow

This last verification case is performed to check if the method works in the
case of bubbly flows. For the fluid flow, the periodic boundary conditions for
buoyancy driven bubbly flow, mentioned in the paper of Balcázar-Arciniega et al.
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(2017) are used. In this test, two simulations are performed in which a single
spherical bubble is kept in a cubical domain of size 80×80×80. For one simulation
the bubble is initiated near the bottom of the domain (20 grid cells from the −x
boundary) whereas for the other simulation the bubble is initiated near the top of
the domain (60 grid cells from the +x boundary), keeping all other parameters the
same. The physical properties are chosen such that the Eötvös number, Eo, and the
Morton number, Mo are equal to 5 and 10−5, respectively. y−boundaries are taken
as no slip walls with constant but different temperatures (hot wall and cold wall
taken with temperatures 393 K and 193 K, respectively) whereas the z−boundaries
are considered to be free slip walls with zero heat flux. Gravity acts in the −x
direction and periodic boundary conditions are imposed on the x−boundaries. For
both the simulations, the instantaneous local Nusselt number, Nu, is recorded at a
slice placed 4 grid cells above the bubble as shown in figure 4.5. It can be observed
from the figure that the temporal evolution of the instantaneous local Nu matches
perfectly thus verifying the implementation of the periodic boundary conditions.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
time

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

7.5

8.0

N
u

Top
Bottom 

Figure 4.5: The transient evolution of Nusselt number taken at the same relative slices for
the two different initial bubble positions.
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4.5 Wall-to-Liquid heat transfer in presence of a sin-
gle rising bubble

In this section, the heat transfer enhancement due to a single rising bubble is
studied using the LFRM-based framework. As a first case, the dynamics of a single
rising bubble near a hot wall is studied followed by the (quasi) steady state effects
in periodic domains confined by a hot and cold wall.

4.5.1 Single bubble rising along a hot wall

The liquid agitation caused by a single bubble rising near a hot wall causes
heat transfer enhancement in the vicinity of the bubble (Deen and Kuipers, 2013).
In this subsection, simulations will be reported for the same system as studied
by Deen and Kuipers (2013) who used an extended VOF model. The simulation
parameters can be found in Table 2 of Deen and Kuipers (2013). The domain is
initially filled with liquid kept at a temperature, T0 = 293 K. A spherical bubble (of
initial diameter, db = 0.01 m) at the same temperature is initialized with its centre
at 4 bubble diameters above the bottom and 0.75 bubble diameters from the hot
wall. The domain considered here is of size 4db ×4db ×16db which is discretized
into 80×80×320 grid cells. All walls are considered to be rigid no-slip walls. For
the energy equation, all walls are considered to be adiabatic except the right wall
(+y boundary) which is maintained at a temperature Tw = 393K . Figure 4.6 shows
the snapshots of the rising bubble with the evolving non-dimensional temperature
field defined as: Θ= (T −T0)/(Tw −T0), for the central x−y plane. The figure shows
the effect of the rising bubble on the heating of the liquid due to the hot wall. The
main effect is the thinning of the thermal boundary layer near the bubble, which
is qualitatively in agreement with the model proposed by Deckwer (1980). It can
also be seen that the bubble has the expected ellipsoidal shape corresponding to
the Morton number, Mo = 10−3, and the Eötvös number, Eo = 10. In addition, the
obtained Reynolds number (based on the bubble diameter), Re is 22.1, similar to
the results obtained by Deen and Kuipers (2013) (Re = 21.8) and the value in the
Grace diagram (Re = 22).

To quantify the effect of bubble propagation on the heat transfer, the wall heat
transfer coefficient, hw , is calculated as:

hw =
|−k

(
δT
δx

)
|w all

T1 −T0
(4.16)

This heat transfer coefficient can then be normalized using the heat transfer coef-
ficient obtained from the penetration theory of Higbie (1935), hp , to obtain the
normalized heat transfer coefficient, Φ, as:

Φ= hw

hp
= hw

(
klρl Cpl

πt

)−1/2

(4.17)

where, the physical properties correspond to that of the liquid phase.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) The dimensionless heat transfer coefficient Φ along the hot wall (x axis)
at different times.The symbols relate to the same peaks reported in the orig-
inal Deen and Kuipers (2013) case, and (b) the dimensionless heat transfer
coefficient Φ and the associated normalized phase fraction along the hot-wall
showing the position of the bubble, relative to the peak in local heat transfer
coefficient.
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Figure 4.7(a) shows the axial profiles of the normalized heat transfer coeffi-
cient with the dimensionless distance x/L along the hot wall, at different instances
of the simulations. The dots in the figure correspond to the peaks of the profile
as reported by Deen and Kuipers (2013). The peaks obtained in our simulations
show close resemblance with those obtained by Deen and Kuipers (2013), but
move slightly faster, which is consistent with the increased Reynolds number ob-
tained in the current simulations.

Figure 4.7(b) shows the axial profile of the normalized gas fraction along with
the corresponding normalized heat transfer coefficient for four different instants
during the simulation. The peak in the normalized gas fraction signifies the posi-
tion of the equator of the bubble. It is evident from this figure that the maxima in
the heat transfer coefficient coincide initially with the position of the equator of the
bubble but eventually shifts to the base of the bubble. This is (probably) caused
by the bubble moving away from the wall as it rises. In Figure 4.7 (a) and (b),
a secondary smaller peak is also observed in the axial dimensionless heat transfer
coefficient profile. This peak is obtained due to the presence of a re-circulation
zone at the tail of the bubble wake, which is caused by the no-slip boundary con-
dition on the surrounding walls. It is to be emphasized that the observation of a
single primary peak followed by a gradual decrease in the heat transfer coefficient
(as observed in Figure 4.7) is due to the bubble having a well-defined elongated
wake region. This observation would not be valid for bubbles with spiral rising
trajectories or bubbles at high Reynolds number with wake instabilities. Although,
the highest peak would still exist near the bubble which is the zone of maximum
radial velocities due to the passage of bubble.

4.5.2 Single bubble rising between a hot and a cold wall

To extend the fundamental insights on the wall-to-liquid heat transfer due
to rising bubbles, a single bubble rising in a periodic domain confined by a hot
and cold wall is studied as well. This case will provide more insight because the
domain size is not limiting the maximum run-time of the simulation and hence
quasi-steady behavior of such a system can be obtained. In these simulations, the
domain considered here is of same height and width as in the previous case but
with length now reduced to be equal to the width. The grid resolution of 20 grid
cells across the bubble diameter is used to ensure nearly grid independent results
(Rajkotwala et al., 2018; van Sint Annaland et al., 2005). Simulations are per-
formed for a bubble in the wobbling regime (Mo = 2.62×10−11, Eo = 2.17) and in
the ellipsoidal regime (Mo = 9.48×10−4, Eo = 3.88). The thermal properties of the
liquid phase are kept the same for both the cases to enable comparison of heat
transfer effectiveness, with respect to the different regimes. This choice of thermal
properties result in Pr = 1, which relaxes the computational requirements. The
hydrodynamic properties in the wobbling bubble simulation correspond to that of
an air-water system. The physical properties used in the simulations are given in
Table 4.4.

To compare the heat transfer enhancement, the instantaneous wall-averaged
Nusselt number for both cases is shown in Figure 4.8. The figure shows that Nu
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Table 4.4: The physical properties used for the cases of single bubble rising in a domain
with a hot and cold wall.

Parameter Liquid Gas
W

ob
bl

in
g

density (kg /m3) 1000 1.2
viscosity (kg/(m · s)) 0.001 1.8×10−5

heat capacity (J/(kg ·K)) 600 1000
thermal conductivity (W/(m ·K)) 0.6 0.03
surface tension (N/m) 0.072
bubble radius (m) 0.002

El
lip

so
id

al

density (kg/m3) 1000 10
viscosity (kg/(m · s)) 5×10−2 1×10−3

heat capacity (J/(kg ·K)) 600 1000
thermal conductivity (W/(m ·K)) 0.6 0.03
surface tension (N/m) 0.04
bubble radius (m) 0.002

for the spherical bubble attains a constant value whereas for the wobbling bubble,
a more chaotic behavior around a mean value is obtained. It is also observed that
the Nu for the wobbling bubble is considerably higher than that for the spherical
bubble. The fluctuating behavior of the wobbling bubble is attributed to the shape
oscillations of the bubble and the meandering path of the bubble from one wall to
the other whereas the path of the ellipsoidal bubble is straight with no associated
shape oscillations.

To investigate the effect of position oscillations, the correlation between the
instantaneous wall-averaged Nusselt number and the proximity of the wobbling
bubble to the wall is studied. Figure 4.9 shows the temporal evolution of the wall-
averaged Nusselt number calculated at the right (cold) wall and the dimensionless
distance of the bubble center from the left wall, Y (which signifies the proximity
to the right wall). The distance is non-dimensionalised by the channel width (a
value of Y = 0 and Y = 1 corresponds to the position of the left wall and right
wall, respectively). A maximum in the cross-correlation of 0.82 is obtained when
the time lag amounts to 0.045 s which is shown with the dash-dotted line in the
figure. The dotted line in the graph signifies the dimensionless radius of the bubble
from the wall. This obtained lag can be explained by a similar behaviour that was
observed in section 4.5.1 where the peak in the Nusselt number shifts from the
equator of the bubble towards the base of the bubble as the bubble moves away
from the wall. Here, the bubble’s distance from the wall is fluctuating, which
introduces higher lag contributions when the bubble is far away from the wall.
This is because the radial momentum generated by the moving bubble takes more
time to reach the wall in order to increase the heat flux from the wall to the liquid.
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Figure 4.8: The transient evolution of wall-averaged instantaneous Nusselt number for the
spherical bubble case and the wobbling bubble case.
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Figure 4.9: The transient evolution of wall-averaged Nusselt number at the right wall
(black line) and the relative position of the bubble from the right wall (solid
red line) as well as the shifted relative y position of the bubble (dashed red
line). The dashed line and the corresponding "grey" area signifies the location
of the dimensionless bubble radius from either walls with the white zone signi-
fying the "available free" space for a "perfectly spherical" bubble to meander.
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4.6 Bubble Swarms Heat Transfer

After obtaining the fundamental insights using the single bubble cases, the
swarm effects will now be reported by focusing on the effect of the gas fraction on
the wall-to-liquid heat transfer. The characteristics of the simulation domain used
here are the same as in section 4.5.2 as schematically shown in Figure 4.10. The
physical properties used in the simulations correspond to those of the wobbling
bubble case (Mo = 2.62× 10−11, Eo = 2.17 and Pr = 1) listed in Table 4.4. A grid
resolution of 24 grid cells per bubble diameter and time step of 10−5 s is used for
all swarm simulations. The hot wall and cold wall are maintained at a tempera-
ture of 393 K and 193 K , respectively. The bubbles are initialized as spheres placed
randomly (but without overlap) in the simulation domain since bubble position-
ing in a structured fashion inherits the features of the initial configuration for a
relatively long time (Roghair et al., 2011, 2013). The required minimum number
of bubbles to obtain a bubble number independent solution was found to be 15
bubbles for a gas fraction in the range of 2−10% which is similar to earlier work for
the gas fraction in the range of 10−40 % (Roghair, 2012). Therefore, in this study
16 bubbles are used for all the simulations. To vary the gas fraction, the height of
the channel is changed while maintaining a constant width (16 mm) because, all
the driving force for the heat transfer exists in the wall normal direction whereas
the plane average temperature along the depth and height of the channel are in-
variant. Coalescence is suppressed for gas fractions higher than 10 % by using a
procedure outlined by Roghair (2012) on page 29, whereas for low gas fractions
they do not occur. The simulations are conducted for a sufficiently long time, to
attain a statistically steady state behaviour. Figure 4.11(a) shows a simulation
snapshot of the bubble configuration for a 5 % gas fraction simulation together
with the non-dimensional temperature. The zones of hot and cold liquid near the
walls are visualized by not showing intermediate non-dimensional temperatures
in the range 0.33 <Θ< 0.66. The bubbles have been colored by the respective bub-
ble number. Figure 4.11(b) and (c) shows the dimensionless temperature profiles
on the adjacent vertical plane near to the cold wall and hot wall, respectively.

Figure 4.10: Schematic representation of the simulation case setup for the bubble swarm
simulations.
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The wall-averaged Nusselt numbers and the average bubble velocities obtained
after the system attained a (quasi) steady behavior are given in Figure 4.12(a)
and (b), respectively. Figure 4.12(b) shows that an increase in the gas fraction
decreases the average bubble rise velocity, which is attributed to an increased
hindrance in bubble motion by other bubbles with increasing gas fraction. Figure
4.12(a) shows that the Nusselt number first increases in the gas fraction range of
1−10% and then approaches a plateau for higher gas fractions. The increase at low
gas fractions can be explained by the increasing number of bubbles that are in close
proximity to the wall as the gas fraction increases. This will increase the thinning
of the thermal boundary layer and a corresponding increase of the Nusselt number
as shown for the single bubble case. However, a continuing increase in gas fraction
will lead to a decrease in the velocity fluctuations as well, which will reduce the
local heat transfer rate. This trade off is noticeable in the simulation results at
gas fraction exceeding 10 % . As shown in Figure 4.12(a), the Nusselt number
obtained from the simulations scales with α0.21±0.016 with a correlation coefficient,
R2 of 0.90. This exponent is much lower than the result of Gvozdić et al. (2018)
who obtained a similar scaling but with a power of 0.45. Note, however, that
this scaling was obtained for experiments with low gas fractions in the range of
0.5− 5 %. When only the low gas fraction changes are taken into account, the
obtained scaling changes to α0.25±0.036 with R2 of 0.97. The difference between
the experimental results and the simulation can be attributed to the difference
in channel width (230 mm and 16 mm, respectively). In addition, the velocity
perturbations due to the free surface in the pseudo-2D column and the bubble
injection are also not included in the current model. Besides, the current model
does not include the effect of contaminants, break-up and coalescence. Finally
and most importantly, the current correlation is obtained using a fixed bubble
size of 4 mm, while the bubble size in the experiments is varied in the range of
2.1− 3.4 mm, by changing the inlet gas flow rate to obtain gas fractions in the
range of 1 − 5 %. This also explains the stronger dependence obtained for the
average bubble velocity, ubub , in the current simulations (α−0.24) in comparison to
those obtained from the experiments (α−0.1). The combined effect of these factors
results in a weaker dependence of the Nusselt number on the gas fraction obtained
in this study.

To investigate the effect of bubble position on the heat transfer rate as found
for the single bubble, an analysis similar to that of section 4.5.2 is carried out by
recording the bubble positions and the instantaneous wall-averaged Nusselt num-
ber defined for the hot and cold walls. The y−position of the bubble centers, which
signify the proximity of the bubbles to the right cold wall, are non-dimensionalised
by the channel width. Subsequently, an average quantity Ỹ is defined as the av-
erage of the squared dimensionless y−position, where squaring ensures higher
weights to the bubbles close to the right wall. Figure 4.13 shows the profiles of
the Ỹ along with the instantaneous wall-averaged Nusselt number observed at the
right (cold) wall for three different gas fractions viz. 5 %, 7.5 % and 10 % where
a strong correlation between the peaks can be observed. Table 4.5 lists the val-
ues of the maximum cross correlation obtained for all the gas fractions along with
their respective time lags. From the table, it is evident that the cross-correlation
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: (a) The dependence of Nusselt number on the gas fraction (symbols) and the
associated power law fit (solid line), and (b) the dependence of the bubble rise
velocity on the gas fraction (symbols) and the associated power law fit (solid
line). Annotated text boxes represent the curve fit values for different gas
fraction range where p is the obtained power of the fit and r 2 is the coefficient
of determination.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.13: The wall-averaged Nusselt number at the right wall and average relative y po-
sition of the bubbles (solid orange line), along with shifted average y-position
of the bubbles (dashed orange line) for the gas fractions: (a) 5% (b)7.5% and
(c)10%.
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Table 4.5: The cross-correlation coefficients of average squared non-dimensional
y−position of the bubble swarm with the Nusselt number obtained at the
right wall.

Gas fraction, α (%) Cross-Correlation
Coefficient (-)

lag (s)

2 0.782 0.041
3 0.754 0.040
4 0.731 0.038
5 0.714 0.035
6 0.703 0.031

7.5 0.694 0.035
9 0.668 0.031
10 0.614 0.028
13 0.578 0.025
15 0.538 0.021
17 0.561 0.024
20 0.512 0.022

coefficient and the corresponding time-lag increases with decreasing gas fraction.
The increase in the lag with decreasing gas fraction is probably caused by a de-
crease in the probability of finding a bubble close enough to the wall to actually
perturb the thermal boundary layer. As the gas fraction increases, the strength of
cross-correlation decreases since the bubbles are more randomly dispersed across
the width of the channel. The observation of transport lag of the radial momen-
tum imparted by the bubble to the surrounding fluid medium is in agreement to
the findings observed in section 4.5.2 and with the theory proposed by Deckwer
(1980).

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, the effect of bubbles on the wall-to-liquid heat transfer was
studied using the Local Front Reconstruction Method (LFRM). This method was
modified to simulate periodic heat transfer systems using different thermal bound-
ary conditions: constant wall temperature and constant heat flux. The method-
ology proposed in this chapter was rigorously verified and validated for various
single phase and multiphase flows.

Subsequently, the effect of a single rising bubble on the heat transfer rate from
a hot wall to the liquid was studied. It was observed that the location of maximum
heat transfer was near the bubble, where cold fluid is pushed towards the wall.
Behind the bubble, the heat transfer rate is minimal because the liquid motion
is directed away from the wall. By inspecting the normalized heat transfer coef-
ficient profiles with corresponding bubble positions, it was inferred that, as the
bubble moves away from the wall, the heat transfer peak shifts from the center
of the bubble to the base of the bubble. This effect can be viewed as a lag in the
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response of the heat transfer to the distance of the bubble from the wall. For a
system with streamwise periodic boundaries, the (quasi)steady state effect on the
wall-to-liquid heat transfer with a single bubble rising in a domain confined by
a hot and cold wall was studied. The Nusselt number obtained for the wobbling
bubble was found to be higher with pronounced chaotic fluctuations in compari-
son with the ellipsoidal bubble. This can be attributed to the fact that, unlike the
ellipsoidal bubble that maintains a constant equilibrium trajectory, the wobbling
bubble meanders from one wall to the other where it disturbs the thermal bound-
ary layers near the confining walls, thus resulting in enhanced wall-to-liquid heat
transfer. To quantify the effect of position oscillations, a cross-correlation study
was performed and it was found that a bubble with close proximity to the wall
enhances the heat transfer.

Finally, the swarm effects were investigated by changing the gas fractions in
the range of 2−20% for the wobbling bubbles. The resulting wall-averaged Nus-
selt number showed an increase with increasing gas fraction between 2−10% and
slowly approaching a plateau as the gas fraction is further increased (10−20%). It
was found that the Nusselt number scaled with the gas fraction as: Nu ∝α0.25. The
cross-correlation between the instantaneous wall-averaged Nusselt number at the
right (cold) wall and the proximity of the bubbles to the right wall was examined
as well. It was found that dense bubble swarms produce a stronger correlation
whereas the associated lag reduces. However, a statistically significant correlation
exists between the heat transfer enhancement and the proximity of the bubbles to
the walls in all the cases.

For further work, the effect of physical properties and clustering on the wall-
to-liquid heat transfer enhancement should be studied. The heat transfer could
be enhanced by two modes viz: bubble migration in the channel and small-scale
bubble oscillations. Similarly, the heat transfer rate could be lowered if the bubbles
form a cluster and move together thus leading to less agitation in the liquid phase.
In addition, natural convection is currently not implemented in the model, but can
be incorporated by using the Boussinesq approximation for moderate temperature
gradients across the wall. However, it has been reported in the work of Gvozdić
et al. (2018) that at moderate gas fractions (≈ 3%), the convection rolls between
the hot and cold walls are perturbed by the passing bubbles to such an extent that
there is no substantial effect of natural convection. Finally, the thermal properties
in this work are fixed such that the Prandtl number (which is related to the ratio of
the thermal boundary layer thickness to the momentum boundary layer thickness)
is 1. It would be interesting to study the heat transfer enhancement, which is
generally higher in the cases of high Prandtl numbers. However, to perform these
simulations at a moderate computational cost, non-homogeneous grid refinement
or adaptive grid refinement is essential.





Chapter 5
Effect of wettability on heat
transfer from spherical particle

Abstract

Heat transfer between solid particles and liquid droplets is a key phenomenon en-
countered in many industrial applications. We investigate the fluid dynamics and
heat transfer between a liquid droplet and a static solid particle by means of di-
rect numerical simulations. The presence of the solid particle is represented through
a sharp interface immersed boundary method (IBM) on a Cartesian computational
grid, whereas the motion of the gas-liquid interface is tracked by a mass conservative
volume of fluid method (VOF). In order to account for the thermal coupling between
the gas and the liquid, and more specifically the conjugate heat transfer between the
fluid and the solid, a second order accurate diffused interface formulation is proposed
for the solution of the thermal energy equation. A detailed validation of the method
is also presented. We have studied the effect of wettability and solid conductivity both
of which have been found to have significant effect on the total heat transfer rate.

This chapter is based on:
Das, Saurish∗, Panda, A.∗, Patel, H. V., Deen, N. G., Kuipers, J. A. M.. DNS of droplet
impact on a solid particle: Effect of wettability on solid conjugate heat transfer. Submitted
to International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer.
∗Equal contribution
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5.1 Introduction

The phenomenon of a drop impacting on a solid surface is found in many ex-
amples of multiphase flows occurring in nature (rain drops) as well as industrial
processes (combustion, inkjet printing, spray coating, electrowetting etc.). This
phenomenon is at the heart of trickle bed reactors where liquid drops interact
with the catalyst particles to achieve efficient gas-liquid-solid contacting subse-
quent catalytic reactions. Such complex reactive systems are often accompanied
by heat liberation thus making the efficient heat removal from the catalyst particle
an important aspect in catalyst/reactor design. Hence, understanding the phe-
nomenon of wetting of the catalyst particle and it’s subsequent effect on the heat
transfer is of paramount importance to further our insights into this extremely
complex process. Wettability effects play an important role in ensuring optimum
contact between the liquid phase and the catalyst particle thereby also influencing
the heat and mass transfer rates between the liquid and the particle. It is difficult
to develop a complete theoretical description of the process because of the under-
lying complexities of hydrodynamics of multiphase flows, three phase contact line
motion and heat transport between the three phases.

The key ingredient is the motion of the three phase contact line which can
vary in systems with different droplet to particle size ratio, ∆d p . The focus of
this work is on the systems with droplet size greater than the catalyst particle
(∆d p > 1). Previously, there have been numerous experimental works studying
the spreading of droplets on spherical particles. Dubrovsky et al. (1992) studied
binary droplet-particle collision at moderate to high relative velocities for systems
with ∆d p > 1. Mitra et al. (2015) studied the impact of a smaller particle on a
relatively larger drop maintained at an equilibrium on top of a spherical surface.
Pawar et al. (2016) investigated off-axis binary collision of free-falling drop on
to a spherical particle (∆d p / 1). Mitra et al. (2013) performed experiments and
simulations of a small (cold) drop impacting on a relatively large (hot) particle
with different contact angles. The experiments also included the phase transition
effects on droplet impact on the hot surface.

At non-isothermal conditions the spreading pattern has an effect on the particle
to liquid heat transfer. Of the different modes of heat transfer from the particle
to the droplet, conductive heat transfer is considered to be the most prominent
one. Depending on the particle surface temperature, droplet spreading on a hot
spherical particle can be classified as either wetting or non-wetting (Shi et al.,
1993). In the case of wetting heat transfer, the droplet is in continuous contact with
the solid surface while spreading whereas, in the case of non-wetting heat transfer,
there is a vapor film in between the spreading droplet and the hot particle surface.
The latter phenomena occurs at very high particle temperatures which is outside
the scope of this work. Due to the limited control over the comprising individual
phenomena and the associated difficulty/error in experimental measurements of
such systems, numerical simulations offer an alternative means of understanding
the underlying physics in detail.

Numerical simulations of such a system requires mathematical modelling of
four key ingredients viz. (a) incorporation of the effect of the particle on the
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flow, (b) movement and deformation of the gas-liquid interface, (c) three phase
contact line propagation at thr gas-liquid-solid surface during wetting, and (d)
gas-liquid-solid conjugate heat transfer. To account for the effect of the particle
on the fluid flow, we use the well-established immersed boundary method (IBM)
(Mittal and Iaccarino, 2005) of Deen et al. (2012) and Das et al. (2017b) for di-
rect enforcement of the no-slip boundary condition at the fluid-solid interface. The
IBM method circumvents the use of complex body conformal meshes, thus utilis-
ing comparatively simpler structured grids. For modelling the propagation of the
gas-liquid interface including the surface tension effects, two types of method exist
in literature viz. interface capturing (e.g. Volume of Fluid (VOF), Level Set (LS))
and interface tracking (e.g. Front Tracking (FT)). van Sint Annaland et al. (2005)
provides a comprehensive review of the different methods and also present the de-
tails for the VOF method that has been used in the current work. In case of liquid
spreading on a solid surface, the no-slip boundary condition applies everywhere on
the surface except at the three-phase contact line. Although, the contact line dy-
namics results from the microscopic physiochemical interactions of the molecules
of the three phases, the resultant effect can be modelled at a macroscopic length
scale as a contact angle. Patel et al. (2017) provides the details of the method-
ology used in this chapter comprising of the implementation of the macroscopic
static as well as dynamic contact angle in a coupled IBM-VOF framework supple-
mented with extensive verification and validation studies. Although, the method
is capable of simulating contact line dynamics using a dynamic contact angle, the
simulations performed in this chapter employ a static contact angle model which
relaxes the time step for performing simulations thus reducing the CPU load. For
the simulation of solid-fluid heat transfer, the methodology detailed in (Das et al.,
2018a) has been extended to incorporate three-phase heat transfer using solid/
fluid fraction computed in each cell.

Droplet spreading especially on flat surfaces have been extensively studied nu-
merically in the literature. Often, the effect of curved interfaces are incorporated
through the usage of body-fitted grids or IBM as described earlier. Yokoi et al.
(2009) used a Coupled LS-VOF (CLSVOF) method to simulate drop spreading on
domain-boundary aligned flat solid surface with static as well as dynamic contact
angle models. Sayyari et al. (2019) used a Lattice-Boltzmann Method (LBM) to
study falling drop(s) on a wetted cylinder simulated as a two dimensional (2D)
system. Muradoglu and Tasoglu (2010) used a FT method with contact line dy-
namics described by an empirical model to simulate drop impact and spreading
on flat domain-boundary aligned surfaces. Mirsandi et al. (2018) used a stick-
slip model and the same empirical model but with an improved interface track-
ing approach called Local Front Reconstruction Method (LFRM) to study drop
impact and spreading on similar domain-boundary aligned surfaces. Pasandideh-
Fard et al. (2001) used a strategy based on the VOF method detailed in Bussmann
et al. (1999) for off-axis drop impact on spheres and cylinders. Here, the solid ob-
stacles are accounted for as a separate phase of infinite density and zero velocity
with it’s own phase fraction defined in each Eulerian cell. Washino et al. (2011)
developed a method where static as well as dynamic contact angle model were
incorporated with fluid-fluid interactions which were solved using a Constrained
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Interpolation Profile (CIP) method whereas the fluid-solid interactions were solved
using IBM. Sun and Sakai (2016) developed a method similar to the one used in
this work that uses a coupled VOF-IBM approach where the shape and movement
of the solid phase is represented using a signed distance function. The method-
ology used in this chapter is applicable to static solid surfaces/particles and has
been used earlier for simulating water flooding processes in porous media (Patel
et al., 2019), droplet imbibition on a porous substrate (Das et al., 2018b), droplet
spreading on a relatively large particle (Milacic et al., 2019). To our knowledge,
limited research has been performed to extend the recently developed three-phase
methods to study the accompanied heat transfer from a solid particle which is
relevant for transport processes prevailing in trickle bed reactors. To extend the
earlier developed methodology and incorporate these effects, we propose a smooth
field formulation for solving the thermal energy equation where the the thermal
properties are defined on the basis of well-defined mixtures rules using the phase
fractions of the individual phases.

This chapter first presents the governing equations along with the numerical
implementation of the three phase heat transfer method. Subsequently, in sec-
tion 5.3, the individual building blocks are supported by detailed verification and
validation cases of droplet spreading hydrodynamics, two-phase heat transfer and
quenching of a solid particle. Finally, in section 5.4, the method is used to study
the effect of conductivity and particle wettability on the conjugate heat transfer
from a hot particle on the impingement of a series of cold drops.

5.2 Numerical Methodology

5.2.1 Hydrodynamics

In the present single-field formulation for two immiscible fluids, the mass and
momentum conservation equations for both the fluids are expressed as follows:

∇ ·u = 0 (5.1)

ρ
∂u

∂t
+ρ∇ · (uu) =−∇p +∇ · ¯̄τ+ρg+Fσ (5.2)

where ¯̄τ = µ[∇u+ (∇u)T ] is the fluid stress tensor; ρ and µ are the locally phase-
averaged density and viscosity. The source term Fσ appearing in the momentum
equation is due to the surface tension (σ) between the two fluids.

The dynamics of the interface is captured by a Volume of Fluid (VOF) method
where the two different fluids (gas and liquid) are identified by a local phase
fraction F that indicates the fractional amount of a particular fluid present in a
certain computational cell. In equation 5.2, the local density ρ (viscosity µ) is
calculated by linear (harmonic) averaging of the density (viscosity) of the liquid
(F = 1) and gas (F = 0), i.e. ρ = Fρ1+(1−F )ρ2 and ρ

µ = F ρ1
µ1

+(1−F ) ρ2
µ2

. The temporal
evolution of the interface is computed by geometrical advection of the phase field
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(F ) using the local fluid velocity as:

∂F

∂t
+u ·∇F = 0 (5.3)

The numerical solution of the hyperbolic F -advection equation, equation 5.3, is
based on geometrical advection (a pseudo-Lagrangian advection step) where the
gas-liquid interface is reconstructed using a Piecewise Linear Interface Calculation
(PLIC) method by Youngs (1982) combining the information of the phase field (F )
and the interface normal (n̂). In the density-scaled continuum surface force (CSF)
model (Brackbill et al., 1992), the surface tension force acts as a source term in
the momentum equation for cells in the vicinity of the interface. The source term
is calculated as Fσ = ρ

〈ρ〉σκn̂ |∇F |, where the average density is
〈
ρ
〉= 0.5(ρl +ρg ), σ

is the surface tension coefficient at the gas-liquid interface, and κ is the curvature
of the interface obtained from the divergence of the unit normal vector to the
interface.

In a Cartesian domain the no-slip condition at the solid surface is imposed
by means of a sharp interface, implicit (direct), second-order accurate immersed
boundary method (IBM). In this method at first all the cells are marked/ flagged
as either “solid-cell” (cell-center inside the solid body) or “fluid-cell” (cell-center
in the fluid zone). The no-slip condition at the solid surface is imposed at the level
of the discretised momentum equations (equation 5.2) for those fluid-cells that
neighbour at least one solid-cell.

The gas-liquid-solid three-phase contact line dynamics plays a major role in
wetting-dewetting phenomena and as a result also in the prevailing heat transfer.
In the current framework of the CSF model (Brackbill et al., 1992), the appropriate
equilibrium (static) contact angle (Θ) between the gas-liquid interface with the
solid surface (represented as immersed boundary) is incorporated as a boundary
condition for the phase field (F ) at the three-phase contact line. The contact angle
at the three-phase contact line is taken into account by modifying the gas-liquid
interface normals at the solid boundaries.

The detailed implementation and thorough validation of the present immersed
boundary method (Das et al. (2017b), Das et al. (2018a)), the Volume of Fluid
(VOF) method (van Sint Annaland et al., 2005) and coupling strategy for the mo-
tion of the gas-liquid contact line at the immersed surface (Patel et al. (2017)) can
be found elsewhere.

5.2.2 Heat transfer

For the present conjugate heat transfer (CHT) problem, the energy equation is
solved for the fluid phase as-well-as the solid phase:

ρ f Cp, f
∂T

∂t
+ρ f Cp, f ∇ · (uT ) =∇ · (k f ∇T ) (5.4)

ρsCp,s
∂T

∂t
=∇ · (ks ∇T ) (5.5)
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where ρ , Cp and k are the density, specific heat capacity and thermal conduc-
tivity, respectively. The subscript ‘s’ denotes the respective properties of the solid
phase whereas ‘ f ’ denotes the properties corresponding to the fluid phase. equa-
tion 5.4 and equation 5.5 can be solved simultaneously, i.e. a single temperature
field can be solved in a Cartesian domain as the velocity inside the solid phase is
zero. In the present gas-liquid-solid system, the fluid phase comprises of gas and
liquid phases. At both the gas-liquid and fluid-solid interface, the continuity of
temperature and normal heat flux needs to be enforced, i.e.

T1 |Ω= T2 |Ω and −k1
∂T1

∂n̂
|Ω=−k2

∂T2

∂n̂
|Ω (5.6)

Sub-scripts ‘1’ and ‘2’ represent two different phases (gas-liquid or fluid-solid)
whereas the sub-script ‘Ω’ represents the interface between two different phases,
and n̂ is the unit normal to the interface. As discussed earlier, for hydrodynamics
we use a ‘sharp’ representation of the fluid-solid interface (using IBM) and gas-
liquid interface (using geometric advection based VOF method). However, to sat-
isfy the above thermal conditions (equation 5.6), in this single field formulation,
we propose a very simple method based on the local phase volume-fraction.

The present implementation is schematically shown in Figure 5.1 where two-
phases (phase-1 and phase-2) are separated by a non-conformal interface in a
Cartesian domain. Based on the location of the interface, at each computational
cells, the volume-fraction of phase-1 (ω) and the volume-fraction of phase-2 (1−ω)
are calculated. In Figure 5.1, the computational-cells are colored by the volume-
fractions of the phases (lighter for phase-1 and darker for phase-2). The local
thermal heat capacity (ρCp) is calculated by linear averaging of the heat capacity
of phase-1 (ω= 1) and phase-2 (ω= 0) as,

ρCp =ωρ1Cp,1 + (1−ω)ρ2Cp,2 (5.7)

The local thermal conductivity (k) is calculated at the cell-center by harmonic
averaging as,

1

k
= ω

k1
+ 1−ω

k2
(5.8)

In equations 5.7 and 5.8, for the gas-liquid phases ω≡ F and for the liquid-solid
phases ω≡φ, where φ represent the solid volume-fraction in a particular cell. The
local thermal properties are calculated at the cell-centers, whereas the conductive
heat fluxes (i.e.

Î ∇ · (k ∇T )) are calculated at the face-centers. The conductive
flux is calculated using the central differencing scheme where the temperature of
the neighboring cell-centers (W , N , S and E) and the local conductivity at the
face-centers (w , n, s and e) is required (refer Figure 5.1). At the face-center,
the thermal conductivity (k) is calculated by harmonic averaging of adjacent cell-
centered values. For example, at face e, the heat flux is calculated as:

qe =−ke
TE −TC

∆x
, where

2

ke
= 1

kC
+ 1

kE
(5.9)
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It can be shown mathematically that the above mentioned harmonic averaging
of conductivity (equations 5.8 and 5.9) leads to a one-dimensional (1D) sharp
representation (straight lines, either perpendicular to or parallel to that coordinate
direction) of the interface as shown by the yellow dotted lines in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The method for thermal coupling between two different phases (e.g. gas-liquid
or fluid-solid). The computational-cells are colored by the volume-fractions of
the phases (lighter for phase-1 and darker for phase-2)

In our previous work (Das et al., 2018a), we have proposed a sharp-interface
framework considering the actual location of the interface. The temperature at
the interface is obtained by satisfying the continuity of temperature and heat flux
condition (equation 5.6) using the old time-level temperature field. Thus, the
temperatures for phase-1 and phase-2 are solved in a decoupled manner using an
explicit estimate of interface temperature. It provides necessary modularity for
flow past very complex solid bodies. However, the present method is fully implicit,
providing an accurate and stable solution also being relatively easy to implement
for the present gas-liquid-solid system.

5.3 Verification and Validation

Various comprising modules of the present in-house code have been validated
thoroughly in many earlier papers (van Sint Annaland et al., 2005; Patel et al.,
2017; Das et al., 2018a). In this section of the chapter, we mainly present the rele-
vant validation cases for the developed methodology of VOF-IBM for the intended
study of heat transfer in three-phase systems viz. fluid-fluid convective and con-
ductive heat transfer coupling, two-phase conductive heat transfer coupling and
droplet spreading.
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5.3.1 Two-phase stratified-flow in a plane channel

In this section, we focus on the verification of the fluid-fluid hydrodynamics and
heat transfer with the current implementation. Figure 5.2 (a) shows the schemat-
ics of a two-phase stratified-flow in a channel of width H formed by two parallel
infinite plates. Fluid-1 and fluid-2 enter with an uniform velocity u∞ and corre-
spondingly at volumetric flow rates Q1 and Q2. Both the fluids enter with the same
temperature, while the channel-walls are subjected to uniform heat fluxes of

·
q w1

and
·
q w2. When the flow becomes hydrodynamically fully-developed, the interface

aligns with the walls and attains a fully-developed interface height, represented
by h f d . The simulation test case is similar to that of Panda et al. (2019) but is
performed with the developed VOF based method for a long channel as opposed
to the interface tracking method used by the authors for a small periodic channel.
Additionally, the test is performed for a specific case of boundary conditions for
which the detailed comparison with the analytical solution can be performed.

Gada et al. (2013) developed an analytical expression for the thermally fully-
developed velocity profile across the channel and interface height from the bottom
plate. Under a specific ratio of the constant wall heat fluxes, the interface acts as
an adiabatic wall across which no heat transfer takes place. The ratio at which this
occurs is defined as:

·
q w1
·
q w2

= ρ1Cp1Q1

ρ2Cp2Q2
(5.10)

At this ratio, because of the implicit adiabatic condition at the interface, fluid-1
takes all the heat flux from the bottom wall whereas fluid-2 takes all the heat
from the top wall. Under this imposed heat flux ratio and at high Pećlet number
(negligible axial conduction), Gada et al. (2013) also derived the analytical tem-
perature profile across the channel in the thermally fully-developed region. Thus,
we perform the numerical simulations for a viscosity ratio, µ1/µ2 = 5.337 with a vol-
umetric flow rate ratio, Qr = Q1/Q2 = {1/3,1,3}. Other thermophysical properties
of both the fluids follow from the work of Gada et al. (2013). However, the cho-
sen properties have no effect on the fully-developed non-dimensional velocity and
temperature profile given that we abide by the condition given in equation 5.10.
The channel length is resolved by 1200 grid cells whereas the width is resolved by
80 grid cells with a grid size of 1.25×10−4 m.

Figure 5.2-b shows the numerically and analytically obtained fully-developed
non-dimensional velocity (U = u/u∞) along the non-dimensional distance (Y =
y/H) for the three different values of Qr . A very good agreement is observed for
different flow rate ratios. At the two-fluid interface one can observe a change in
slope due to the difference in viscosity of fluid-1 and fluid-2. Similarly, the nu-
merically obtained non-dimensional temperature profile is plotted in Figure 5.2-
c along with the analytical solution. As the wall are subjected to uniform heat
flux condition, both fluid temperature and wall temperature increase along the
flow direction. The temperature for fluid-1 and fluid-2 is non-dimensionalised as
T = (Tw1−T )/(Tw1−Tm1) and T = (Tw2−T )/(Tw2−Tm2), respectively where Tw and
Tm represent the wall temperature and the cup-average temperature taken at a
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Figure 5.2: The two-phase stratified-flow in a plane channel: (a) physical description of
the problem, (b) fully-developed velocity profile and (c) fully-developed non-
dimensional temperature profile.

slice perpendicular to the walls 20 grid cells away from the exit end of the chan-
nel (fully developed flow region). A very good agreement between numerical and
analytical results are found. It can be also observed that the temperature profiles
meet at an angle perpendicular to the interface, indicating that the solution abides
by the implicit adiabatic condition at the interface. The evident (apparent) discon-
tinuity in the temperature profile is due to different non-dimensionalization of the
temperature profile for the two fluids.

5.3.2 Quenching of a hot sphere in stagnant liquid

To see the effect of droplet spreading on the conjugate heat transfer from the
solid sphere, we focus on testing the accuracy of heat transfer model in fluid-solid
system where the solid is resolved by an immersed boundary method (Das et al.,
2016). We consider a stagnant two-phase system where a solid sphere (subscript
1) is placed in a cold stagnant fluid (subscript 2). For the intended application
of studying three phase heat transfer in catalytic trickle bed reactors, the solid
catalyst particle is initiated as a sphere of diameter, Dp = 2mm and two cases are
simulated with different surrounding fluid medium (liquid and gas phase). Since
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alumina is frequently used as a catalyst support for many industrial applications,
the thermophysical properties of this spherical catalyst particle is taken to be that
of alumina viz. ρ1 = 4000 kg/m3, Cp1 = 900 J/(kg ·K), k1 = 30 W/(m ·K). For case-I
the surrounding fluid medium is considered to be water (ρ2 = 1000 kg/m3, Cp2 =
4200 J/(kg ·K), k2 = 0.6 W/(m ·K)), whereas in case-II the surrounding fluid medium
is considered to be air (ρ2 = 1.2 kg/m3, Cp2 = 1000 J/(kg ·K), k2 = 0.03 W/(m ·K)).
The conductivity ratio (Kr = k1/k2) in both the cases correspond to 50 (case-I) and
1000 (case-II). The domain considered is large enough to neglect any boundary
effects for simulating quenching of alumina sphere in an infinite medium. Since
(ρ2Cp2)air << (ρ2Cp2)water, we choose a cubical domain edge length 7.5Dp for the
case of alumina in air and 5Dp for the case of alumina in water. An adiabatic
boundary condition (zero heat flux) for temperature is imposed on all the domain
boundaries. Since there is no flow occurring in this case, the velocity in all the
control volumes is set to zero. Two grid resolutions, Dp /∆x (grid cells across the
diameter of the sphere) are chosen for each of the cases viz. 20 and 40. The time
step, ∆t chosen for the simulation corresponds to the stable time step, ∆tF for an
explicit conduction (or diffusion) problem given as ∆tF = ∆x2/(2α), where ∆x is
the grid size and α is the maximum thermal diffusivity (k/(ρCp )) in the system.
The time is non-dimensionalized using the Fourier number, Fo = α t/D2

p where α

is considered as per the thermal properties of alumina particle. The simulations
are performed till an end time of 0.8s (Fo = 1.66) for the case of alumina in air and
1.0s (Fo = 1.04) for the case of alumina in water.

The present problem can be simplified in a 1−D spherical coordinate system
where the sphere surface overlaps on the face-center of a finite volume grid (body-
fitted grid). As a result, it is indeed possible to enforce the boundary condition of
continuity of heat flux defined by equation 5.6 on this body-fitted grid in a fully
implicit manner. At the same time, as the model is 1−D, we use a very high grid
resolution of Dp /∆x = 2000 and very small time-step size of ∆t/∆tF = 1000. The
mathematical derivation and other details of this 1−D model can be found in the
paper of Das et al. (2018a). Thus, the solution from this 1D formulation, which
can be considered as resolution free and time-step independent solution is used to
validate the current heat transfer coupling with the immersed boundary method.

We initialize the temperature T1 = 373K for all the cells inside the sphere and
with T2 = 273K for cells outside the sphere. In the current 3D formulation, the
temperature in the computational cells which are partially filled by phase-1 and
phase-2 are initiated as:

T = ωρ1Cp1T1 + (1−ω)ρ2Cp2T2

ωρ1Cp1 + (1−ω)ρ2Cp2
(5.11)

where ω in this case is the solid (phase-1) fraction, φ in the control volume. The
dimensionless temperature, T , can then be defined as:

T = T −T2

T1 −T2
(5.12)

and the dimensionless radial distance, r̃ , can be defined in terms of the dimen-
sional radial distance from the center of the particle as r̃ = r /(0.5Dp ). Hence, at
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Figure 5.3: Quenching of a hot sphere in stagnant liquid: (a) and (b) Transient evolution of
radial temperature profile for alumina-air and alumina-water system; (c) Spatial
convergence; (d) Temporal convergence.

the start of the simulation, T = 1 inside the sphere (0 É r̃ É 1) whereas, T = 0 out-
side the sphere (1 É r̃ É∞). Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) show the variation of radial
temperature at different time-instance for alumina in air and alumina in water
system, respectively. We observe that for the alumina in water system, the alu-
mina temperature decreases very fast due to the higher heat capacity (ρCp) of the
surrounding fluid medium (water). For the same reason, the penetration depth
of the temperature to the surrounding fluid medium (1 É r̃ É 2) is also low which
increases heat transfer rate from the sphere. The temperature profile inside the
sphere is almost flat for the case of alumina-air system due to the low heat transfer
rate to the surroundings. For both the cases, the current implementation (symbols)
matches very closely with the 1D code (continuous lines).

In order to test the spatial convergence, we perform simulations for the alu-
mina in air system (highest conductivity ratio, Kr = 1000) at ∆t =∆tF for two more
grid resolutions of Dp /∆x = 10 and 80. On the contrary, to test the temporal con-
vergence, we choose the alumina in water system (quickest transient response),
where the grid resolution is kept constant at Dp /∆x = 40 and the time step is varied
from 10−5 s to 10−1 s. In order to quantify the order of convergence the L1, L2 and
L∞ norms are calculated by comparing the results with those obtained from high
resolution 1D (spherical coordinate based) method. Figure 5.3 (c) and (d) show
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the spatial and temperature convergence, respectively obtained from the current
implementation. A second order spatial convergence can be observed attributed to
second-order spatial discretization of the energy equation. However, with the fully
implicit thermal implementation, the simulation becomes time-step independent
when ∆t < 10∆tF above which it shows first order temporal convergence attributed
to the first-order accurate forward Euler discretization of the time derivative.

5.3.3 Droplet Spreading on a particle

Another key ingredient of three-phase heat transfer is the accurate computa-
tion of three-phase flow (spreading) characteristics. In this section we test the
implementation of the three-phase contact angle boundary condition with the cur-
rent coupled VOF-IBM method. Although the current methodology has been ex-
tensively tested previously with analytical solutions (Patel et al., 2017), here the
focus is on simulating the relevant case of droplet spreading over a spherical parti-
cle and comparing the results with published numerical and experimental results.
Initially, a spherical droplet of radius, R = 1.05mm is kept just in touch with a
fixed spherical particle of radius, Rp = 5mm. The physical properties of the liquid
drop correspond to that of isopropyl alcohol with density 780.8 kg/m3 and viscos-
ity 0.0022 Pa · s. It is considered to be surrounded by air with density 1.184 kg/m3

and viscosity 1.82×10−5 Pa · s. Surface tension between isopropyl alcohol and air
is taken to be 0.0236 N/m. The solid surface is fully wetting and thus we have
considered a (static) contact angle of 5◦ (i.e. very close to 0◦) for the simulations.
The droplet is prescribed with an initial velocity of 0.4646 m/s towards the solid
particle which corresponds to the Weber number, We, of 15. Simulations are per-
formed with a grid spacing, ∆x = 6.25×10−5 m (i.e. 16.8 grid cells across R) and
time-step, ∆t = 5×10−6 s.

Fig. 5.4 shows the transient evolution of the dimensionless droplet spread-
ing radius defined as r /R) on the solid particle. Mitra et al. (2013) performed
numerical simulations of the same system with body-fitted grid available in the
commercial package FLUENT. The authors also performed the corresponding ex-
periment for this system, the results of which have been included in Figure 5.4.
Additionally the figure shows the comparison with the simulation results obtained
by Sun and Sakai (2016) using a smooth IBM-VOF method. It can be observed
from Fig. 5.4, that the current simulation results match the earlier published ex-
perimental and numerical results, thus validating the implementation of the sharp
IBM-VOF coupling for contact line dynamics.

5.4 Results and discussions

5.4.1 Problem definition

Here, we describe the simulation setup used to study the effect of wettablity on
heat transfer. Specifically, in trickle bed reactors there are liquid droplets imping-
ing on a bed of solid catalyst particles, in the interior of which the reactions takes
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place. A very simplistic representation of this phenomena only focusing on heat
transfer and wetting, has been simulated here, which comprises of a (sequence
of) droplets falling intermittently on top of a single spherical catalyst particle. Fig-
ure 5.5 illustrates the problem setup and the parameters related to liquid droplet’s
(‘l’) impact on a static solid particle (‘s’) surrounded by a stagnant gaseous phase
(‘g’). A cuboidal size domain is considered consisting of 360×100×100 cells (where
each number represents the number of cells in x, y and z−direction, respectively)
with a grid size (∆) of 5×10−5 mm. The diameter of the droplet is D (= 3mm) and
the diameter of the static particle is Dp (= 2mm), and h (= 4.5mm) signifies the
droplet height from the center of the particle (Figure 5.5 (a)). This leads to an
effective resolution of 60 grid cells across the droplet diameter and 40 grid cells
across the solid particle diameter, which is more than sufficient for a grid inde-
pendent solution (Das et al., 2018a). Using air (ρg = 1.2 kg/m3, µg = 2×10−5 Pa · s,
Cp, g = 1000 J/(kg ·K), kg = 0.03 W/(m2 ·K)) as the surrounding gaseous phase, we
consider a water droplet (ρl = 1000 kg/m3, µl = 1×10−3 Pa · s, Cp, l = 4200 J/(kg ·K),
kl = 0.6 W/(m2 ·K) and σ = 0.072 N/m). Due to gravity the water droplet moves
downward and interacts with static particle with thermophysical properties of alu-
mina which is a common catalyst support (ρs = 4000 kg/m3, Cp, s = 900 J/(kg ·K) ).
In Figure 5.5 (b), Aw represents the surface area of the particle exposed to wa-
ter at a particular time-instance, whereas Aa represents the particle surface area
exposed to air. For this conjugate heat transfer problem, we vary the thermal
conductivity of the solid particle (ks) as K1 = 0.3 W/(m2 ·K), K2 = 3 W/(m2 ·K) and
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Figure 5.4: A plot of dimensionless droplet spreading radius (r /R) with time: (—) Present
simulations; (−−) Simulations using smooth IBM-VOF method (Sun and Sakai,
2016); (◦) Experiments and (ä) Simulations using body-fitted grid Sun and
Sakai (2016).
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Figure 5.5: A schematic sketch of the problem setup for droplet impingement on hot spheri-
cal solid particle. (a) Initial problem setup (b) Schematic during droplet spread-
ing on the particle.

K3 = 30 W/(m2 ·K) keeping the other properties of the particle fixed for all the cases.
In order to study the effect of wettability, we vary the air-water contact angle (Θ)
with the particle surface in the hydrophillic regime (Θ = {30◦,60◦,90◦}). To study
the heat transfer from the solid particle, the temperature of the particle (T1) is
initialised to be higher than the surrounding air (T2), whereas the surrounding air
and water droplet is initialised to be at the same temperature. A constant time
step (∆t) of 7.5×10−6 s is used for all the simulation cases.

To obtain a statistically averaged heat transfer rate the water droplets are gen-
erated at a constant frequency of tdr op = 0.075s per droplet. The resultant velocity
of the droplet (U ≈ 0.2m/s) when it reaches the particle surface under the action of
gravity corresponds to a Weber number, W e = 1.67 and Reynolds number, Re = 600
where,

W e = ρlU
2D

σ
and Re = ρlU D

µl
(5.13)

For droplet impact dynamics, the Weber number (W e) and the Reynolds number
(Re) indicates, the importance of the surface tension and viscosity with respect to
the liquid inertia of the droplet, respectively. As W e is low in the present case, one
can expect a moderate deformation of the droplet as it hits the solid surface thus
neglecting the more dynamic cases such as crown formation, fingering of lamella
etc. However, a higher value of Re would lead to heat transfer enhancement.
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Figure 5.6: The interaction of a droplet with a static particle at different time instances for
Θ= 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦.
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5.4.2 Temporal evolution of the gas-liquid interface and wetted
surface area

As the simulation progresses the drop hits and spreads over the solid particle
resulting in an initial increase in wetted surface area of the particle followed by
a decrease as the droplet leaves the particle surface. This sequence of events
repeat itself for every subsequent falling drop. Figure 5.6 shows the transient
evolution of the droplet for different contact angles with the time t that has been
non-dimensionalised as τ = t/tdr op where tdr op represents the time interval for
droplet generation. In Figure 5.7 shows the time evolution of the wetted area (Aw )
of the solid particle non-dimensionalised by the total area of the solid particle (Ap).
The vertical lines in Figure 5.7 correspond to the time intervals for simulation
snap-shots in Figure 5.6.

The first droplet touches the sphere at τ = 0.26 and once the droplet touches
the sphere, it tries to maintain the prescribed contact angle. Once the droplet
touches the sphere a capillary wave forms that travels upward (Figure 5.6, τ =
0.32). At the same time, the liquid spreads very rapidly on the solid sphere. It can
be clearly identified in Figure 5.7 where Aw increases very rapidly from τ = 0.26
to τ ≈ 0.4. The rate of spreading is higher for low contact angle cases signifying
more hydrophylicity for lower contact angles. As the size of the droplet is larger in
comparison to the particle, at certain point in the simulation for all the cases, the
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droplet completely covers (or "engulfs") the particle temporarily. Subsequently, for
the case of Θ = 30◦ and 60◦, the liquid droplet starts leaving the solid surface (in
Figure 5.7, τ= 0.42 to τ= 0.58 ), whereas for the case of Θ= 90◦ the solid remains
fully covered by liquid for a considerably larger time i.e. from τ= 0.49 to τ= 0.72
before eventually beginning to recede from the particle surface (refer Figure 5.7;
and Figure 5.6, Θ= 90◦, τ= 0.56 and τ= 0.65).

While the liquid fully covers the solid sphere, the total downward force on the
liquid contains the contribution by gravity and the liquid inertia. As a result the
bulk of the liquid moves downward. Once the upper portion of the solid surface
becomes dewetted (Figure 5.6: τ = 0.47, Θ = 30◦ and Θ = 60◦), the wall adhesion
forces start acting in the upward direction. As a result of these forces which act in
the opposite directions, necking of the liquid and consequent breakage can be ob-
served. For all the contact angles, a small residual droplet remains with the solid
particle. The amount of residual droplet is decided by the balance between gravi-
tational force and wall adhesion force. In Figure 5.7, τ= 1.12, one can observe that
amount of residual liquid is highest for Θ= 30◦ and lowest for Θ= 90◦. Figure 5.6,
τ= 0.74 shows several other interesting phenomena. Only for the case of Θ= 30◦,
another small satellite droplet breaks apart from the “neck” because of very high
liquid spreading rate. For the case of Θ = 90◦, the residual liquid remains at the
top of the particle and it can be explained by the direction of the wall adhesion
force. As mentioned earlier, to obtain a statistically averaged heat transfer rate
we generate water droplets at a constant frequency and in Figure 5.6, the snap-
shot at τ= 1.12 shows the second droplet moving downwards to interact with the
particle. Figure 5.8 shows time averaged dimensionless wetted area (〈Aw /Ap〉)
for each droplet impingement cycle. It is interesting to observe that there is no
particular trends for the total wetting area Θ and it is lowest for Θ = 60◦. It can
also be concluded from this figure that for all the cases, the system reaches a
hydro-dynamically quasi-steady state condition after cycle 2.

5.4.3 Evolution of particle temperature

Figure 5.9 shows the dimensionless temperature profile at the mid-plane at the
corresponding time snapshots presented in Figure 5.6 for the case of ks = K2 and
Θ= 60◦. The temperature is non-dimensionalised as:

T = T −T2

T1 −T2
(5.14)

where T1 is the initial temperature of the particle and T2 is the initial air and
droplet temperature. It can be clearly observed that the water droplet reduces the
thermal boundary layer thickness thus resulting in a enhanced heat transfer rate
upon contact with the solid particle. One can also observe the reduction in the
solid particle temperature as the drop drips over the particle. The change in liquid
temperature is very low in comparison to the surrounding air because of very high
heat capacity of water. To better visualize the contact line motion, we have also
shown the velocity vectors only for the liquid phase. The snapshot corresponding
to τ = 0.47 shows a peak temperature in the liquid phase at the bottom region
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of the particle. This can be attributed to the accumulation of the liquid in direct
contact with the hot particle surface. Though, this peak temperature is short lived
and eventually gets diffused into the droplet due to high thermal conductivity of
the liquid phase.

To quantify this reduction in particle temperature, the average particle temper-
ature is monitored at each time-step. Figure 5.10 (a) and (b) show the transient
evolution of the average particle temperature (T p, av g ) with respect to the solid
conductivity (ks) at a fixed contact angle (Θ = 30◦) and with respect to the con-
tact angle at a fixed thermal conductivity. Until the droplet touches the sphere
(τ= 0.27), the solid sphere looses its heat very slowly to the surrounding stagnant
air, although, the air temperature near the solid surface increases significantly due
very low ρCp of air compared to the solid particle. On the contrary, the liquid has
very high heat removal capacity. Once the droplet touches the solid particle, it
rapidly spreads over the solid sphere (τ= 0.27 to τ= 0.4). Due to rapid spreading
of the liquid and the resulting increase in wettable surface area, the temperature
of the solid particle reduces very fast. From τ = 0.74 to τ = 1.12, the fluid-particle
heat transfer rate is governed by the amount of residual liquid at the solid surface.
The rate of temperature drop increases with the thermal conductivity of the solid.
A higher solid conductivity results into a faster heat removal rate from the core to
the surface which loses the heat to the trickling droplet or stagnant air.

Similarly, the effect of contact angle on the average dimensionless particle tem-
perature is shown in Figure 5.10 (b). At each droplet-cycle we observe two distinct
cooling rates, i.e. slope of the curves in Figure 5.10. The high slope or the steeper
region (τ= 0.27 to τ≈ 0.56) corresponds to faster heat transfer through the moving
and contacting water droplet. The low slope (τ = 0.56 to τ = 1.27) corresponds to
a much slower heat transfer through almost stagnant liquid (also in a small quan-
tity) in contact with the solid particle. At the very beginning of first droplet moving
over the particle (τ= 0.27) the rate of decrease of the average particle temperature
is highest in the case of Θ = 30◦ and lowest for Θ = 90◦ (Figure 5.10 (b)). This is
related to higher contact line velocity (or higher spreading rate) in cases of lower
contact angles. It is also to be noted that the slopes are not significantly different.
Another interesting observation from this graph is that specifically for the case of
Θ= 90◦, even though the heat transfer rate is lower than that obtained with Θ= 30◦
and Θ = 60◦, the resultant drop in the average particle temperature in each drop
cycle is more pronounced than others. This is signified by the fact that the droplet
is in contact with the particle for much longer period of time (τ= 0.26 to τ= 0.47)
in comparison to other two contact angles (τ = 0.26 to τ = 0.74). This can be cor-
related with the relatively longer plateau (completely wetted particle) observed
in the wettable surface area curve (Figure 5.7). Therefore, the heat transfer rate
depends on both the spreading velocity of the liquid and the fraction of wetted
area of the solid.

5.4.4 Particle Nusselt number

To quantify the net effectiveness of heat transfer, a dimensionless parameter
called the Nusselt number (Nu) is often defined in many applications. Here in this
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Figure 5.9: The dimensionless temperature profile at mid-plane for the case of ks = K2 and
Θ= 60◦. Solid particle is shown with black contour line whereas the droplet is
shown with yellow contour line. Velocity vectors for only the liquid phase are
shown with arrows.
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Figure 5.10: The temporal evolution of average particle temperature with time for (a)
different solid conductivities at Θ= 60◦, and (b) for different contact angles at
ks = K2.

chapter the instantaneous Nusselt number (Nu) is defined as,

Nu = hDp

kl
(5.15)

where Dp is the characteristic length and in the heat transfer problem which is
the diameter of the particle; h is the heat transfer coefficient which is defined as,

h = q̇

As
(5.16)

where q̇ represents the volumetric heat transfer rate from the solid particle to
the surrounding fluid (air and water). The transient variation of Nu for different
cases is shown in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11 (a) shows the comparison with respect to varying solid conductivity
at fixed Θ = 60◦ whereas the Figure 5.11 (b) shows the comparison with respect
to varying contact angle at fixed ks = K2. A clear observation from the figure is
the repeating pattern that occurs in each droplet impingement cycle. Figure 5.11
(a) very clearly shows that Nu increases with increasing solid conductivity (K1 <
K2 < K3) and the variation is quite significant. Often, in gas-liquid-solid thermal
systems the effect of solid conductivity is neglected or not investigated.

The total heat transferred in a given time period is proportional to the area
under the curve in Figure 5.11. Figure 5.11 (b) shows the effect of wettability
on the Nusselt number. It can be observed that for Θ = 30◦ and Θ = 60◦, the total
heat transferred is predominantly determined by the period in which the droplet
is in contact with the particle (τ = 0.26 to τ = 0.56). One can notice that during
the droplet spreading phase (τ = 0.26 to τ = 0.37 for Θ = 30◦, τ = 0.26 to τ = 0.42
for Θ = 60◦ and τ = 0.26 to τ = 0.47 for Θ = 90◦), Nu decreases with increasing
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Θ on account of the higher droplet spreading velocity for lower contact angles.
However, Nu is significantly higher in between τ = 0.5 to τ = 0.72 for the case
of Θ = 90◦ as during this period the droplet completely engulfs the particle for a
relatively longer time in comparison with the other contact angle cases. Thus, the
overall heat transfer rate from the solid particle is higher for Θ = 90◦ compared
to Θ= 30◦ and Θ= 60◦ which is also reflected in the average particle temperature
graph (Figure 5.10 (b)) as explained earlier.

In the discussion until now, we defined the Nu based on the conductivity of the
liquid (kl ), which was the dominant (from a thermal point of view) surrounding
phase for the heat transfer. However, there could be three possible situations
during each droplet impingement cycle:

1. the heat transfer occurs completely through the air, when the droplet is not
in contact with the solid particle

2. the heat transfer occurs completely through the droplet (or liquid), when the
droplet completely covers the solid particle

3. the heat transfer occurs partly through the air and partly through the liq-
uid when the droplet is in contact with the solid particle (“except complete
coverage”)

Figure 5.11: The variation of overall particle Nusselt number (Nu) with time for different
solid conductivities at Θ= 60◦ (top) and for different contact angles at ks = K2
(bottom).
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Figure 5.12: The variation of modified particle Nusselt number (Nu∗) with time for differ-
ent solid conducitivies and contact anngles.

Following from the earlier observations, case 1 does not contribute much to the
overall heat transfer and the time duration when case 2 is relevant is very short-
lived. Also, since the Prandtl number (Pr = µCp /k) of water (≈ 7) is one order
of magnitude higher than air (≈ 0.7), the heat transfer from the partially wetted
particle would be higher through the liquid phase (droplet) in comparison to the
gas phase (air). Hence, we propose an effective conductivity, (ke f f ) that captures
all the three cases mentioned above. This ke f f is defined based on the fraction of
the solid particle’s total area exposed to either of the phases i.e. gas and liquid.
We use the wetted surface area (Aw ) and the total surface area of the particle (Ap)
(refer section 5.4.2 and Figure 5.5) to define the ke f f as:

ke f f =
Aw kl + (Ap − Aw )kg

Ap
(5.17)

Based on this effective conductivity, a new Nusselt number (Nu∗) is defined
as:

Nu∗ = hDp

ke f f
(5.18)

Figure 5.12 shows a comprehensive plot of the transient evolution of Nu∗ for the
different solid conductivities and the different contact angles. A remarkable ob-
servation from this plot is that, with the revised definition of the Nusselt number
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Table 5.1: The time averaged modified Nusselt number (〈Nu∗〉) at cycle 2 (τ = 1.25 to 2)
for different cases.

K1 K2 K3

Θ= 30◦ 10.92 20.64 26.79
Θ= 60◦ 10.89 21.13 27.72
Θ= 90◦ 11.09 23.11 29.35

(Nu∗), for a specific conductivity there is insignificant variation in Nu∗ for differ-
ent values of Θ. However, there do exist small variations which can be attributed
to the different “spreading velocities” (or contact line velocities) that has not been
considered in the definition of Nu∗.

Contrary to Figure 5.11, the effect of solid conductivity on the heat transfer is
not so noticeable when the sub-graphs of Figure 5.12 are compared. Although,
remarkable differences are evident when the area under the curves are analyzed.
As stated previously, the net heat transfer from the particle to the surrounding is
correlated with the area under this curve in one droplet impingement cycle. The
peak value of Nu∗ decreases substantially from cycle 1 to cycle 2 since the maxi-
mum heat is taken away by the first droplet when the temperature gradients are
the highest. Similar to our previous observations, a thermally quasi-steady state
from second droplet cycle on-wards (after τ = 1.25) can be seen. When the area
under the curve of any cycle is compared with it’s respective counterpart across
different thermal conductivities of the particle, it is observed that the net heat
transfer increases as the thermal conductivity of the particle increases. To quantify
this, a time averaging of the different Nu∗ curves is performed for cycle 2 of the
droplet impingement (from τ= 1.25 to τ= 2) for all the simulation cases. The time-
averaged values of Nu∗ (denoted as 〈Nu∗〉) for different Θ and ks are presented in
Table 5.1. As expected from our discussion in the previous paragraph, the variation
of 〈Nu∗〉 is not very significant with respect to change in Θ, specifically for Θ= 30◦
and Θ= 60◦. However, it is slightly higher for the case of Θ= 90◦ owing to the fact
that for this case the secondary effect of droplet engulfing the particle also plays a
major role in the net heat transfer. As was evident from the visual comparison of
the area under the curve for Figure 5.12, the time-averaged Nusselt number shows
a clear increase with increasing particle conductivity. Based on these limited three
different ks values, we observe a relation of 〈Nu∗〉 ∼ log (ks ). However, to position
this claim, a further extensive parameter study will be needed.

5.5 Conclusions

In this work, the effect of wettability on the heat transfer from a solid particle
was investigated. As a part of this study, different individual building blocks were
combined and carefully verified and validated. To reproduce the spreading hy-
drodynamics, a coupled IBM-VOF approach was used that ensures the prescribed
wettability (or contact angle) boundary condition at the three phase contact line.
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A single field formulation based methodology was developed based on the solid
phase fraction and liquid phase fraction in each control volume. This formulation
was then combined with the coupled IBM-VOF method to enable detailed investi-
gation of a model/simplified three phase system frequently encountered in trickle
bed reactors.

In the development of the heat transfer module, it was proposed that harmonic
averaging of the thermal conductivity at the cell centre (to compute the proper-
ties in each control volume), combined with the harmonic averaging at the face
centre (to compute the conductive heat flux at cell faces) would lead to a 1D
sharp representation of the interface. This was verified by comparing the temper-
ature profiles of an IBM based conjugate heat transfer problem obtained using the
current methodology with a high resolution sharp interface based semi-analytical
solution. The spatial and temporal convergence of the current method was also
performed with this study. Further, the developed methodology was used to simu-
late a stratified flow problem where the accuracy of the VOF method and the heat
transfer module was verified with the analytical solution available in literature for
a specific ratio of constant heat flux imposed on the walls. For verifying the im-
plementation for the case of multiphase flows, a stratified flow between parallel
plates was simulated for a specific ratio of constant at flux at the walls at which
the interface implicitly acts as an adiabatic boundary between the two phases.
The VOF method was verified by comparing the fully developed velocity profile
and the interface height, whereas the heat transfer module was verified by com-
paring the temperature profiles obtained from the simulations with the analytical
solution available in the literature. With the detailed verification of the heat trans-
fer module with the IBM module and the VOF module, the implementation of the
coupled IBM-VOF method was used to simulate droplet spreading on a sphere rep-
resented as an analytical IBM surface. The results were validated with numerical
and experimental results demonstrating a good agreement.

Subsequent to the verification and validation studies, a relatively simplistic
problem of single water droplet intermittently impinging on a hot spherical cata-
lyst particle is simulated. Three different solid conductivities and contact angles
were used to understand the effect of wettability on the heat transfer from a spher-
ical particle. The wetted surface area and the average particle temperature is re-
corded at every time step giving insights into the remarkably different behavior
for different contact angles. It was observed that most of the heat transfer occurs
through the liquid phase as expected. The contact angle plays two differentiat-
ing roles due to different spreading rates (or contact line velocity) and due to the
difference in relative time spent in the “completely wetted” state. The latter state
can only occur when the droplet size is comparatively larger than the particle size
which has been considered in this study. From the plots of Nusselt number, it was
concluded that the net heat transfer was the highest for Θ= 90◦ due to the droplet
spending more time in the completely wetted state. It was also observed from
the plots of Nusselt number, that the solid conductivity which is rather ignored in
many studies, has a large effect on the net heat transfer from the solid particle.
To ensure that the Nusselt number captures the three mechanisms of heat transfer
viz. completely by gas, completely by liquid and partially by liquid, a new Nusselt
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number (Nu∗) is proposed. This Nu∗ is defined based on an effective conduc-
tivity (ke f f ) which further is defined based on the fraction of wetted area of the
solid particle. This redefined Nusselt number unifies the heat transfer character-
istics across different contact angles with differences only arising on account of
different contact line velocities which has not been accounted for in the new defi-
nition. A logarithmic scaling with respect to solid conductivity is observed for Nu∗
although on the basis of limited number of cases.

To reaffirm this finding a greater coverage of the parameter space will be
needed as a part of future research. Also, an interesting and more realistic trickle
bed related problem setup would be to drop such spherical droplets on a packed
bed of spherical particles. These particles can be homogeneously imposed with the
same contact angle or different particles can be attributed with different contact
angles. It would be interesting to see the non-uniform heat dissipation in such
a complex reactor system. As a further extension to this work, one can look at
using a dynamic contact angle based boundary condition to see if the observed
behavior in this work persists for such cases. This would necessitate more strin-
gent (and smaller) time steps thus making the problem computationally expensive.
Given the rather initial demonstration of the methodology coupled with the wide
applications, the aforementioned extensions would expand the outreach of such
methods in this relatively new field.





Chapter 6
Epilogue

6.1 Conclusions

Heat and mass transfer processes in multiphase flows critically determine the
performance of multiphase chemical reactors influencing the total yield and con-
version rates. Multiphase flows such as bubbly flows induce agitation in the liquid,
which results in enhanced heat and mass transfer to immersed surfaces. Non-
invasive experimental techniques are limited to simplified model systems and/or
limited by the system size. Additionally, dense multiphase systems are often opti-
cally opaque for such techniques. On the other hand, invasive experimental tech-
niques often induce undesired disturbance to the flow field. Consequently, the in-
terest in Multiphase Computational Fluid Dynamics (MCFD) has expanded rapidly
in recent years to obtain detailed understanding and quantitative predictive ca-
pability of processes involving complex multiphase flows. Among the available
numerical simulation techniques, in this thesis, the focus is on Direct Numerical
Simulations (DNS).

In the first part of the thesis, a novel dual grid method was developed to model
heat and mass transfer in fluid-solid as well as gas-liquid flows. The dual grid
method was developed because of the large disparity in the length scales of heat
and mass transport compared to momentum transport. The thickness of the con-
centration boundary layer in case of mass transport (and thermal boundary layer
in case of heat transport) relative to the momentum boundary layer thickness is
signified by the Schmidt number (or Prandtl number). A high Schmidt number
(À 1) signifies a very thin concentration boundary layer. In a gas-liquid system,
Sc ≈ 103. To study such systems with DNS, very fine grids are required. The
proposed dual grid methodology reduces CPU requirements by performing flow
calculations on a coarser Cartesian grid, while the scalar transport is calculated on
an adaptive grid. The necessary interpolation techniques and the communication
methodology between the two grids was also discussed in this part. The numerical
schemes for the evaluation of the convective and diffusive fluxes on the adaptive
grid was detailed with proper verification and validation studies.
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The initial method development targeted the convective heat transfer from
stationary solid spheres. The results showed a good match with empirical Nusselt
number correlations. Subsequently, the method was extended to handle moving
deformable gas-liquid interfaces. This required an additional building block for
the update of the phase fraction from the coarse grid to the fine grid based on a
piecewise linear representation of the interface. Additionally, a hybrid convection
scheme was proposed, which minimises the numerical diffusion of the transported
scalar quantity. This extended methodology was subsequently used to study the
mass transfer from 2D and 3D single bubbles, rising in a quiescent pool of liquid.
For the 2D system, the mass transfer from the bubbles showed a good agreement
with the results obtained using uniformly refined Cartesian grids as well as the re-
sults reported in literature using a subgrid scale approach (Aboulhasanzadeh et al.,
2012). For the mass transfer of 3D single rising bubbles, the obtained Sherwood
numbers compared favorably with empirical correlations and numerical results
earlier reported in the literature.

The second part of the thesis focused on systems with heat transfer where
the disparity in the length scales of heat transport and momentum transport was
negligible. This allowed for a unified grid approach where the heat transport and
the momentum transport were solved on the same computational grid. A single
field formulation was proposed for the solution of the heat transport equation
where the physical properties in each grid cell were defined by mixture rules based
on the local volume fraction. A periodic boundary condition was also proposed
for studying the effect of gas fraction on the wall-to-liquid heat transfer in dense
bubble swarms. The single field formulation and the periodic boundary condition
were extensively tested to assess their accuracy. Single bubble and multiple bubble
simulations revealed that the heat transfer was enhanced due to induced liquid
agitation by rising bubbles. This is due to the bubble passage, causing the thinning
of the thermal boundary layer at the wall. This was also reflected in the high cross
correlation value for the distance of bubble(s) from the wall and the increase in
Nusselt number calculated for the same wall. Eventually, a scaling relation for the
Nusselt number versus gas fraction was proposed.

This single field formulation was extended further to study a three-phase heat
transfer problem relevant to trickle bed reactors. The effect of wettability on con-
jugate heat transfer from a hot spherical particle was examined. The hot parti-
cle was modeled using an Immersed Boundary Method whereas the cold droplet
falling on this particle was modelled using the Volume of Fluid method. The study
of this simplified system demonstrated that liquid spreading over the particle sur-
face plays an important role in controlling the temperature of the particle. The
effect of solid conductivity and contact angle was studied and a modified Nusselt
number based on the wetted area was proposed that essentially incorporates the
effect of contact angle in the Nusselt number. Compared to the contact angle, the
solid conductivity was found to have a larger impact on the net heat transfer rate
from the particle.
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6.2 Outlook

The methodology developed in the first part of this thesis can readily be applied
to study the mass transfer in dense bubble swarms. Bubble swarm simulations
with periodic boundary conditions on all domain boundaries, have been used by
Roghair et al. (2011) to obtain closures for the drag force as a function of gas
fraction and Eötvös number, Eo. The LFRM methodology detailed in Chapter 4,
can be used to compute steady state rise velocities for bubble swarms in fully
periodic domains with gas fractions in the range of 2% to 20%.

Future work could include mass transfer simulations, where a hydrodynamic
snapshot of the quasi-steady state of a bubble swarm is taken as the starting point
for the mass transfer calculations. Since, the system is prescribed with fully pe-
riodic boundaries, a volumetric sink term (i.e. a chemical reaction) needs to be
applied to prevent the liquid from getting saturated with the diffusing species. The
reaction rate constant needs to be chosen such that, it is large enough to prevent
bulk saturation but also small enough so that it doesn’t cause additional sharpen-
ing of the concentration profile in the boundary layer. Also, the current adaptive
grid methodology is restricted to the level of the Cartesian grid while performing

Figure 6.1: The initial refinement near the bubble surface where the inset shows the tri-
angulated bubble mesh with yellow line over the phase fraction field generated
on the adaptive grid.
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coarsening operations. In simulations with very high Schmidt number, Sc, there
is little to no species present in the bulk of the liquid. To achieve an even lower
computational cost, cells in these regions could be coarsened further beyond the
base level corresponding to the Cartesian grid, which requires an extension of the
current method. This extension will allow to refine the cells in the boundary layer
even further, thus enabling the study of high Sc and high Hatta number systems.

The novel dual grid methodology developed in this thesis can be extended to
numerous other fields of research where disparity of length scales exist. Numerical
simulation of boiling is one such area where the vapor bubble grows due to phase
transition from the liquid phase to gas phase. This also leads to very thin thermal
boundary layers at the bubble interface. The method can also be used to decouple
specific critical transport equations on an adaptive grid. For instance, in the case
of the Volume of Fluid method for multiphase flows (gas-liquid or liquid-liquid),
the phase fraction is the field on the basis of which the surface tension forces
are calculated at the interface. A finer grid for phase fraction advection helps to
achieve better performance for highly dynamic systems. This could further prevent
artificial coalescence or breakup in dispersed gas-liquid or liquid-liquid systems.

Another natural extension of this methodology could be to include the com-
bined effects of heat and mass transfer for reactive multiphase flows with Arrhe-
nius type reaction rate constant dependence on the temperature. This would allow
to understand the influence of efficient heat removal or addition on the overall
yield/conversion. The single field formulation proposed in the second part of the
thesis can be used in the dual grid framework to study interesting problems of con-
jugate heat and mass transfer where the gradients in heat and mass transfer occur
on either side of the interface. For example, Rajkotwala et al. (2019) showed that
the single field formulation (simple to implement and implicit) performs worse
than the sharp-interface formulation (complex to implement and explicit) (Das
et al., 2018a) at coarser grid resolution for phase transition. The difference be-
tween the two formulations eventually diminishes with grid refinement. There-
fore, it is felt that the dual grid method can be a good candidate where the single
field formulation can be extended.

Overall, the novel dual grid method holds great promise in resolving thin
boundary layers at a rather modest computational cost. On the other hand the
single field formulation can be used as it is, or with the dual grid method to solve
complex heat and mass transfer problems. There is a scope of improvement on
the current numerical implementation of these models. Although the operators
described for the adaptive grid are limited to adjacent neighbors in each direc-
tion, the full code is not tested for deployment to distributed memory clusters.
The current state of the Cartesian grid based hydrodynamics code doesn’t allow to
use the MPI framework and is limited to the OpenMP framework for parallelization.
Also the domain decomposition on the adaptive grid is based on the z-order curve
mentioned in part I. This allows for dynamic load balancing of such grids which
are ever changing. On the contrary, the usual domain decomposition methods for
Cartesian grids involve dividing the domain along one or multiple Cartesian direc-
tions. For, the method to work seamlessly in a distributed memory architecture
using MPI, implementing the z-order based domain decomposition method for the
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Cartesian grid would be necessary. Improvements can also be made on the order
of the numerical schemes, which is an area of active research for quadtree grids.

In the study of the effect of wettability on heat transfer, the parameter space
of the contact angle and solid conductivity was limited to three samples each. To
investigate and establish generalised correlations for the effect of wettability on
heat transfer, a greater coverage of parameter space will be required. Additionally,
the complexity of the system can be increased by including conjugate mass transfer
with heat liberation due to exothermic catalytic transformations as well as the
impact of liquid jets. Also, the single particle could be replaced by a structured
(or random) packing of multiple particles. This will also allow to investigate the
role of porosity on the liquid holdup and overall heat transfer in a model trickle
bed reactor. Another improvement to this study, would be to use a more realistic
dynamic contact angle model instead of the currently used static contact angle
model. Although, this would require even smaller time steps thereby increasing
the computational costs.
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